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“The direct use of force is such a poor solution to any problem, 

it is generally employed only by small children and large nations” 

– David Friedman 

  

1.1 Introduction 

 

Especially since the Second World War aggression has been widely studied by psychologists, 

psychiatrists, sociologists, biologists, and other scientists. The reason for the abundance of 

studies and interventions in this field of research is not surprising. In the Netherlands alone, 

police records show that there were almost 112,000 aggressive offences in 2009 (Central Bureau 

of Statistics [CBS], 2009), with 5 % of the total Dutch population being the victim of physical 

abuse or threats (Integral Safety Monitor [IVM], 2009). Recent estimations of the Scientific 

Research and Documentation Center (WODC; Groot, De Hoop, Houkes, & Sikkel, 2007) 

have shown that aggression and related criminality costs society at least 20 billion euro 

(including costs for emotional suffering) on an annual basis, thus making it one of the major 

challenges for the Dutch and other Western societies. Therefore, insights in the underlying 

dispositions to aggression (and more broadly, antisocial behavior) are tremendously important 

in order to facilitate the development of adequate preventions and interventions.  

 The studies presented in this dissertation mainly focus on aggressive and rule-breaking 

behavior in (pre)adolescence. It uses goal-framing theory and Social Production Function theory 

(SPF theory; Lindenberg, 1996, Lindenberg 2008). SPF theory argues that subjective well-being 

can be divided into physical and social well-being, based on fundamental needs which, in turn, 

lead to goals related to need satisfaction. Physical well-being is achieved when fulfilling goals of 

comfort (e.g., the absence of noxious stimuli) and goals of stimulation, whereas social well-being 

is achieved via the realization of the goals of status, affection, and behavioral confirmation. The 

guiding idea taken from goal-framing theory is that people may individually differ in the 

intensity of these needs and that for some of these needs (status and stimulation), a 

comparatively high level of intensity is likely to create problems with self-regulation. Thus 

having a very high status need can create frequent attempts at domination and, as a 

consequence, aggressive behavior. Similarly, a very high need for stimulation can create high-

levels of risk-seeking behavior, including behavior that goes against the established rules. In this 

dissertation we therefore mainly focused on status and stimulation goals as possible factors that 

contribute to aggressive and rule-breaking behavior of adolescents. However, personality 

characteristics operate in a social environment that may enhance, inhibit or buffer them. For 

sociology, such interaction effects are of great importance. 

Three main parts can be distinguished. In the first part of this dissertation we examined 

the idea that a particularly high intensity in the goals related to status and/or to stimulation will 

create problem behavior with regard to aggression and rule-breaking, respectively. First, we 

asked whether aggressive children and adolescents have particularly intensive (direct or indirect) 

status goals. Second, we asked whether physiological underarousal would be associated with an 
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increased importance of stimulation goals and whether this would give rise to rule-breaking and 

even aggressive behavior. In the second part we focused on how dispositions to status and 

stimulation goals would interact with the peer context. Here, we focused specifically on peer 

contexts in which status goals were important. In the third part we looked more closely at the 

possibility that dispositions and context are not necessarily independent. In fact, dispositions 

may help shape the contexts within which adolescents find themselves. Then again, the context 

may shape dispositions or at least shape the kind of influence dispositions can have. We thus 

examined behavioral selection and influence processes (in friendship networks) on the basis of 

different forms and functions of aggression. In addition, we tested the frequently found 

proposition that highly aggressive adolescents seek out other highly aggressive peers against the 

possibility that extremely aggressive adolescents only have aggressive friends because non-

aggressive peers do not want to be friends with them (selection by default).   

 In the following we will discuss why it is important to study aggression in adolescence 

and why it is important to view adolescent aggression in light of individual dispositions, peer 

context, and the interaction between the two. To this end, we elaborate on the importance of 

including status and stimulation goals in explaining aggression and antisocial behavior. But 

before we address the role of status and stimulation goals, we will first define aggression and its 

functions and forms. 

 

1.2 Aggressive behavior 

 

Next to the societal costs, the study of aggression in childhood and adolescence has 

received much attention because aggression is often associated with maladjustment. Aggressive 

youth are for instance at risk for externalizing problems, poor peer relations, and internalizing 

problems (see e.g., Card, Stucky, Sawalani, Little, 2008; Card & Little, 2006; Heilbron & 

Prinstein, 2008). In this dissertation aggressive and, more broadly, antisocial behaviors are 

defined as behaviors that harm others, things, relationships, or another person’s social status. In 

defining aggressive behavior, it becomes apparent that there is quite some heterogeneity in its 

expression. These different types of aggression have been associated with different motivations 

and outcomes. Typically, aggression has been distinguished into two different forms and two 

different functions (Little, Jones, Henrich, & Hawley, 2003) and the usefulness of 

distinguishing between these different types has already been shown in preschoolers (Murray-

Close & Ostrov, 2009). In the following we will further elaborate on these different types of 

aggression. Although we mostly examine aggressive behavior in this dissertation, in Chapter 3 

we assessed the association between resting heart rate and rule-breaking behavior (i.e., offences 

of rules) in addition to aggressive behavior. Because associations between resting heart rate and 

rule-breaking and aggressive behavior respectively did not differ, we decided to use a combined 

measure of antisocial behavior, including both aggressive and rule-breaking behaviors, in 

Chapter 4. 
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Proactive and reactive functions of aggression 

From a cognitive-behavioral perspective (Bandura, 1973), instrumental or proactive 

aggression reflects a learned use of aggression for obtaining self-serving outcomes at the expense 

of others (see Crick & Dodge, 1994). The concept of reactive aggression originates from the 

aggression-frustration models (Berkowitz, 1962; Dollard, Doob, Miller, Mowrer, & Sears, 

1939). Here, aggression is seen as a defensive and angry reaction to perceived provocations. 

Both functions often co-occur, but proactive and reactive aggression are differentially related to 

social adjustment (see e.g., Card & Little, 2006). Proactive aggression is related to perceived self-

efficacy, positive outcome expectations for aggression, and increased likelihood of overt 

externalizing problems, such as delinquency over time (Boldizar, Perry, & Perry, 1989; Vitaro, 

Brendgen, & Tremblay, 2002), whereas reactive aggression is characterized by hostile 

attribution bias, difficulties in emotion regulation, and internalizing problems like depression 

(for a review, see Crick & Dodge, 1994). Furthermore, although peer rejection is associated 

with both proactive and reactive aggression, proactive aggression is also related to positive 

adjustment, such as perceived sense of humor, leadership, and popularity in terms of a 

reputational status in the peer group (e.g., Dodge & Coie, 1987). In contrast, reactive 

aggression is primarily related to rejection and victimization by peers (Poulin & Boivin, 1999; 

Schwartz et al., 1998). In general, underlying motives for aggression have been suggested to be 

the result of status goals. In Chapter 2, we tested this explicitly, and in Chapter 6 we focus 

amongst others on the pro- and reactive functions of aggression.  

 

Direct and indirect forms of aggression 

Next to the functions of aggression, we can distinguish between direct and indirect 

forms of aggression. Direct forms are often referred to as physical (e.g., hitting, kicking, and 

pushing) as well as overt verbal forms of aggression (e.g., calling names or taunting). Indirect 

forms of aggression are less clearly defined, as researchers have referred to different names and 

have used the same labels for different constructs (Card et al., 2008). As such, indirect 

aggression covers social (e.g., group manipulations, ostracism) and relational (e.g., threats of 

terminating friendship, gossiping) forms of aggression. In general, indirect aggression can be 

defined as hurtful manipulations of relationships and damaging another person’s social status. 

In this dissertation, Chapter 5 included both direct (i.e., physical) and indirect (i.e., relational) 

forms of aggression in girls, whereas Chapter 7 focuses explicitly on direct (i.e., physical) forms 

of aggression in boys.  

 

1.3 The role of status goals in adolescence 

 

Several studies have also discerned developmental differences in these different forms 

and functions of aggressive, and more broadly, antisocial behavior. Although caution is 

warranted, findings from a meta-analysis on the functions of aggression (Card & Little, 2006) 

suggest that proactive aggression becomes less maladaptive over time in terms of social 
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adjustment. Interestingly, the same holds for reactive functions of aggression, except for the 

association with emotional dysregulation and attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder 

(ED/ADHD); this association increases with age. With regard to the forms of aggression, 

evidence is rather mixed. Whereas Card et al. (2008) found no moderation by age in the links 

between direct and indirect aggression and adjustment, the review on indirect aggression by 

Heilbron and Prinstein (2008) seems to suggest that there are noticeable differences between 

childhood and adolescence in these links. Moreover, also Hawley (1999) suggested that as 

children develop more verbal skills, allowing for subtleties, overt forms of aggressive behavior 

become less adaptive, whereas more covert (indirect) forms become more adaptive in terms of 

social acceptance. Here, it must also be mentioned that the functions underlying the forms of 

aggression are differently related to social adjustment. Children who are able to combine both 

instrumental forms of aggression and prosocial behavior (i.e., bi-strategic) are found to be liked 

by peers and well adjusted (Hawley, 2003).  

 These developmental insights in aggression show that (pre)adolescence is an important 

period to study when it comes to aggressive and antisocial behavior. First, adolescence is the 

period where aggression becomes more subtle in form (although the underlying function may 

stay the same). However, this is not the case for every adolescent, because some may still exhibit 

more direct forms of aggression. In this dissertation we specifically focus on the repercussions of 

using of direct forms of aggression to achieve status and, in part, also stimulation goals. Second, 

adolescence is also the period in which youth may experience a ‘maturity gap’ (Moffitt, 1993; 

Agnew, 2003). That is, although adolescents may have reached biological maturity, authority 

figures (e.g., parents, teachers, society) deny them the privileges that are associated with societal 

maturity. To display their mature status, adolescents may exhibit risk behaviors, such as rule-

breaking behavior and even aggression. Third, status and stimulation are two goals that are 

especially relevant in adolescence. As the peer context plays an increasing importance in 

adolescence (Agnew, 2003; Parker & Asher, 1993), a high status in the peer group may give 

access to more resources that increase well-being. Next to that, the need for sensation and 

stimulation seeking increases generally in adolescence (Steinberg et al., 2008), but dispositions 

to how important stimulation goals are for well-being may differ between adolescents.  

  

Gender differences 

The extent to which there is a need to fulfill status goals is likely to be different for boys 

and girls and this may shine through in different types and severity of aggression. Although 

aggression is visible in both boys and girls, several studies show that direct, and especially 

physical, forms of aggression are more normative in boys. Boys tend to use direct aggression 

more often than girls (Card et al., 2008) and there is evidence that the display of high or 

extreme levels of direct aggression is only exhibited by boys (see Chapter 7). Also with regard to 

antisocial behavior in general, Van Lier and colleagues have shown that children and 

adolescents in the high antisocial trajectories are predominantly male (Van Lier, Vitaro, 

Wanner, Vuijk, & Crijnen, 2005; Van Lier, Vuijk, & Crijnen, 2005). However, when it comes 
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to indirect forms of aggression findings do not favor one specific gender. Boys and girls both 

engage in indirect aggression (Card et al., 2008) and it is not clear whether they differ in 

frequency (Heilbron & Prinstein, 2008). Although some studies reported that girls tend to 

exhibit more indirect aggression, Card et al. (2008) showed that this is mostly due to reporter 

bias. That is, parents and teachers were more likely to ascribe indirect forms of aggression to 

girls, compared to observations, self-, and peer-reports.  

 

In sum, some (pre)adolescents may be more disposed to pursuing status goals, which 

may give rise to aggressive and antisocial behaviors. Moreover, peer contexts in adolescence 

(e.g., friendships, classrooms) may play an important role in presenting opportunities for such 

goal achievement. In addition, it is important to study under which contextual factors 

dispositions for particularly strong status goals give rise to aggressive and antisocial behavior. 

Next to that, some (pre)adolescents may have a (biological) disposition to achieving stimulation 

goals. In the following, we present how stimulation goals may be associated with rule-breaking 

and aggression and we provide a brief overview of the relationships between status and 

stimulation goals in relation to peer contexts.  

 

1.4 The role of stimulation goals 

 

To assess whether individuals are particularly disposed to pursuing stimulation goals, we 

assessed physiological underarousal as an indicator (Zuckerman, 1990; see also Chapter 3). Out 

of all physiological factors, low resting heart rate is the most often replicated correlate of 

antisocial behavior (Ortiz & Raine, 2004). Therefore, we used this measure in two studies 

(Chapter 3 and 4) as a measure of underarousal (i.e., hypo-arousal or blunted arousal) or 

physiological (in)sensitivity. Additionally, in Chapter 5 we use three stress reactivity measures, 

namely heart rate reactivity, respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) reactivity, and skin conductance 

level reactivity. Here, the measure of physiological reactivity was based on how individuals 

responded physiologically during a challenging peer exclusion experiment.  

The aforementioned physiological factors are indicators of the functioning of the 

autonomic nervous system (ANS), which can be divided into two branches. The sympathetic 

branch (the “accelerator”) is responsible for the activation of the ANS, and causes for instance 

an increase in oxygen flow and activity of the sweat glands (i.e., measured by skin conductance 

levels). Typically, this branch indicates arousal and is often associated with the “fight or flight” 

mechanism. The parasympathetic branch (the “brake”) controls the levels of arousal by 

withdrawal of vagal influence (i.e., suppressing arousal via activity of the vagal nerve) which 

results amongst others in a slowing down of heart rate and blood pressure. This branch is 

typically associated with the “rest and digest” mechanism and can be measured via RSA. 

Typically, high base line (i.e., resting) levels of RSA have been associated with positive 

adjustment (Calkins, 2001, 2007).  
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 Both underarousal of the sympathetic (i.e., low acceleration) and parasympathetic (i.e., 

low vagal withdrawal) nervous systems have been associated with maladjustment. Ortiz and 

Raine (2004) and Lorber (2004) showed in their meta-analyses that low resting heart rate, as an 

indication of both sympathetic and parasympathetic functioning, was associated with 

aggression, psychopathy, and conduct problems. However, effect sizes were relatively small. 

With regard to sympathetic functioning, measured via skin conductance, Lorber (2004) found 

no significant effects for aggression. However, lower levels of skin conductance were related to 

extreme characterizations of aggressive behavior, as indexed by psychopathic and sociopathic 

behavior. With regard to physiological reactivity (measured as the difference score between 

baseline and stress levels), there is also strong support for a relation between parasympathetic 

functioning and aggression (or antisocial behavior in a broader sense). Kibler, Prosser, and Ma 

(2004) showed in their meta-analysis that no or low RSA reactivity (i.e., no vagal withdrawal) 

during stress was associated with misconduct (including aggression) in children and adolescents. 

Moreover, low heart rate reactivity was also associated with more aggression in children and 

adolescents (Kibler et al., 2004; Ortiz & Raine, 2004).  

On the basis of goal-framing and SPF theory (Lindenberg, 1996, 2008), we would expect 

that the relationship between underarousal and rule-breaking or aggressive behavior runs via 

the need to seek stimulation. This is supported in the literature by the stimulation seeking 

theory (i.e., Raine, 2002; Zuckerman, 1990). This theory argues that being in a state of low 

autonomic arousal is an unpleasant physiological state. To reach more optimal levels of arousal, 

individuals will actively seek out exciting and risky activities, such as aggressive and antisocial 

behaviors. In other words, stimulation seeking theory suggests that individuals with a 

physiologically underaroused disposition have a greater need to fulfill stimulation goals and as a 

result they may display more aggressive and antisocial behavior. However, in the literature, we 

also find a theory that points to a different mechanism. Fearlessness theory suggests that a low 

level of arousal is an indicator of low levels of fear (e.g., Raine, 1997). Specifically, low 

autonomic arousal is thought to reflect a lack of fear and inhibition. These low levels of fear, in 

turn, may remove concerns about the repercussions of aggression (Kindlon et al., 1995; Raine, 

2002a, 2002b). In addition, fearlessness may reduce sensitivity to punishment (Fung et al., 

2005). Given their reduced responsiveness to punishment, underaroused individuals may be 

less likely to develop inhibition following punishment, which in turn facilitates involvement in 

aggression (Beauchaine, Katkin, Strassberg, & Snarr, 2001).  

In Chapter 3 both theories are tested and we hypothesize that both may be true but for 

different age groups. Namely, in childhood, direct forms of aggression are in general high but 

start to decrease in adolescence. However, in childhood there are few rule breaking behaviors 

compared to the large increase in rule breaking in adolescence. Interestingly, this development 

of antisocial behaviors seems to coincide with the development of the personality characteristics 

of impulsivity (or behavioral inhibition) and sensation seeking. Whereas impulsivity is high in 

childhood and decreasing in adolescence, sensation seeking is low in childhood but increasing 

in adolescence (Steinberg et al. 2007). To conclude, fearlessness theory may explain the relation 
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between low resting heart rate and aggression, when assessing personality in childhood. 

However, when assessing personality in adolescence, there may be stronger support for 

stimulation seeking theory. Implicitly we can argue that these age differences may depend on 

the importance and the role played by peer groups in (late) childhood compared to early and 

middle adolescence. If, due to the increasing maturity gap (Agnew, 2003, Moffit, 1993), 

aggressive and rule-breaking behavior become a sign of more independent and “adult” behavior 

(and thus a means to achieve peer status), that kind of behavior may be particularly attractive to 

underaroused adolescents who see a chance to gain both in status and stimulation. In addition, 

underaroused adolescents may be more sensitive to peer influences.  

 

1.5 Dispositions and context 

 

Person-environment interaction 

 Next to dispositions (and interactions with dispositions), peer contexts in adolescence 

(e.g., friendships, classrooms) may play a crucial role in presenting opportunities for goal 

achievement. Therefore, it is important to study under which contextual factors, dispositions 

for more intense status and stimulation goals give rise to aggressive and rule-breaking behavior. 

Underaroused individuals (i.e., individuals with a heightened need for stimulation) may be 

presented with more opportunities of fulfilling stimulation goals in terms of aggression or rule-

breaking in those environments in which this kind of behavior is legitimized by the fact that 

other peers do it too. Then there is also the possibility that overarousal may be associated with 

heighted sensitivity to rejection which may give rise to satisfying the need for stimulation too 

quickly. In that case it would lead especially to aggressive behavior in a context in which the 

overaroused individuals feel rejected. These questions arise, of course, also with regard to more 

intense status goals. However, in this dissertation, we studied this question together with the 

next question on the role of dispositions in shaping the context. 

 

Disposition: shaping or being shaped by the context? 

Individuals who have more intense status goals, may display more aggression in contexts 

where they feel undervalued or even rejected (Dodge & Pettit, 2003) and see dominating via 

aggressive behavior as a way to increase their status. One particular relevant peer context in 

adolescence is friendship (see Chapters 4, 6, and 7), as it provides satisfaction for adolescents’ 

social need for affection and behavioral stimulation (see Lindenberg 1996; Buhrmester, 1996; 

Erwin, 1998) and offers unique benefits, such as emotional and practical support (Newcomb & 

Bagwell, 1995; Stanton-Salazar & Spina, 2005). However, not all friendships may be equally 

adaptive. For example, similar levels of aggression between adolescent friends have been found 

(Cairns, Cairns, Neckermann, Gest, & Gariépy, 1988; Espelage, Holt, & Henkel, 2003; Poulin 

et al., 1997), suggesting that friendships could also lead to negative outcomes. Is this the result 

of peer influence or is it the result of homophily, of similar youths attracting each other (also 

called homophilic selection; see McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001)?  In the first case, the 
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context would mold dispositions or influence them. In the second case, the dispositions would 

create the context. With regard to aggressive and antisocial behavior there is evidence for both 

processes. For example, Poulin and colleagues (1997; 2000) found that proactive aggressive boys 

spent time and made friends with other aggressive boys. Several studies have shown that deviant 

friends influence individual behavior with regard to antisocial behavior (Ary et al., 1999; Van 

Lier, Vuijk & Crijnen, 2005; Van Lier, Wanner, & Vitaro, 2007), delinquency (Burk, Steglich, 

& Snijders, 2007; Vitaro, Pedersen, & Brendgen, 2007), and aggression (see Chapter 6). 

It seems likely that these two processes co-occur; adolescents may select themselves into 

aggressive peer groups on the basis of dispositions to status and stimulation goals, and in turn, 

they are also socialized by these aggressive peers. Previous research at least suggests that the 

propensity for increased aggression in the context of aggressive peers (Boivin & Vitaro, 1995; 

Espelage et al., 2003) indicates that aggressive adolescents make friends with other aggressive 

peers (i.e., selection similarity) and that their aggression may also be further increased by these 

relationships (i.e., social influence). Only recently, researchers have begun to test these two 

processes simultaneously. Recent developments in social network analysis have led to the 

construction of estimation models that can account for selection and influence processes while 

accounting for structural effects (e.g., reciprocity and transitivity). In this dissertation (see 

Chapter 6) we applied Simulation Investigation of Empirical Network Analysis (SIENA; 

Snijders, 2001; Snijders, Steglich, & Schweinberger, 2007) program that can handle such data. 

Analyzing selection and influence processes simultaneously reduces overestimation of both 

processes. Moreover, this overestimation is reduced because SIENA also accounts for structural 

network effects by controlling for the fact that individuals are nested in dyads, nested in triads, 

which are in turn nested in school grades (in our case). In sum, analyzing selection and 

influence processes with the SIENA program delivers a more complete picture of the effect of 

peer relations on the development of aggression. Moreover, it may tell us whether or not 

dispositions to status and stimulation goals (inferred from aggressive behavior) are in large 

measure shaped by the peer context. 

 

1.6 This dissertation 

 

To summarize, this dissertation examines individual dispositions and peer contexts that are 

associated with aggression. To this end, we focused on the possibility that individuals with more 

intense status and stimulation goals are more likely to display aggressive and rule-breaking 

behavior, especially in contexts that legitimize this kind of behavior. Most studies presented in 

this dissertation were conducted with the Dutch TRacking Adolescents’ Individual Lives Survey 

(TRAILS), which biennially follows its participants from the age of ten until they are at least 25 

years old. However, other studies have been conducted with adolescent samples from the 

United States and Finland. Together these studies present a picture of the relationships 

between peer context, physiology, and aggression in adolescent samples from different Western 

societies.  
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 In the first part of this dissertation we assessed whether aggressive (and antisocial) 

children and adolescents had a stronger disposition to status and stimulation goals. In Chapter 

2 we therefore looked at a specific form of aggression, namely bullying, to see whether bullies 

had more intense direct and indirect status goals. By concentrating specifically on bully-victim 

dyads, we looked at the differences between bullies and victims in status goals, functions of 

aggressive behavior, and social status. In addition, we looked at developmental differences 

between elementary and high school students and between boys and girls. Data for this study 

came from twenty school classes from South-West Finland. 

In Chapter 3 we move to the relationship between physiology and aggressive, or more 

broadly, antisocial behavior. Here, we assessed whether aggressive and antisocial adolescents 

also had more stimulation goals. In this chapter we study the prospective relationship between 

low resting heart rate and antisocial behavior (i.e., aggression and rule-breaking behavior). 

Although previous studies found that low resting heart rate is associated with and may lead to 

antisocial behavior, there is no good empirical evidence for the underlying mechanism of this 

relationship. To address this limitation, we argued that the relationship between resting heart 

rate and antisocial behavior is mediated by a particularly intense need for stimulation, leading 

to sensation seeking and rule-breaking or even aggressive behavior. From the literature we 

added a possible other mechanism: that a low heart rate may predispose individuals to 

fearlessness which in turn may be associated with more aggression. These hypotheses were 

tested via a mediation model with the TRAILS dataset. 

In the second part (Chapter 4 and 5) we studied the interaction between individual 

dispositions for intense stimulation goals (measured by autonomic underarousal) and the role 

of the peer context. More specifically, we looked at the interactive effects of peer context and 

physiological underarousal on aggression and antisocial behavior. In Chapter 4 we studied the 

influence of peers on adolescent antisocial behavior. In line with the person-environment 

hypothesis, we argued that the negative relationship between resting heart rate and antisocial 

behavior is only present in peer contexts that are characterized by high levels of aggressive 

behavior (i.e., bullying). Data from the TRAILS study were used to address this hypothesis. In 

Chapter 5 we focused on the effect of three physiological stress measures on different forms of 

aggression in girls. We argued that a blunted physiological response to stress, as an indicator of 

underarousal, would be associated with more relational aggression. Next to that, we argued that 

this overarousal would be associated with physical aggression, especially in peer contexts 

characterized by high levels of rejection and in individuals who are highly sensitive to peer 

rejection. These hypotheses were tested with data coming from an American summer camp for 

girls. 

In the third part, staying within the domain of aggression and peer context, we added 

the possibility that dispositions and contexts are not independent factors. Rather, dispositions 

may shape contexts and may, in turn, be shaped by contexts. Both mechanisms may be going 

on at the same time. Chapter 6 assessed whether individual dispositions created the peer 

context (i.e., selection) or whether individual dispositions were shaped by peer contexts (i.e., 
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socialization). In Chapter 6 we focused on the development of different forms and functions of 

aggressive behavior. By assessing friendship networks in nine schools from the USA, we were 

able to study selection and influence effect simultaneously. Specifically, we argued that these 

processes may work differently depending on forms and functions of aggression. To test this, we 

made use of the Simulation Investigation for Empirical Network Analysis, or SIENA program 

(Snijders, 2001; Snijders et al., 2007). 

Finally, in Chapter 7, we focused on friendships of boys with an aggressive disposition. 

In this study we tested a homophily selection hypothesis against the idea that adolescents, 

whether or not they are aggressive, crave affection (Lindenberg 1996), so that their being 

befriended with other highly aggressive and little prosocial peers, is likely to be the result of 

default selection. Although previous studies have ascribed aggression similarity in friendships 

mainly to homophilic selection, we argued that highly aggressive boys may prefer the same 

friends as their less aggressive counterparts. However, due to their highly aggressive behavior, 

peers may refrain from befriending them and as a result these highly aggressive boys have to 

resort to their ‘second choice’, namely: other aggressive peers. In this way, the context is made 

by the disposition but, in turn, as a consequence of another context (rejected friendships), 

showing how dispositions and contexts can be intertwined in complex ways. Data for this study 

came from a peer-nomination subsample of the Dutch TRAILS study. 

In Chapter 8 we will reflect on the findings from our studies and draw some 

conclusions. Moreover, in this final chapter the scientific and societal implications of our 

findings are discussed and directions for future research given. 
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Dispositions to status and stimulation goals 
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CHAPTER 2  

 

Empirical test of bullies' status goals: Assessing 

direct goals, aggression, and prestige 
 

 

 

Abstract 

The literature suggests that status goals are one of the driving 

motivations behind bullying behavior, yet this conjecture has rarely if 

ever been examined empirically. This study assessed status goals in 

three ways, using dyadic network analysis to analyze the relations and 

goals among 10-11 and 14-15 year olds in 22 school classes (N boys = 

225; N girls = 277). As a validation bullies were contrasted with 

victims. Bullies had direct status goals (measured with the 

Interpersonal Goal Inventory for Children) and showed dominance 

as measured with proactive aggression. Moreover, as predicted from 

a goal-perspective, bullying behavior was related to prestige in terms 

of perceived popularity. In contrast, victims lacked status goals, were 

only reactively aggressive, and low on prestige. That being popular is 

not the same as being liked could be shown by the fact that bullies 

were just as rejected as victims by their classmates. Eighth grade 

bullies had more direct status goals than fourth grade bullies, 

possibly indicating that striving for the popularity component of 

status increases in early adolescence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This chapter is based upon: Sijtsema, J.J., Veenstra, R., Lindenberg, S., & Salmivalli, C. (2009). Empirical test of 

bullies' status goals: Assessing direct goals, aggression, and prestige. Aggressive Behavior, 35, 57-67. 
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2.1 Introduction 

 

Why do some children and adolescents bully? Recently, it has been suggested that bullies’ 

behavior might best be explained from the point of view of their goals (Pellegrini & Long, 

2002; Salmivalli & Peets, 2008; Veenstra et al., 2007). Attaining status in a group is considered 

a universal goal (see Barkow, 1989), but in the course of evolution, status on the basis of 

dominance (achieved by eliciting coercion) was probably somewhat sidelined without being 

replaced by the quest for prestige (achieved by eliciting admiration, see also Gilbert and 

McGuire, 1998). The idea is that bullies have a stronger status need (combining dominance and 

prestige) than most others and particularly than the victims they choose to bully. So far, the 

evidence of status-goal-driven behavior of bullies is indirect (Pellegrini & Long 2002; Veenstra 

et al., 2007). This study aims to address the question of status goals of bullies in three different 

ways. First, we assess the status goal directly in bullies and in victims. Then we will turn to 

looking at the means for achieving a dominance status goal. Aggression may be merely reactive, 

but if it is related to a status goal, it should be proactive for bullies. Finally, we will look at the 

possible result of pursuing a status goal: popularity. Does bullying really contribute to one’s 

status in the class, i.e. is the result in some way linked to the presumed goal? 

 

Bullying 

We know that in many elementary and secondary school classes there exists a certain 

social hierarchy that is partly the result of aggressing against peers. When this concerns 

repetitive acts of aggression, the term bullying is appropriate. More specifically, bullying is 

defined as repeatedly aggressive acts in which one or more persons intend to harm or disturb 

another person physically, verbally, or psychologically (Olweus, 1978). Bullying often happens 

in stable environments, like school classes, where victims have no possibility of escaping their 

bullies (Salmivalli, Lagerspetz, Bjorkqvist, Osterman & Kaukiainen, 1996). Although bullying 

can be the result of being provoked by the victim, some bullies openly admit that they want to 

be dominant and achieve social status (Boulton & Underwood, 1992). This implies that some 

children and adolescents have stronger status goals than others which may have an effect on 

their behavior. Therefore, bullying other children should yield a highly valued outcome, in the 

sense of actually dominating others or being regarded as popular (Hawley, 2003; Lindenberg, 

1996; 2001). However, we are aware of the fact that bullying does not only result from goals, 

but may also be related to other factors, such as temperament or parenting (see also Veenstra et 

al., 2005). 

 

Goals 

A goal perspective has proven useful in developmental psychology (see for example 

Ojanen, Grönroos, & Salmivalli, 2005; Pellegrini & Long, 2002; Veenstra et al., 2007). 

However, there are also problems when using this perspective; goals cannot easily be inferred 

from behavior. For example, antisocial children do not openly endorse antisocial goals (see 
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Renshaw & Asher, 1983). Also, it is not entirely clear whether children are aware of their goals, 

so simply asking them is not a sinecure either. Of particular interest is the fact that goals may 

have some trait-like characteristic but also are sensitive to changing situations (see Erdley & 

Asher, 1996; Crick & Dodge, 1994; Ojanen et al., 2007). This makes direct assessment even 

more difficult. For all these reasons, we decided to combine direct and indirect goal assessment 

for the same dataset. The direct assessment in our case will tap into more trait-like goals (a 

stronger status goal). However, this does not link the goal to situations of bullying. If such a link 

exists, it should be revealed by the bully’s disposition to use unprovoked aggression for 

dominance. Thus, bullying should be linked to proactive (i.e. dominance directed), rather than 

reactive aggression. This will show indeed whether there is the willingness to use a coercive tool 

of showing oneself superior. In terms of a goal perspective, this use should satisfy the 

domination part of the status goal. But what about the prestige part? Can we establish a link of 

bullying to the achievement of prestige as well? If so, we should find that it pays to bully in 

terms of prestige. These are the questions we will deal with in this research.   

 

Direct Status Goals 

In the first step we look at the status goals of bullies. These directly assessed status goals 

are asked from a person in a way that taps into both dominance (being heard by or being visible 

to others) and prestige (respect), though we are aware of other goals that adolescents have as 

well (e.g. to goal to perform academically well; Kiefer & Ryan, 2008).  A way to validate the 

direct goal assessment of bullies is to assess the goals of victims as well. The imbalance of power 

between bullies and victims makes it likely that they strive for different goals. If bullies really 

want to dominate they should select victims who are easier to dominate, e.g., who do not have 

strong status goals, lack certain skills, or do not have the dispositions to fight back. Whereas 

bullies are suggested to have the goal to dominate and being visible, victims might seek harm 

avoidance (Veenstra et al., 2007). Though bullies and victims may not endorse status goals to an 

equal extent, victims are known to be submissive (Schwartz, Dodge & Coie, 1993), and are thus 

likely to be low on status goals. Therefore, we contrast the goals of bullies and victims. We 

hypothesize that status goals are more strongly related to being a bully than to being a victim. 

 

Inferring Status Goals from the Means Being Used 

Next to the direct assessment of status goals, we link bullies’ status goals to dominance. 

Often two forms of aggression are distinguished: proactive (or instrumental) and reactive 

aggression (Dodge & Coie, 1987; Little, Henrich, Jones, & Hawley, 2003; Poulin & Boivin, 

2000; Raine et al., 2006). Proactive aggression is deliberate behavior directed towards an 

expected outcome, i.e. it is a means to an end. Reactive aggression, on the other hand, is an 

angry, defensive response to frustration or provocation (Crick & Dodge, 1996), meaning that 

harmful behavior from a peer can lead to an impulsive or aimless retaliation. That the two 

forms of aggression are distinct becomes apparent in their different correlates. Reactive 

aggression is associated with a variety of social and behavioral difficulties (see Card & Little, 
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2006), whereas proactive aggression is often but not always negatively perceived by peers, and 

not related to negative peer-status and victimization (Poulin & Boivin, 2000).  

Here, proactive aggression is seen as an indicator of dominance goals. This is supported 

by the finding that bullies dominate others by the use of aggression (Pakaslahti & Keltikangas-

Jarvinen, 1998; Pellegrini, Bartini, & Brooks, 1999; Vaillancourt & Hymel, 2006). Salmivalli, 

Ojanen, Haanpää, and Peets (2005), found that children with a positive self-perception and a 

negative peer-perception (referring to the dismissing peer-relational schema) scored high on 

dominance goals, which was in turn positively related to proactive aggression and negatively to 

both prosocial behavior and withdrawal. In addition, agentic goals (i.e. attaching importance to 

power, status, and dominance, see Locke, 2003) were associated with higher levels of aggression 

(Ojanen et al., 2005). Pellegrini (2002) further suggested that aggression is, amongst others, 

related to dominance when new group structures are formed (e.g., when children are in a 

transition from elementary to secondary school). These findings make it likely that proactive 

aggression is a telltale sign of status goals. 

Contrasting bullies and victims can help us again to test the hypothesis. If proactive 

aggression is a means to dominate, victims should be less proactive and much more reactive in 

their aggression than bullies. Victims find themselves more often in threatening situations 

where retaliation is a possible reaction to bullying. In short, we hypothesize that being a bully is 

positively related to proactive aggression. In contrast, being a victim is not related to proactive 

aggression and positively to reactive aggression. 

 

Inferring Status Goals from Popularity 

Our third way to asses the status goals of bullies is to look at the presumed result of 

bullying in terms of prestige. It is useful to distinguish ‘perceived popularity’ and ‘sociometric 

status’ or ‘social preference’ (see Farmer, Estell, Bishop, O’Neal, & Cairns, 2003; Little, 

Brauner, Jones, Nock, & Hawley, 2003; Prinstein & Cillessen, 2003). Sociometric status 

(referring to being liked) has traditionally been used to identify the high- and low-status youth. 

However, this is not a good measure of popularity when one wants to focus on respect in a 

group. A recent study showed that perceived popularity, assessed by asking students to directly 

nominate the most popular classmates, was more strongly linked to perceptions of power than 

social preference (Vaillancourt & Hymel, 2006). Many individuals who are perceived by 

classmates as being popular, are not necessarily well liked. The reverse is also true. Children can 

be liked, but perceived as unpopular. The distinction is shown in the different correlates. For 

instance, aggression, and especially reactive aggression, is likely to lead to social rejection 

(Cillessen & Mayeux, 2004; Pakaslahti & Keltikangas-Jarvinen, 1998), whereas both relational 

and more proactive aggression are likely to predict perceived popularity (Cillessen & Mayeux, 

2004).  

In short, bullies are likely to be perceived as popular, but not as socially preferred. 

Again, we can add an extra validation to this hypothesis by looking at victims. If bullies want to 

gain popularity by bullying other children, then they must pick on children who are neither 
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liked nor popular. In other words, bullying must be selective in order to serve the prestige goal 

(see also Veenstra et al., 2007). We formulate this in the following hypothesis: being a bully is 

positively related to being perceived as popular, whereas being a victim is negatively related to 

being perceived as popular. Both being a bully or a victim is negatively related to social 

preference. It might be that in preadolescence children want to affiliate with the socially 

preferred children, whereas in adolescence they want to affiliate with those are popular and 

visible in the classroom. In addition, based on Pellegrini (2002), one might expect that status 

goals are more pronounced in the adolescent cohort than in the preadolescent cohort. 

Adolescents attach more value to goals in order to gain access to the other sex, whereas 

preadolescents are not yet involved in romantic relationships as much as adolescents and may 

thus have fewer status goals. In the following, we will test these three ways of assessing a status 

goal in bullies. We adopted a dyadic analysis approach to analyze our data to the full extent. 

 

2.2. Method 

 

Sample 

The data were collected in a small-sized town, Kaarina (ca. 20.000 inhabitants), in the 

southwest of Finland. The fourth and eighth grade children from all the elementary and middle 

schools in Kaarina filled in a questionnaire concerning bullying, aggression, self- and peer-

perception, self-efficacy, goals, and status. Questions derived from existing scales were translated 

into Finnish. Respondents consisted of two age groups: thirteen fourth grade (10-11 year olds) 

school classes with a mean age of 10.6 years (SD = .37) and twelve eighth grade (14-15 year olds) 

school classes with a mean age of 14.6 years (SD = .30). Peer nomination data were collected 

separately for boys and girls; therefore, we only analyzed same-sex dyads. As is common in 

Finland for school surveys, passive consent by the parents was given for participation. First, the 

research assistants informed the children about the procedure. Subsequently, the children filled 

in the questionnaire in the classrooms, while being supervised by two research assistants. 

During the completion of the questionnaire it was made sure that the children were not 

influenced by their peers. Questions were based on self- and peer-reports. Peer-reports were 

focused on same-sex reports.  

The original sample constituted 25 boy and 25 girl networks with sizes ranging from two 

to nineteen. Classrooms containing less than eight same-sex children were left out of the 

analyses, leaving a sample of 21 boy networks (N=251), consisting of twelve fourth grades and 

nine eighth grades, and 22 girl networks (N=277), consisting of twelve fourth grades and ten 

eighth grades.  

 

Measures 

Peer-observed networks. Bully-victim dyads were identified with the question ‘who bullies 

whom?’. Participants were instructed to draw arrows between two columns containing the 

names of all same-sex children in a class to denote the bullies and their victims. These arrows 
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represented the ties in the bully-victim networks. We measured the degree of victimization by 

summing up the number of ties directed towards a person; the bullying degree was measured by 

summing up the ties directed away from a person. We then used a cutting point value of two to 

exclude the dyads that were only observed once. For the construction of the matrices the Ucinet 

6.0 program for social network analysis was used (Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 2002). Matrices 

were constructed per classroom and sex. Therefore, analyses were conducted separately for boys 

and girls and for both age groups. In the boy sample, there were some victims who also bullied. 

This goes against the clear identification of being either a bully or a victim and therefore we left 

these cases (N = 26) out of the analyses. These boys were denoted as clear bully-victims, meaning 

that their bullying and victimization degrees were of equal size. Among girls there were no bully-

victims. The final sample thus consisted of 225 boys and 277 girls. 

Direct status goals. For the direct measurement of status goals we used the Interpersonal 

Goals Inventory for Children (IGI-C), based on self-reports (Ojanen et al., 2005). The IGI-C 

distinguishes between agentic and communal goals. We used the subscale agentic goals (α = 

.68), consisting of three items relating to status goals. Children were asked how important they 

find it that ‘you appear self-confident and make an impression on the others’, ‘the others think 

you are smart’, and ‘the others respect and admire you’.  The scores of the individual items 

ranged from 0 (of no importance to me at all) to 3 (very important to me).  

Reactive and proactive aggression. The scales for reactive aggression (RA) (α =.85) and 

proactive aggression (PA) (α =.83) were developed by Dodge and Coie (1987). RA consists of 

the items ‘when teased fights back’, ‘blames other in fights’, and ‘overreacts angrily to accidents’ 

and PA consists of the items ‘uses physical force to dominate’, ‘gets others to gang up on a 

peer’, and ‘threatens and bullies others’. The scores on these items were based on same-sex peer-

reports. The number of times someone was mentioned by peers as being aggressive were 

counted and then divided by the possible number of nominations. The scores could range from 

0 to 3. Confirmatory factor analysis in Mplus (Múthen & Múthen, 2004) showed a sufficient fit 

of the two-factor model, χ2 (8) = 119.54, p < .01, CFI = .95, RMSEA < .01, thereby showing 

that it was useful to distinguish between proactive and reactive aggression. 

Social preference and perceived popularity. Social preference was measured using peer 

nominations of liked-most and liked-least peers; perceived popularity was assessed by asking 

participants to directly identify the “popular” members of their grade (Cillessen & Mayeux, 

2004). Children were allowed to nominate up to three same-sex peers for each question. 

Subsequently, nominations were summed up and divided by the number of possible 

nominations. To measure social preference we subtracted the dislike nominations from the like 

nominations. The same was done for perceived popularity, where children had to nominate the 

most and least popular peers. 

 

The p2 model 

In our study we deal with bully-victim dyads. Because the data were collected in a dyadic 

manner, we needed a program that could handle these data properly by taking into account the 
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fact that some bullies harass/target several victims and some victims are being bullied by several 

bullies (i.e. the dependencies between the nominations). In addition, we need to consider the 

fact that we analyze school classes. In other words, we have to control for the dependencies 

between the dyads and the dependencies of dyads within the same classroom. Logistic 

regression analysis is unable to do this. We used the p2 model, which was developed to explain 

the relationships between actors in a network, using characteristics of nominators, targets, and 

dyads (Van Duijn, Snijders & Zijlstra, 2004; see also: Baerveldt, Van Duijn, Vermeij & Van 

Hemert, 2004). The p2 model can be regarded as a logistic regression model for dyads and 

complements the well-known Social Relations Model (Kenny & La Voie, 1984; Snijders & 

Kenny, 1999), which is suited for continuous dyadic outcomes. The multilevel version of p2 

made it also possible to analyze multiple networks at the same time, which increases the power 

to detect possible actor or dyadic covariate effects (Zijlstra, Van Duijn & Snijders, 2006). 

Another great advantage of the p2 model was the fact that no arbitrary choices had to be made 

about who were bullies and victims. For example, both a child who bullied three peers and 

another child who bullied six peers are taken into account only once in a normal multilevel 

regression, whereas p2 was able to take, respectively, the three and six separate relations into 

account. Unlike a univariate logistic regression model the p2 model controls for dependencies 

in the network data, namely differences in nominating (nominator variance) and receiving 

nominations (target variance), reciprocity, and density between the networks. We will shortly 

explain these network parameters.  

Density. The density of the network indicates the quantity of relations in the network. In 

our case the density effect points to the likelihood of the presence of a bully-victim relationship 

in a given network. 

Reciprocity. The reciprocity parameter indicates the mutuality of the relations in the 

network. A positive effect thus means that ties between individuals are likely to be reciprocated. 

Nominator and target variance. The nominator variance parameter displays the amount of 

variation between bullies in their bullying behavior. The target variance parameter on the other 

hand, displays the variation between victims in the number of bullies that bully them. The 

covariance between the two gives us information about the co-occurrence of being nominated 

as a bully and as a victim. 

Our data had a three-level structure: Networks of school classes (level 3) with 528 

individuals (level 2) and their ties to classmates (level 1). Because individuals can have more 

than one relation inside the classroom, the p2 model controls for the fact that several ties can 

be embedded in one individual.  

 

2.3. Results 

 

First, we calculated descriptive results and Pearson correlations between the dependent 

and independent variables. Next to that, independent samples t-tests were performed to see 

whether there were any significant sex differences. Subsequently, bully-victims dyads were 
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analyzed with the p2 model for network data. The independent variables in the p2 model were 

standardized by gender. 

 

Table 2.1 Sex Differences in Bullying and Victimization and All Individual Characteristics  

a Equal variances are not assumed. 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

Table 2.1 shows the means, standard deviations, and sex differences of the different 

variables. There was no difference in importance attached to direct status goals between boys 

and girls. Scores for both reactive and proactive aggression were significantly higher for boys 

than for girls, as were the bullying and victimization degrees. For both status measures, the 

means were quite similar. In addition, we conducted independent sample t-tests on all variables 

for grade level, but the means of the two grades did not differ significantly. Table 2.2 shows the 

correlations between the used variables, separated by grade level. We saw that the bullying 

degree correlated negatively with both social status measures among eighth graders. The 

bullying and victimization degrees also correlated positively with sex, indicating that boys scored 

higher on both. Among eighth graders status goals correlated positively with both proactive 

aggression (r = .15) and bullying degree (r = .14). Furthermore, perceived popularity was 

positively associated with proactive aggression and, in the eighth grade, with reactive aggression, 

whereas social preference was negatively associated with both forms of aggression. Although the 

t-tests showed no grade differences, Table 2.2 shows that reactive and proactive aggression were 

associated among boys in the eighth grade, but not in the fourth grade. Moreover, perceived 

popularity and reactive aggression were positively associated in the eighth, but not in the fourth 

grade. Last, the association between victimization degree and proactive aggression was strongest 

in the fourth grade. 

 

P2 Analyses 

We took a two-step approach to analyzing our dyadic data with the p2 model; first, we 

estimated the parameters separately per hypothesis, that is, in the first set we only included 

 Sample Boys Girls Differences 

 N Mean SD N Mean SD N Mean SD t df 
a
 p 

Status goals 514 1.47 0.67 241 1.52 .64 273 1.43 .70 1.49 511 .14 

Reactive 

aggression 

562 0.36 0.51 264 .42 .50 298 .32 .50 2.99 540 <.01 

Proactive 

aggression 

562 0.29 0.45 264 .38 .49 298 .22 .41 4.12 517 <.01 

Social 

preference 

562 0.08 0.35 264 .10 .38 298 .06 .31 1.46 510 .15 

Perceived 

popularity 

562 0.02 0.44 264 .02 .42 298 .02 .45 0.26 558 .80 

Victimization 

degree 

543 0.07 0.15 253 .11 .19 290 .03 .07 5.76 313 <.01 

Bullying 

degree  

543 0.07 0.14 253 .11 .18 290 .03 .08 6.31 340 <.01 
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direct status goals, in the second set only the aggression variables, and in the third set only the 

social status variables. In addition, we estimated a full model containing all five target (victim) 

and nominator (bully) covariates (Tables 2.5 and 2.6). In the full models we also presented 

information about random and network effects. All analyses were conducted separately for sex 

and grade, because the children were only allowed to make same-gender classroom 

nominations.  

 

Table 2.2 Correlations between Sex and the Independent and Dependent Variables  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1. Sex - -.02 .03 .06 .07 -.02 .18** .17** 

2. Status goals .18** - .10 .10 -.04 .11 .07 .02 

3. Reactive aggression .21** .10 - .87** -.42** .03 .64** .23** 

4. Proactive aggression .26** .15* .86** - -.35** .13* .63** .17** 

5. Social preference .08 -.10 -.24** -.19** - .51** -.23** -.37** 

6. Perceived popularity .03 .05 .27** .30** .44** - .06 -.30** 

7. Victimization degree .30** .03 .27** .29** -.13 .06 - .17** 

7. Bullying degree .21** .14* .23** .18** -.34** -.22** .25** - 

Note. Grade 4 (M age = 10.6) Above and Grade 8 (M age = 14.6) Below the Diagonal. 

* p < .05; ** p < .01 

 

Model 1 of Table 2.3 and 2.4 show the result of direct status goals on being a bully or a victim 

for boys and girls respectively. In our first hypothesis we stated that status goals would be more 

strongly positive related to being a bully than to being a victim. As Table 2.3 and 2.4 show, this 

was the case only for eighth grade boys. Eighth grade male bullies attached importance to direct 

status goals (.99, p < .05), whereas male victims attached significantly less importance to these 

goals (-1.58, p < .05). Eighth grade female victims attached less importance to direct status goals 

(-1.06, p < .05). 

Secondly, in Model 2 we tested our second hypothesis that being a bully would be 

positively related to proactive aggression. In contrast, being a victim would not be related to 

proactive aggression and positively related to reactive aggression. Our results were partly in line 

with this hypothesis though they included marginally significant outcomes. Both fourth and 

eighth grade male bullies displayed proactive aggression (respectively, 3.18, p < .05 and 2.29, p < 

.10), whereas victims do not. The results for reactive aggression were non-significant. For girls, 

bullies scored only significantly higher on reactive (2.44, p < .05) and not on proactive 

aggression than victims. 

Thirdly, Model 3 presents the results regarding the third hypothesis about popularity 

and social preference. We argued that being a bully would be positively related to prestige (i.e., 

being perceived as popular), whereas being a victim would be negatively related to being 

perceived as popular. In addition, both being a bully or a victim would be negatively related to 

social preference. For boys, we found that bullies were typically low on social preference, as 

were fourth grade victims (-2.94, p < .05). However, we did not find the expected positive link 

between bullying and perceived popularity. The results on social status for fourth grade female 
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bullies were clear: they are low on social preference (-5.43, p < .05), but are perceived as popular 

(2.06, p < .05). This is in contrast to female victims, who were perceived as unpopular and, in 

the case of eighth grade victims, significantly rejected by their peers (-3.11, p < .05). 

 

Table 2.3 Nominator and Target Effects of the Multilevel p2 

Model for Observed Boy Networks (separately estimated effects) 
Nominator (bully)  Target (victim)  
Posterior 
Mean 

S.E.  Posterior 
Mean 

S.E. 

Fourth grade      
Model 1      
 Status goals .44 .41  .05 .41 
Model 2      
 Proactive aggression 3.18** .90  -1.88 1.51 
 Reactive aggression .38 .72  1.54 1.29 
Model 3      
 Social preference -2.38† 1.29  -2.94* 1.24 
 Perceived popularity 1.61 1.23  -1.19 1.11 

Eighth grade      
Model 1      
 Status goals .99* .52  -1.58* .64 
Model 2      
 Proactive aggression 2.29† 1.72  .92 1.54 
 Reactive aggression -.57 1.57  .76 1.56 
Model 3      
 Social preference -2.43* 1.27  -2.58 2.46 
 Perceived popularity 1.46 1.15  -1.01 2.46 

† p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < .01 

 

Table 2.5 and 2.6 show the results of the full models for boys and girls. To account for 

the fact that dyads are embedded in larger networks, we control for two network effects: density 

and reciprocity. Density is the number of ties in a network and in this case it gives information 

about the likelihood of the presence of bully-victim relations in the classrooms. The negative 

density effect shows that a bully-victim relation between children is less likely than the lack of 

such a relation. The reciprocity effect tells whether ties between actors are mutual. There was a 

significant positive reciprocity effect for boys, implying that male bullies were likely to be bullied 

by other classmates as well. For girls there was no significant reciprocity.  

The random effects show that there was significant variation among participants in 

being bullies or victims. Random effects indicated significant differences between participants 

in bullying (nominator variance) and being victimized (target variance) in boys and girls. The 

negative nominator-target covariance among fourth grade boys means that participants who 

bullied a lot were not likely to be victimized, and vice versa. Class variances showed no 

significant differences between classes. The effects for direct status goals remained in the full 

models for eighth graders and showed that whereas direct status goals were associated with 

being a bully it was unrelated to being victims. The full models also showed that girls’ direct 

status goals were negatively related to being a fourth grade victims (-1.20, p < .05). Moreover, 

social preference and proactive aggression were negatively related to being a victim among 

eighth grade girls. However, the effect for proactive aggression was marginal.  
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Table 2.4 Nominator and Target Effects of the Multilevel p2 Model for 

Observed Girl Networks (separately estimated effects) 

Nominator (bully)  Target (victim)  
Posterior 
Mean 

S.E.  Posterior 
Mean 

S.E. 

Fourth grade      
Model 1      
 Status goals .21 .93  -.92 .71 
Model 2      
 Proactive aggression 1.42 1.47  -3.46 2.16 
 Reactive aggression 2.44* 1.12  2.45 1.56 
Model 3      
 Social preference -5.43** 1.18  -.51 1.39 
 Perceived popularity 2.06** .76  -1.78* .94 

Eighth grade      
Model 1      
 Status goals .80 .55  -1.06* .50 
Model 2      
 Proactive aggression .49 2.00  -8.37 7.06 
 Reactive aggression 1.26 1.67  -4.06† 2.30 
Model 3      
 Social preference -.47 1.35  -3.11* 1.30 
 Perceived popularity 1.05 .75  -2.05* .95 

† p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < .01 

 

 

Table 2.5 Nominator and Target Effects of the Multilevel p2 Model for 

Observed Boy Networks 

Effects Fourth grade Eighth grade 

 Posterior 
mean 

S.E. Posterior 
mean 

S.E. 

Network effects     
 Density -7.90** 1.43 -8.07** 2.15 
 Reciprocity 4.28** 1.86 4.08** 1.62 
Random effects     
 Nominator variance 2.66** 1.68 4.91** 2.67 
 Target variance 4.80** 2.11 14.16** 6.70 
 Nominator-target variance -2.92** 1.75 -3.27 3.01 
 Class variance .61 .53 .92 1.15 
Nominator (bully) covariates     
 Status goals .26 .36 1.24* .60 
 Proactive aggression 3.85** 1.03 .70 .85 
 Reactive aggression .44 .90 .10 .91 
 Social preference 1.76 1.67 -1.89 1.28 
 Perceived popularity -1.69 1.28 .98 1.03 
Target (victim) covariates     
 Status goals .06 .38 -2.15* .90 
 Proactive aggression -1.56 1.36 1.45 1.37 
 Reactive aggression -0.24 1.07 1.11 1.10 
 Social preference -5.15** 2.22 -2.29 2.00 
 Perceived popularity .04 1.55 -.90 1.62 

* p < .05; ** p < .01 
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2.4. Discussion 

 

At beginning of this paper we asked: ‘why do some children bully their peers whereas 

others do not?’ We tried to answer this question by linking status goals, dominant behavior and 

prestige to bullying. As a test of our theorizing and hypotheses, we contrasted bullies’ goals with 

those of victims. Furthermore, we assessed status goals in three different ways; we focused on 

the direct status goals, the means for achieving status goals and the result of pursuing status 

goals. 

 

Table 2.6 Nominator and Target Effects of the Multilevel p2 Model 

for Observed Girl Networks 

Effects Fourth grade Eighth grade 
 Posterior 

mean 
S.E. Posterior 

mean 
S.E. 

Network effects     
 Density -7.88** 1.57 -10.49** 1.88 
 Reciprocity -2.32 5.31 -.97 5.62 
Random effects     
 Nominator variance 3.01** 1.60 6.22** 4.22 
 Target variance 5.08** 2.93 6.37** 4.41 
 Nominator-target variance -3.18 2.36 -4.79 2.52 
 Class variance .95 1.19 2.47 4.39 
Nominator (bully) covariates     
 Status goals -.71 .73 1.23† .70 
 Proactive aggression .32 2.10 .37 2.25 
 Reactive aggression 3.00† 1.78 1.43 2.26 
 Social preference -1.94 1.77 .64 2.16 
 Perceived popularity 2.00 1.54 .12 1.15 
Target (victim) covariates     
 Status goals -1.20* .63 -.53 .92 
 Proactive aggression -2.59 2.78 -7.12† 4.25 
 Reactive aggression 2.68 2.04 -.70 3.16 
 Social preference -.16 2.00 -4.97** 2.08 
 Perceived popularity -2.22 1.40 -.83 1.33 

† p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < .01 

 

Our separate analyses (Table 2.3 and 2.4) showed that among eighth graders directly 

measured status goals are important predictors of being a bully, except for 8th grade females. 

Status goals also made a clear distinction between male bullies and victims; while high status 

goals was associated with being a bully, it was not associated with being a victim. The lack of 

direct status goals among fourth graders is consistent with other studies (Pellegrini & Long, 

2002; Ojanen et al., 2005). This might suggest that as bullies become adolescents, status goals 

(and especially the prestige component) become more important, whereas in childhood bullying 

is less strategic and immature. Thus, the striving for status increases when children are coming 

closer to adolescence. According to Pellegrini (2002) 14- to 15-year olds attach more value to 

status goals to gain access to heterosexual relationships. For 10- to 11-year olds heterosexual 

relationships are not yet of great interest. Ojanen and colleagues (Ojanen et al., 2007; 2005), 

who used an extended agentic score, found that boys had more agentic goals than girls. In 
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contrast, our descriptive analyses did not show differences between boys and girls on direct 

status goals.  

In 4th grade boys, we found evidence for the assumption that proactive aggression is 

used as a means of fulfilling status goals. High proactive aggression was related to being a male 

bully, which is in line with earlier research (see Camodeca & Goossens, 2005; Dodge & Coie, 

1987; Salmivalli & Nieminen, 2002). Among female bullies this was less obvious; status goals 

were unrelated to being a bully and in the 4th grade sample reactive aggression was associated 

was associated with being a bully. There are several reasons that might account for these 

differences between boys and girls. It might be that the items in our reactive aggressive scale are 

more applicable to girls, whereas the proactive items are more applicable to boys. Another 

explanation for the difference between boys and girls is that boys are more focused on 

dominating (Pellegrini & Long, 2002) and thus use more proactive aggression as a means to 

achieve this. Next to that, the proactive aggression items we used had a more physical than 

relational nature.  

The third way to assess status goals was to look at a goal-related outcome of bullying 

behavior by measuring prestige. Popularity was associated with being a bully for 4th grade girls 

but not with being a victim among 4th and 8th grade girls. These findings are in line with 

previous studies (e.g., Vaillancourt & Hymel, 2006). For boys we found no popularity effects. In 

the case of 4th grade girls, rejection by classmates and perceived popularity were associated with 

being a bully. For this group of females bullying seems mostly aimed at prestige, but at the cost 

of social preference. On the other hand, in both grades, low perceived popularity was associated 

with being a female victim. In addition, for 8th grade girls, low social preference was related to 

being a victim. The latter has also been shown by previous research (e.g., Salmivalli et al., 1996; 

Veenstra et al., 2005; 2007). This provides some evidence for the idea that they are easy targets 

for bullies’ domination, because it is likely that their victimization elicits little support from 

peers. Bullies do not have to fear retaliation, because many victims are rejected or unpopular 

(Hodges, Malone, & Perry, 1997; Perry, Kusel, & Perry, 1988). Again, as mentioned above, 8th 

graders may be better able to focus on victims with low status goals than 4th graders. 

All in all, the results showed the importance of focusing on status goals when it comes 

to bullying. Though the results were sometimes ambiguous, in general bullying can be regarded 

as intentional, in particular among adolescent bullies. Some bullies are able to dominate their 

weaker classmates. That is, they select victims who are low on social status and who refrain from 

using proactive aggression. On top of that, in the case of 4th grade females, bullies receive 

prestige from their classmates which reinforces their bullying behavior. For the sake of 

intervention, the results suggest that teachers should stress that realizing status goals by bullying 

is undesirable. As a solution, schools and teachers should provide different ways for these 

youths to fulfill their status goals (e.g., sport activities, group work). Moreover, bullying others is 

self-reinforcing because it can in some groups lead to dominating peers and prestige, which a 

bully can regard as a confirmation of his or her behavior. As a consequence, without 

intervention, bullies are likely to continue their behavior, which may lead to deviance and 
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delinquency in (late) adolescence and even further in life. Even more important would be 

interventions for the ones who are victimized. In two of the four groups, these youths are 

heavily rejected and harassed by their classmates, which increases the risk of unhealthy effects 

for further development (Kaltiala-Heino, Rimpela, Rantanen, Rimpela, 2000; Kumpulainen & 

Rasanen, 2000; Loeber & Dishion, 1983; Nansel et al., 2001; 2004; Olweus, 1993a; 1993b; 

1993c). For them, having status goals may be encouraged. 

Another issue we want to stress is that more attention needs to be drawn to dyadic and 

group processes (Rodkin & Berger, 2008; see also Haynie et al., 2001). Bullies are often being 

assisted and reinforced by the group (Salmivalli et al., 1996, O’Connell, Pepler and Craig, 

1999) and in general they interact in large groups (Boulton & Underwood, 1992). Especially as 

children come closer to adolescence and status goals become more apparent, the groups in 

which they are embedded will likely provide aggressive youths with social status. Indeed, 

Rodkin, Farmer, Pearl, and Van Acker (2006) have shown that nominating the ‘cool’ children 

in the class is heavily dependent on the groups in which these children are embedded. 

Therefore, one way to study bullying relations more thoroughly is to include friendship or 

affiliation groups in order to control for popularity nominations within the bully’s friendship 

group (see also Ellis & Zarbatany, 2007).  

 

Limitations 

Clearly, our study has some limitations. One limitation was the way the data were 

gathered. As only same-sex nominations were available, we could only use same-sex networks in 

the analyses, which meant that bullying relationships between boys and girls were excluded. 

This is an omission, because bully-victim relations are likely to occur in same-sex as well as 

opposite-sex dyads (Veenstra et al., 2007). One additional concern is that this decreased the size 

of our sample. Considering that bullying is a relatively uncommon behavior, increasing the 

sample size provides more powerful analyses. 

A second limitation resulting from the peer-reported data was the difference in 

reporting between classmates. Some children drew very dense bully-victim networks, while 

others in the same class stated that there was no bullying at all. These contrasting perceptions 

made us treat the data with care. We avoided most of this problem by leaving the bully relations 

that were only perceived by one person in the classroom out of the analyses. Another drawback 

with peer reported data on bully-victim relations is that more subtle forms of bullying are 

unlikely to be perceived by the class, and thereby one misses out on some victims. In return, we 

suffered less from underreporting of bullies (Monks & Smith, 2006). Compared to the method 

of self-proclaimed bullies and victims (Veenstra et al., 2007), both have their advantages and 

shortcomings. 

Another limitation was that our study provides no information about bully-victims. We 

excluded bully-victims because they probably have neither a clear dominance nor a clear harm 

avoidance goal. Nonetheless, future research may want to look at the motivations behind 

bullying behavior in bully-victims. 
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The last limitation concerned the assessment of proactive aggression, consisting of three 

items. One item asked ‘who bullies and threatens others’, which caused an overlap between the 

dependent and the independent variable (the bullying degree). This partly caused high 

correlations between proactive aggression and the bullying degree. However, this overlap is not 

as problematic as it may seem. Correlations showed that reactive aggression also correlated 

highly positively with the bullying degree, indicating that the overlapping proactively aggressive 

item is not solely responsible for the high correlation, but that aggression itself is. Furthermore, 

we did not want to leave out any items of these existing scales, for it would decrease the 

comparability of this study with other studies on aggression. 

The greatest strength of our study was the assessment of status goals in three ways. We 

were able to show that attaching importance to dominance status goals was to some extent 

associated with being a bully. Furthermore, it is tempting to speculate that bullies use proactive 

aggression as a means for achieving dominance status goals. In addition, pursuing status goals 

via bullying may contribute to popularity but at the cost of low social preference. As a test, we 

contrasted these findings to those of victims. Another strong point of this study lies in the 

method of analyzing. We analyzed the individual effects, while taking the dyadic nature of all 

bullying relations and the fact that these relations were nested within school classes into 

account. Analyzing all these data in one model increased the power to detect nominator and 

target effects (Zijlstra et al., 2006). Hence, we were able to show differences in status goals 

between bullies and victims. 

To conclude, this study has cleared a part of the path towards studying bullying and 

status goals in a dyadic manner. Future studies, with data from different informants, a 

longitudinal set-up, and a broader assessment of status goals may advance upon our study. This 

way, the age differences in the means to achieving dominance status goals could be assessed as 

well as the direction of the effects (i.e. do goals lead to behavior, which in turn leads to 

prestige?). Furthermore, we showed that the dyad plays an important role, because bullying is 

something that can only occur between two or more persons. Taking characteristics of both 

bullies and victims into account improves our insight in the motivations behind bullying and 

the results of this behavior, which may lead to better interventions and preventions of bullying. 

Moreover, we want to emphasize that for dealing with bully-victim relations it is useful to 

distinguish between effects caused at the individual, dyadic, and group level. Interventions 

should focus on providing possibilities for children to achieve status in different ways, thereby 

avoiding the bullying strategy to which seemingly many children with status goals have adapted 

their behavior.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

Mediation of sensation seeking and behavioral 
inhibition on the relationship between heart rate 

and antisocial behavior 
 

 

Abstract 

Objective: Why is low resting heart rate (HR) associated with 

antisocial behavior (ASB: aggression and rule breaking) in 

adolescence? Theory suggests that personality traits mediate this 

relationship but differently with age. In the present study this age-

effect hypothesis is tested; we expected that the relationship between 

HR and aggression would be mediated in preadolescence by the 

personality trait behavioral inhibition, but not by sensation seeking. 

However, the relationship between HR and rule-breaking in 

adolescence was predicted to be mediated by sensation seeking, but 

not by behavioral inhibition. Hypotheses were tested separately for 

boys and girls. Method: HR in supine position was assessed in 

TRAILS respondents (N = 1752; 48.5% boys) at age 11. Rule 

breaking and aggression at age 16 were assessed with two subscales 

from the Youth Self Report (YSR) questionnaire. Personality (i.e., 

sensation seeking and behavioral inhibition) was measured at age 11, 

13.5, and 16 with the Early Adolescent Temperament 

Questionnaire-Revised (EATQ-R), Behavioral Inhibition System/ 

Behavioral Activation System (BIS/BAS) scales, or NEO Personality-

Index Revised (NEO-PI-R). Results: In boys, lower HR was associated 

with aggression and rule-breaking in adolescence. The association 

between HR and rule-breaking was mediated by sensation seeking in 

adolescence, but not in preadolescence. Girls’ HR was not associated 

with ASB and no mediating effects were found. Conclusions: Our 

findings support the age-effect hypothesis in boys’ rule breaking 

behavior. This shows that the association between HR and ASB 

depends on age, gender, and subtype of ASB.  

 
This chapter is based upon: Sijtsema, J.J., Veenstra, R., Lindenberg, S., Van Roon, A.M., Verhulst, F.C., Ormel, J., 

& Riese, H. (2010). Mediation of sensation seeking and behavioral inhibition on the relationship between heart 

rate and antisocial behavior. The TRAILS Study. Journal of the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, 

49, 493-502.  



CHAPTER 3 

 3.1 Introduction 

 

Low heart rate (HR) is one of the strongest and most often replicated physiological correlates of 

antisocial behavior (ASB) in childhood and adolescence (Ortiz & Raine, 2004). However, 

longitudinal studies focusing on developmental pathways and studies on the relationship of HR 

to subtypes of ASB (i.e., aggression, rule-breaking) are still lacking (Dietrich et al., 2007; Moffitt 

et al., 2008). Often, two theoretical explanations for the relationship between HR and ASB are 

given (Raine, 2002). According to the stimulation-seeking theory some adolescents are 

constantly under-aroused, which is presumably marked by a low HR and a subjective unpleasant 

state (Farrington, 1997; Raine, 1993, Scarpa, Raine, Venables, & Mednick, 1997). Behaving 

antisocially is assumed to increase HR and accompanied by a more comfortable state. 

Alternatively, in the fearlessness theory a general lack of anxiety and inhibition is assumed to be 

required to conduct ASB (Raine, 2002; Scarpa et al., 1997). Despite their differences, both 

theories suggest that the relationship between HR and ASB may be mediated by personality 

traits.  

Before we focus on these mediation factors we take a closer look at the established 

relationship between HR and ASB (Ortiz & Raine, 2004; Raine, 2002; Wadsworth, 1976). 

Previous studies typically focused on one type of ASB, or used ASB as an aggregate measure of 

rule breaking and aggressive behavior. There are a few notable exceptions showing that a 

distinction of subtypes of ASB may be useful (Bimmel, Van IJzendoorn, Bakermans-

Kranenburg, Juffer, & De Geus, 2008; Lorber, 2004), and aggression and rule-breaking have 

been shown to be distinct though correlated subtypes of ASB (Burt, Mikolajewski, & Larson, 

2009). To consider a mediation model we lean on previous findings on the relationships 

between ‘HR and personality’ and ‘personality and ASB’. Low resting HR has been associated 

with high levels of impulsivity or low levels of inhibition and high levels of sensation and 

novelty seeking in adolescents and adults (Mathias & Stanford, 2003; Puttonen et al., 2008; De 

Pascalis, Valerio, Santoro, Cacace, 2007). Previous studies on the relationship between 

personality and ASB show that both low inhibition and sensation seeking have been linked to 

aggression and rule-breaking (Newcomb & McGee, 1991). Likewise, low inhibition in 

childhood has been shown to lead to rule-breaking in adolescence and to aggression in general 

(Kerr, Tremblay, Pagani, & Vitaro, 1997; Moeller, Barratt, Dougherty, Schmitz, & Swann, 

2001). Efforts to distinguish between these two personality traits have been hampered by 

conceptual and measurement overlap, making it thus impossible to tap into the different 

relationship of HR with sensation seeking and behavioral inhibition and the different 

contribution of personality traits on aggression and rule-breaking.  

In the present study we assessed whether the personality traits sensation seeking and low 

behavioral inhibition could mediate the relationship between HR and ASB. In addition, we 

considered the possibility that both sensation seeking and fearlessness theory are true, but for 

different age groups and subtypes of ASB. This has not been tested before but is inspired by 

previous research showing distinct developmental pathways for rule-breaking and (physical) 
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aggression. Incidences of rule-breaking rise in adolescence, with a peak of offending in middle 

adolescence (Agnew, 2003), whereas physical forms of aggression are relatively frequent in 

childhood but steadily decline in adolescence. These findings on ASB seem in accordance with 

the developmental pathways of personality traits as children have lower behavioral inhibition 

compared to adolescents and adults (Steinberg, Albert, Cauffman, Banich, & Graham, 2008). 

Sensation seeking, however, shows a rise from the beginning of adolescence, with a peak at the 

age of 15-16. Behavioral inhibition may thus be more linked to aggression, and sensation 

seeking more to rule breaking. 

How then is this age effect related to HR? In line with the fearlessness theory low HR 

may be associated with low inhibition in preadolescents, which in turn is linked to aggression. 

However, in adolescence, low HR may be associated with both sensation seeking and rule-

breaking but, to our knowledge, not with aggression and behavioral inhibition. From recent 

brain research we also know that children who were low on behavioral inhibition become high 

on sensation seeking later in life (Schwartz, Wright, Shin, Kagan, & Rauch, 2003). This 

development in personality could imply that those who are characterized by low HR are less 

inhibited in preadolescence and are likely the ones who are characterized by high sensation 

seeking in adolescence, which in turn is then related differently to aggression and rule breaking. 

To address these differences in developmental pathways we tested an age-effect hypothesis in 

the present study. More precisely, we expected (a) that behavioral inhibition in preadolescence, 

but not in adolescence, mediates the relationship between HR and aggression. On the other 

hand, we expected (b) sensation seeking in adolescence, but not in preadolescence, to mediate 

the relationship between HR and rule-breaking.  

If at all, previous studies only focused on cross-sectional associations between HR and 

ASB and HR and personality traits (with a few longitudinal exceptions: Bimmel et al., 2008; 

Oldehinkel, Verhulst, & Ormel, 2008; Raine, Venables, & Mednick, 1997; Scarpa et al., 1997). 

Moreover, samples in which HR was measured were typically small and comprised mostly 

clinical cases. To overcome these limitations, we will test the mediation models longitudinally, 

in a large population-based sample. In addition, we assessed personality at three different ages 

during preadolescence and adolescence (i.e., age 11, 13.5, and 16) and in three different ways, 

to increase the generalizability and robustness of the findings. We formulated no specific 

hypotheses regarding gender differences. However, previous studies showed that girls have 

higher HR in general (Dietrich et al., 2007; Oldehinkel et al., 2008), whereas boys score in 

general higher on aggression and rule-breaking (Loeber & Stouthamer-Loeber, 1998; Mears, 

Ploeger, & Warr, 1998). Hence, we will test the mediating role of sensation seeking and 

behavioral inhibition on the relation between resting HR and rule-breaking and aggressive 

behavior in adolescence separately for boys and girls.  
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3.2. Method 

 

Participants  

Data were collected in a general population of TRAILS (TRacking Adolescents’ 

Individual Lives Survey), a large prospective population study of Dutch adolescents with bi- or 

triennial measurements from age 11 to at least age 25 (see Huisman et al., 2008 for a full 

description of the sample). Parental informed consent was obtained after the procedures had 

been fully explained. Detailed information about sample selection and analysis of non-response 

bias has been reported elsewhere (De Winter et al., 2005). The three assessment waves ran from 

March 2001 to July 2002 (T1), September 2003 to December 2004 (T2), and September 2005 

to December 2007 (T3). At T1, 2230 children (mean age = 11.09, SD = 0.56) enrolled in the 

study of whom 2149 (96.4%; mean age 13.56, SD = 0.53) participated at T2 and 1816 (81.4%; 

mean age 16.27, SD = 0.73) at T3.  

 

Measures 

Aggression and rule breaking behavior. The ASB subtypes aggression and rule breaking 

behavior were assessed as self-reported measures as part of the broadband Youth Self Report 

(YSR) at age 16 (Achenbach, 1991). The YSR covers behavioral and emotional problems in the 

past six months. Good reliability and validity of the American version were confirmed for the 

Dutch version (Verhulst, Van der Ende, & Koot, 1997). The rule breaking subscale consisted of 

fifteen items (α = .76) assessing behaviors such as rule breaking, truancy, and stealing. The 

adapted aggression subscale consisted of eight items (α = .71) assessing physical acts against 

persons or things (i.e., fighting, being cruel to others). Subjects responded on a three-point scale 

(0 = true, 1 = somewhat true, 2 = very often or true). 

Heart rate (HR). At age 11, cardiac autonomic function was assessed by a three-lead 

electrocardiogram, while participants were in supine position and breathing spontaneously. 

Dedicated software ([pre-]CARSPAN, previously used in e.g., Dietrich, et al., 2006) was used to 

detect R-peaks, to check signal stationarity, to correct for artifacts, and to calculate the interbeat-

interval (IBI; in milliseconds) between two heartbeats. IBI is inversely related to HR by the 

equation HR = 60000/IBI. HR was expressed in beats per minute (bpm). Blocks were 

considered invalid if they contained artifacts with a duration of more than 5 seconds, if the 

total artifact duration was more than 10% of the registration, or if the block length was less 

than 100 seconds. Heart rate recordings were missing (n = 76) due to recording failure (41%) or 

signal-analysis failure (59%).  

Sensation seeking and behavioral inhibition. Personality traits sensation seeking and 

behavioral inhibition were assessed at age 11 with two subscales of the parent-reported Early 

Adolescent Temperament Questionnaire Report Revised (EATQ-R; Putnam, Ellis, & Rothbart, 

2001). Scales were constructed based on a previous TRAILS study (Oldehinkel, Hartman, De 

Winter, Veenstra, & Ormel, 2004). Sensation seeking was assessed with the high intensity 

pleasure/ surgency subscale, consisting of six items (α = .77) such as, ‘my child would find it 
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exciting to travel to e.g., India or Africa’ and ‘my child would fear the thought of skiing down a 

steep hill at high speed (reversely coded)’. Behavioral inhibition was assessed with the effortful 

control subscale, consisting of eleven items (e.g., ‘my child finds it easy to focus on a task’; ‘is 

usually able to stick with her/ his plans and goals’) with good internal consistency (α = .86). 

Subjects responded on a five point scale (1 = almost never true, 5 = almost always true).  

At age 13.5, the Behavioral Inhibition System/ Behavioral Activation System (BIS/BAS) 

scales were used to measure behavioral inhibition and sensation seeking and behavioral (Carver 

& White, 1994). Behavioral inhibition (BIS) was assessed with seven items (α = .68), such as ‘I 

worry about making mistakes’ and ‘I have very few fears compared to my friends [reversely 

coded]’. Sensation seeking was assessed with the four-item fun seeking subscale (α = .44), 

comprising items such as ‘I crave excitement and new sensations’ and ‘I will often do things for 

no other reason than that they might be fun’. Subjects responded on a four point scale (1 = 

untrue, 2 = somewhat untrue, 3 = somewhat true, 4 = true). 

At age 16, we assessed behavioral inhibition and sensation seeking as part of the self-

reported Revised Neuroticism-Extroversion-Openness Personality-Inventory (NEO-PI R; Costa 

& McCrae, 1992). Behavioral inhibition was measured with six items of the impulsivity 

subscale (α = .57; e.g., ‘I find it difficult to resist temptations’ and ‘I can always control my 

feelings [reversely coded]’), after dropping two items due to low internal consistency. Sensation 

seeking was assessed with the adventurism subscale, comprising seven items (α = .59), such as ‘I 

hunger for excitement’ and ‘I like the thrill of the rollercoaster’. One item (‘I like to wear 

clothes that stand-out or are colorful’) was dropped from the original subscale due to low 

internal consistency. Item scores ranged from 1 (fully disagree) to 5 (fully agree).  

 

Data Analysis 

First, summary statistics were given by calculating means (SD) of the study variables. 

Second, to test our mediation hypotheses, we computed linear regression models using one-

tailed tests. Rule-breaking and aggression scores were logarithmically transformed to correct for 

skewness (i.e., many participants scored zero on the scale). After transformation both variables 

were still skewed but considerably less. 

To test mediation properly (Baron & Kenny, 1986), we tested first whether there was a 

direct association of HR with ASB (i.e., rule-breaking or aggression). Furthermore, we tested the 

association of HR with personality. Finally, we tested whether the association between HR on 

ASB was mediated. Evidence for complete mediation is given when the direct association 

between HR and ASB becomes zero, while allowing personality to mediate this relationship. 

Partial mediation is applicable when this direct association becomes significantly lower. To test 

whether mediation was significant, we applied the conservative Sobel’s test as well as a 

bootstrap approach (Preacher & Hayes, 2004), which enabled us to calculate the 95% 

confidence intervals of the mediation effect. Bootstrapping generates k random samples (k is 

here 1,000) from the original distribution. This process yields k estimates of the indirect effect, 

which serve as empirical, non-parametric approximations of the sampling distributions and 
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thereby allow for non-normal multivariate distributions in the data. Macros for this procedure 

were downloaded from http://www.comm.ohio-state.edu/ahayes. Regression analyses were 

conducted separately per mediator and gender. 

 

Table 1 Means, standard deviations, and Gender Differences of Heart Rate, Antisocial Behavior, and 

Personality Traits 

 
Note. Independent samples t-tests were used to calculate mean differences between boys and girls; bpm = beats 
per minute, EATQ-R = Early Adolescent Temperament Questionnaire Report – Revised, BIS = Behavioral 
Inhibition Scale, BAS = Behavioral Activation Scale, YSR = Youth Self Report; NEO-PI-R = Neuroticism-
Extroversion-Openness Personality Inventory – Revised.  
 

 

3.3. Results 

 

Summary Statistics 

Table 3.1 shows means, standard deviations, and gender differences of the study 

variables. Boys and girls differed significantly on almost all variables. Supine HR at age 11 was 3 

to 4 beats per minute higher in girls. Boys scored higher on rule-breaking and aggression at age 

16. Regarding personality traits, girls were higher than boys on effortful control at age 11, 

behavioral inhibition at age 13.5, and scored higher on impulsivity at age 16. Boys scored 

higher on surgency and adventurism, at age 11 and 16 respectively. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Girls  Boys  Gender Differences 

  N Mean S.D.  N Mean S.D.  t df p 

Age 11              
 Heart Rate (bpm)  902 78.72 11.05  851 75.36 10.60  6.49 1751 <.001 
 Effortful Control 

(EATQ-R)  
 829 3.35 0.65  780 3.11 0.70  7.28 1607 <.001 

 Surgency 
(EATQ-R)  

 824 3.18 0.94  781 3.41 0.91  -4.84 1603 <.001 

Age 13.5              
 Behavioral 

Inhibition (BIS)  
 858 2.66 0.51  800 2.37 0.50  11.93 1656 <.001 

 Fun Seeking 
(BAS)  

 858 2.67 0.48  800 2.70 0.50  -1.40 1656 0.16 

Age 16              
 Aggression 

(YSR) 
 714 0.10 0.13  619 0.15 0.18  -6.06 1331 <.001 

 Rule-breaking 
(YSR) 

 715 0.24 0.17  619 0.29 0.17  -5.78 1332 <.001 

 Impulsivity (NEO-
PI-R)  

 713 2.87 0.55  619 2.77 0.52  3.42 1330 <.01 

 Adventurism 
(NEO-PI-R)  

 713 3.50 0.55  619 3.73 0.55  -7.50 1330 <.001 
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Figure 3A Graphical presentation of the associations between Heart Rate and Personality assessed at age 11 via the Early 

Adolescent Temperament Questionnaire Report – Revised, Personality and Antisocial Behavior, Heart Rate and Antisocial 

Behavior, and the mediating effect of Personality. Values are regression beta’s belonging to the particular pathways (one-tailed 

tests; significant regression beta’s [p < .05] are given in bold; Boys above the line; Girls below. Dashed lines indicate indirect or 

mediation effects of Personality on the relationship between Heart Rate and Antisocial Behavior). a Mediation significant  

 

Behavioral Inhibition (BIS) 

(age 13.5)

Aggression 

(age 16)

Rule-breaking 

(age 16)

Fun Seeking (BAS)

(age 13.5)

Heart Rate (bpm)

(age 11)
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Figure 3B Graphical presentation of the associations between Heart Rate and Behavioral Inhibition Scale/Behavioral 

Activation Scale Personality at age 13.5, and Antisocial Behavior, Heart Rate and Antisocial Behavior, and the mediating 

effect of Personality. Values are regression beta’s belonging to the particular pathways (one-tailed tests; significant regression 

beta’s [p < .05] are given in bold; Boys above the line; Girls below. Dashed lines indicate indirect or mediation effects of 

Personality on the relationship between Heart Rate and Antisocial Behavior). a Mediation significant  
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HR and ASB: EATQ-R 

Regression analyses were conducted to study the prospective relations between HR at 

age 11 and rule-breaking at age 16. Beta’s of all the separate paths are reported in Figure 3A. 

Boys’ HR at age 11 negatively predicted rule-breaking at age 16 (β = -.07, t = -1.74, p = .04) and 

was negatively associated with the EATQ-R surgency measure (β = -.06, t = -1.74, p = .04). 

Regression analyses showed that the association between boys’ HR and rule-breaking dropped 

in strength, while allowing surgency at age 11 to mediate this relationship (mediation effect: β = 

-.05, t = -1.16, p = .13). This mediation effect did not reach significance in the Sobel’s and 

bootstrapping test. In girls, HR was only associated with surgency (β = -.12, t = -3.42, p < .01).  

In boys, lower HR was significantly associated with more aggression at age 16 (β = -.09, t 

= -2.32, p = .01) but again personality (effortful control) did not mediate this relationship. In 

girls, HR was not associated with effortful control or aggression, and thus no mediation effects 

were found. Boys and girls low on effortful control at age 11 were more aggressive at age 16 

(both βs < -.15, ts < -3.54, ps < .001). 

 

HR and ASB: BIS/BAS 

Results of the mediation analysis with the BIS/BAS measures are presented in Figure 

3B. HR was negatively associated with fun seeking at age 13.5 (β = -.07, t = -1.90, p = .03 for 

boys, and β = -.06, t = -1.77, p = .04 for girls). Moreover, fun seeking at age 13.5 was significantly 

associated with rule-breaking at age 16 (βs > .13, ts > 3.11, ps < .01). As hypothesized, there was 

evidence that boys’ fun seeking at age 13.5 mediated the relationship between HR and rule-

breaking (see Figure 3B). Sobel’s test (Z = -1.66, p = .05) and the bootstrapping method (-.0002; 

95% CI between -.0003 and .0000) showed that the mediation effect was marginally significant. 

Behavioral inhibition was unrelated to HR and aggression and thus no mediation effects were 

found.  

 

HR and ASB: NEO-PI-R 

HR at age 11 was negatively associated with adventurism at age 16 (β = -.16, t = -4.13, p 

< .01 for boys, and β = -.09, t = -4.13, p < .01 for girls). Boys’ adventurism at age 16 mediated 

the relationship between HR and rule-breaking, because the association between HR and rule-

breaking came close to zero (β = -.02, t = -0.55, p = .29; see Figure 3C), while allowing for 

mediation of adventurism. Sobel’s test (Z = -3.61, p < .001) and the bootstrapping method (-

.0008; 95% CI between -.0012 and -.0004) showed that this reduction of the direct association 

between HR and rule-breaking was significant. In girls and boys, impulsivity was associated with 

aggression (βs > .31, ts > 8.82, ps < .001). However, no mediation effects were found, because 

HR was not associated with impulsivity or aggression (in girls).  
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Figure 3C Graphical presentation of the associations between Heart Rate and the Neuroticism-Extrovertion-Openness 

Personality Inventory – Revised at age 16, and Antisocial Behavior, Heart Rate and Antisocial Behavior, and the mediating 

effect of Personality. Values are regression beta’s belonging to the particular pathways (one-tailed tests; significant regression 

beta’s [p < .05] are given in bold; Boys above the line; Girls below. Dashed lines indicate indirect or mediation effects of 

Personality on the relationship between Heart Rate and Antisocial Behavior). a Mediation significant 

 

3.4 Discussion 

 

We showed that it is useful to distinguish between boys and girls and subtypes of ASB 

when studying the relationship between HR and ASB. Moreover, in boys, we were able to show 

part of the underlying mechanism of the relationship between low resting HR at age 11 and 

rule-breaking at age 16, namely the mediating role of sensation seeking at age 13.5 and 16. 

More importantly, in line with our age-effect hypothesis, this relation was not mediated by 

behavioral inhibition and thus provides evidence for different associations between HR in 

preadolescence and ASB in adolescence. In girls no mediation effects were found. 

The current study has some limitations. First, we could not make statements about the 

predictive value of HR on ASB. Our findings only show that HR at age 11 is related to ASB at 

age 16, but not to change in ASB from age 11 to 16. Our second limitation was the assessment 

of behavioral inhibition. Ideally we wanted to assess a measure of impulsivity or a lack of being 

able to control one’s own behavior. Although our effortful control measure (EATQ-R) came 

close, there were some items that were more related to cognitive than behavioral inhibition 

constructs. The assessment of the BIS/BAS scales was ideally timed, on average two years after 

HR and three years before ASB assessment. However, the BAS fun-seeking scale had low 

internal consistency. The NEO-PI-R measure of impulsivity was the most ideal tool to assess 

behavioral inhibition. To overcome limitations and to increase comparability with other 

studies, we included all three measures of behavioral inhibition and sensation seeking. In this 
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way we showed robust findings regarding the mediating roles of personality characteristics in 

adolescence. Third, we only found partial mediation of personality; this means that there are 

other factors that may also mediate the relationship between HR and ASB.  

Apart from these limitations, our study has several strong points. We were able to study 

a physiological measure in relation to psychopathology in a large, non-clinical, general 

population. Moreover, we assessed both parent- and self-reported personality characteristics at 

different time points and showed robust findings with regard to the relation with HR and ASB. 

Using different raters at different ages had advantages. In preadolescence, children were on 

average 11 years old and parents may thus have had a better perspective on the child’s 

personality at that time. However, in early and middle adolescence, when participants were on 

average 13.5 and 16 years old, youth are more likely to have a clearer perspective on their own 

personality than their parents.   

As suggested on a theoretical basis (Ortiz & Raine, 2004, we showed that lower HR was 

associated with more sensation seeking in adolescent boys, which was in turn associated with 

higher levels of rule-breaking. Our findings were also partly in accordance with previous studies 

in which the age specific effects of HR on ASB and of HR on personality were found. We 

showed that boys’ HR was only related to sensation seeking at age 13.5 and 16, and not at age 

11. Although we did not find support for the relationship between HR and behavioral 

inhibition in preadolescence, this relationship was also absent at age 13.5 and 16, as we 

predicted. These findings are partly in line with research which suggests that after childhood, 

behaviorally disinhibited children become more open to novelty (or sensation) seeking later in 

life (Schwartz et al., 2003). Although we did not find a mediation effect of behavioral inhibition 

in preadolescence, there was an indication that the mediation effect of sensation seeking 

became stronger during adolescence. This effect could at least offer an explaination for the 

increase of sensation seeking and rule-breaking in adolescence found previously (Steinberg et 

al., 2008).  

In the current study, interesting gender differences were found. HR only predicted rule-

breaking and aggression in boys, and not in girls. Taking a closer look at Ortiz and Raine’s 

(2004) meta-analysis, it turns out there were only two studies among adolescent girls in which 

associations between HR and ASB were found. These studies had relatively small sample sizes 

(N=36 and N=44) and the assessment of ASB in one study is questionable (i.e., disruptive 

behavior as rated by teachers). However, there is stronger evidence that fails to replicate that 

low resting HR is associated with ASB in adolescent girls (Beauchaine, Hong, & Marsh, 2008; 

Crozier et al., 2008; Rogeness, Cepeda, Macedo, Fischer, & Harris, 1990). In a sample of late 

adolescents (16-18 years; N = 585), only antisocial boys had lower resting HR (Crozier et al., 

2008). Furthermore, in a clinical sample of girls (12.5 years; N = 206) no significant association 

between HR and conduct disorder was found (Rogeness et al., 1990). Along with the findings 

in the present study this may have implications for future studies assessing the association 

between HR and adolescent girls’ ASB.  
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In line with a previous meta-analysis (Lorber, 2004), HR was associated with aggression 

in adolescent boys. Findings are mixed however, because in a recent study among adopted 

adolescents it was shown that low resting HR was only associated with rule-breaking and not 

aggression (Bimmel et al., 2008). A possible reason for these different results may be that 

aggression is a more heterogeneous construct compared to rule-breaking. Whereas the latter is 

generally related to delinquency, aggression taps into a wide range of behaviors entailing many 

different forms (and functions) related to different outcomes (Little, Brauner, Jones, Nock, & 

Hawley, 2003; Vitaro, Brendgen, & Tremblay, 2002). Instrumental (or proactive) aggression for 

instance, is intended behavior and may therefore be unrelated to behavioral inhibition. This 

difference in aggression also shows up in the findings that instrumental aggression has been 

associated with low resting HR, whereas reactive aggression, as a direct response to stimuli, was 

unrelated to resting HR (Van Voorhees & Scarpa, 2002). Therefore, future studies may profit 

from distinguishing between different types of aggressive behavior and assessing HR both 

during rest and mental stress conditions to obtain HR reactivity measures. 

Based on the fearlessness theory, we expected, in preadolescence, that low behavioral 

inhibition would mediate the negative relationship between HR and aggression. However, we 

did not find this mediation effect and thus no evidence for the fearlessness theory. This finding 

may be interpreted in light of findings indicating that externalizing problems up till early 

adolescence are also partly related to anxiety problems (Marmorstein, 2007; Maughan, Rowe, 

Messer, Goodman, & Meltzer, 2004). There may thus be important differences in the 

underlying mechanisms leading to adolescent ASB. On the one hand, we have a group of 

(especially male) youth who are characterized by high levels of fear and anxiety. On the other 

hand, however, we deal with a group that is characterized by low levels of fear and anxiety, as 

suggested by fearlessness theory (Frick & Morris, 2004). Future studies are needed to unravel 

these possible group differences.  

Ortiz and Raine’s (2004) meta-analysis resulted in an overall average effect size of d = -

0.44, indicating lower resting heart rate in antisocial children compared to both normal 

controls and psychiatric controls. In the current study, for boys, calculations of effect sizes from 

correlations (Dennis, Lennox, & Foss, 1997), showed small effect sizes: d = -0.19 for the 

negative relationship between HR and aggression, and d = -0.14 for the negative relationship 

between HR and rule-breaking. These differences in effect sizes in our study compared to the 

meta-analysis may be due to publication bias which is known to inflate effect estimates that tend 

to be in the hypothesized direction in meta-analyses.  

In sum, boys with lower HR in preadolescence appeared to be most at risk for rule-

breaking and aggression at age 16. In line with our age-effect hypothesis, sensation seeking 

mediated the relationship between HR and rule-breaking only in adolescence, but not in 

preadolescence. For intervention practices this has several implications. As suggested by Ortiz 

and Raine (2004), interventions that teach youth to engage more in prosocial, law-abiding 

activities could provide other ways to satisfy sensation seeking in adolescence and thus to more 

optimal levels of autonomic arousal. However, one such cognitive behavioral intervention, 
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aimed at reducing oppositional and aggressive behavior, only positively affected children with 

relatively high HR (Stadler et al., 2008). Those with significantly lower HR did not profit from 

the intervention. This shows that it is difficult to provide activities for youth with the lowest 

HR that can fulfill the same need of sensation as for instance rule breaking can. From another 

perspective, given the mediation effect of sensation seeking, low HR may not only be associated 

with rule breaking or other ASB but may also be associated with risky behavior in general. 

Taking more risk may have negative consequences (e.g., stealing may lead to incarceration), but 

can also have beneficial effects (e.g., stepping up for someone in a fight may be socially 

rewarding), making the behavioral effects associated to low HR dependent upon contextual 

factors as well.  

Finally, we want to address the discussion on whether or not resting HR could and 

should be used as a marker of the development of ASB over time (Moffitt et al., 2008). Our 

findings showed that HR measures obtained with a strict acquisition and analysis protocol were 

associated with ASB in boys but not in girls. Despite the small effect sizes, the relative ease of 

assessing HR at rest, even when using a protocol, the robust findings (see the meta-analysis by 

Ortiz and Raine, 2004), and the associations with ASB over time (current study), could make 

HR a valuable addition to the early identification of behavioral problems in boys.    
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Dispositions and context 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

Resting heart rate and (pre)adolescent antisocial 
behavior: Interactions with the peer context 

 
 

Abstract 

Low resting heart rate is associated with and predictive of antisocial 

behavior. Previous studies suggest that this relationship may be 

moderated by peer context. From a person-environment interaction 

perspective, it can be hypothesized that low resting heart rate in 

preadolescence is positively associated with antisocial behavior in 

adverse peer contexts, whereas being in a supportive peer context 

would have a buffering effect. Furthermore, analyses were adjusted 

for family context (i.e., family break-up and SES). Data come from a 

subsample of the TRAILS study (N=1753; 48.5% boys). Peer context 

was assessed using peer-assessed behavior of classmates and friends 

on support and bullying/antisocial behavior. Regression analyses 

showed that low resting heart rate in preadolescence and peer 

context were associated with antisocial behavior. Moreover, 

interactions indicated that low resting heart rate was only associated 

with antisocial behavior in preadolescents in adverse peer contexts. 

Low resting heart rate was also predictive of boys’ antisocial behavior 

in adolescence, irrespective of classmates’ and friends’ pro- and 

antisocial behavior, family context, and earlier antisocial behavior. 

To conclude, we found support for a person-environment 

interaction in preadolescence: the relationship between low resting 

heart rate and antisocial behavior was only present in adverse peer 

contexts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter is based upon: Sijtsema, J.J., Veenstra, R., Lindenberg, S., Van Roon, A.M., Verhulst, F.C., Ormel, J., 
& Riese, H. Resting heart rate and (pre)adolescent antisocial behavior: Interactions with the peer context. The 
TRAILS Study. Submitted for publication.  
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4.1. Introduction 

 

Low resting heart rate (HR) is one of the most replicated biological correlates of antisocial 

behavior (ASB) in childhood and adolescence (Ortiz & Raine, 2004). This relationship has 

typically been ascribed to various underlying emotional and temperamental mechanisms, such 

as fearlessness and sensation seeking and is in general characterized as an indication of 

physiological underarousal. Empirical evidence also largely supports this direction of effects 

(Scarpa et al., 1997; Sijtsema et al., 2010b). However, there are two major issues that have not 

been addressed before. First, it has been suggested that the relationship between resting HR and 

ASB does not solely rest on temperamental mechanisms but is to some extent influenced by the 

social environment as well (Dodge & Pettit, 2003; Scarpa & Raine, 2006). More specifically, 

Dodge and Pettit (2003) argue that ‘certain risk factors exert influence only in the presence (or 

absence) of another risk factor (or, at least, the magnitude of risk associated with one factor 

varies across levels of another factor)’ (pp: 354). In the current study we address such a person-

environment interaction by assessing the effect of the individual risk factor biological 

underarousal, assessed via low resting HR, on ASB in the presence of peer contexts 

characterized by supportive and antisocial peer behaviors. We argue that youth characterized by 

underarousal may be more susceptible to the negative influences of the peer context, whereas 

positive influences may buffer the association between underarousal and ASB. The second issue 

we address is testing this biological susceptibility to peer context while accounting for family 

contextual factors, i.e., family break-up and socioeconomic status (SES). Both factors are known 

to play a major role in the explanation of ASB (e.g., Armstrong et al., 2009; Ary et al., 1999).  

 

Resting Heart Rate and Antisocial Behavior 

Whereas low resting HR has typically been associated with higher levels of ASB, such as 

aggression, delinquency, and crime (Dietrich et al., 2007; Ortiz & Raine, 2004; Wadsworth, 

1976), it has also been shown to predict ASB in adolescence (Bimmel et al., 2008; Raine et al., 

1997). Theoretically, there are several explanations for the relationship between resting HR and 

ASB. One suggestion is that low resting HR is associated with high levels of fearlessness (Raine, 

2002), resulting in poor conditioning to punishment which may lead to the development of 

ASB. However, it has also been suggested that low resting HR is an indicator of underarousal 

and may thus predispose to stimulation seeking to raise autonomic activity to a more optimal 

state (Raine et al., 1997; Sijtsema et al., 2010b). Engaging in ASB may be one viable alternative 

to fulfill the need for stimulation seeking and subsequently reaching a more optimal 

physiological state. In this case, low resting HR individuals would be particularly susceptible to 

the high-stimulation end of the environmental spectrum. In line with this stimulation seeking 

theory, youth with low resting HR may feel more at home with antisocial peers, who engage 

more in exciting and risky activities which can lead to elevated HR levels. Evidence from the 

research field on peer relationships also shows that deviant peers influence individual behavior 

with regard to ASB (Ary et al., 1999; Patterson et al., 1989), delinquency (Burk et al., 2007; 
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Vitaro et al., 2007), and aggression (Sijtsema et al., 2010a). These studies not only show that 

antisocial youth socialize their members in terms of behavior, but sometimes also select 

themselves into groups with similar peers.  

In sum, these assumptions presume that an unfavorable socialization in combination 

with a heightened biological susceptibility to adverse high-stimulation environments may be 

associated with more negative outcomes. In other words, we hypothesize that preadolescents 

with low resting HR in contexts characterized by antisocial peers will display higher levels of 

ASB.  

However, whereas antisocial peer contexts may be regarded as an additional risk factor, 

supportive peer contexts may buffer the association between low resting HR and ASB. Among 

peers who value affection and support, ASB could lead to rejection and a loss of status, in this 

way reducing access to important goals of subjective well-being (see e.g., Lindenberg, 1996). The 

peer context could therefore also play a protective role and youth who are biologically more 

susceptible to stimulation seeking are then in fact shielded from the negative effects of their 

underaroused disposition (cf. Boyce & Ellis, 2005). We thus hypothesize that the association 

between low resting HR and ASB may be buffered by contexts characterized by supportive 

peers. 

 

Gender differences 

Next to the aforementioned variability in biological susceptibility to peer contexts, we 

expect differences between boys and girls. Small to moderate effect sizes for both cross-sectional 

and longitudinal relationships between HR and ASB have been found consistently in 

adolescent boys (Ortiz & Raine, 2004). In adolescent girls, however, findings are at the most 

mixed. To our knowledge there are only two studies, focusing specifically on girls, which have 

shown an association between low resting HR and ASB. The first study comprised 15-year old 

girls (N=36) who were rated on antisociality by their teachers (Bullock, 1988). The other study 

included 12.5-year old girls (N=44) who were teacher-rated on disruptive behavior (Maliphant et 

al., 1990). Both studies were cross-sectional and comprised a small sample. Moreover, there is 

more and stronger evidence (e.g., larger samples) that fails to replicate that low resting HR is 

related to ASB in adolescent girls (Crozier et al., 2008; Rogeness et al., 1990; Sijtsema et al., 

2010b). 

To conclude, only in boys we expected effects of heightened biological susceptibility, 

measured as low resting HR, to negative peer contexts on individual ASB. More specifically, we 

expected that low resting HR would be positively associated with ASB in adverse peer contexts 

(characterized by peer-rated bullying, fighting or rule breaking behavior). In contrast, we 

expected that the negative association between resting HR and ASB would be buffered by 

supportive peer contexts. In the current study peer context was assessed as peer-rated behavior 

of classmates (i.e., classroom behavior) and nominated friends (i.e., friends’ behavior). Moreover, we 

expected that these person-environment interactions would hold after accounting for family 

context as assessed via family breakup and SES. In the prospective analyses we also controlled 
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for earlier levels of individual ASB, to see whether heart rate had an effect on increases in 

individual ASB.    

 

4.2. Method 

 

Subjects  

 Data were collected in a general population study called TRAILS (TRacking 

Adolescents’ Individual Lives Survey), a large prospective population study of Dutch 

adolescents with bi- or triennial measurements from age 11 to at least early adulthood 

(Huisman et al., 2008; Oldehinkel et al., 2004). Parental informed consent was obtained after 

the procedures had been fully explained. Detailed information about sample selection and 

analysis of non-response bias has been reported elsewhere (De Winter et al., 2005). The three 

assessments waves ran from March 2001 to July 2002 (T1), September 2003 to December 2004 

(T2), and September 2005 to December 2007 (T3). At T1, 2230 children (mean age = 11.09, 

SD = 0.56) enrolled in the study of whom 2149 (96.4%; mean age 13.56, SD = 0.53) 

participated at T2 and 1816 (81.4%; mean age 16.27, SD = 0.73) at T3.  

 

Measures 

Antisocial behavior (ASB). Antisocial behavior was assessed with the self-reported 

Antisocial Behavior Questionnaire (ASBQ; Moffitt & Silva, 1988) at age 11 (T1), 13.5 (T2), 

and 16 (T3). Participants responded on a five-point scale (‘no, never’ to ‘seven or more times’) 

whether they had partaken in antisocial activities, such as stealing, fighting, and damaging 

things (26-28 items; α’s > .86).  

Heart rate (HR). At age 11, cardiac autonomic function was assessed by a three-lead 

electrocardiogram, while participants were in supine position and breathing spontaneously. 

Dedicated software ([pre-]CARSPAN, previously used in e.g. Dietrich et al., (2007)) was used to 

detect R-peaks, to check signal stationarity, to correct for artifacts, and to calculate the interbeat-

interval (IBI; in milliseconds) between two heartbeats. IBI is inversely related to HR by the 

equation HR = 60000/IBI. HR was expressed in beats per minute (bpm). Blocks were 

considered invalid if they contained artifacts with a duration of more than 5 seconds, if the 

total artifact duration was more than 10% of the registration, or if the block length was less 

than 100 seconds. Heart rate recordings were missing (n = 76) due to recording failure (41%) or 

signal-analysis failure (59%). HR was collected from 1753 (78.6%) TRAILS participants. These 

participants differed from the whole TRAILS population in that they were slightly younger at 

T1 (t = 10.66, p < .001), less antisocial at T1 and T2 (ts > 2.51, ps < .05), and tended to come 

less often from broken families at T1 (t = 1.89, p < .06). 

 Peer context at T1. Peer context was measured by assessing peer behavior in a subsample 

of 1065 (47.8%) TRAILS participants. In 50.1% of these participants we also assessed resting 

HR. Classrooms with at least ten regular TRAILS participants were included in the subsample. 

Children in special education, in small schools, and who repeated or skipped a grade were 
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excluded from the subsample. A previous study showed that the subsample contained fewer 

children who were at risk for, amongst others, aggression and coming from adverse family 

contexts than the full TRAILS sample (Veenstra et al., 2005). Findings in the current study may 

thus be slightly underestimated compared to the whole TRAILS sample. 

 Peers nominated their classmates on providing emotional support and bullying behavior by 

responding respectively to the question ‘which classmates give you emotional aid when you are 

despondent (e.g. problems at home)?’ and ‘by whom are you bullied?’. Respondents could make 

unlimited nominations across gender within the classroom. Subsequently, nominations were 

added up and divided by the number of possible nominations within the classroom to obtain 

an individual measure of peer emotional support and peer bullying behavior. Next, these 

individual scores were aggregated to obtain a measure of classroom emotional support and 

bullying behavior. These aggregated scores were used in the analyses. To assess friends’ 

behavior, respondents were also asked ‘Which classmates are your best friends?’ (unlimited 

nominations). This way we were able to distinguish between classmates’ and friends’ emotional 

support and bullying behavior. 

 Peer context at T2. Peer context was measured by assessing peer behavior in a subsample 

including 1007 TRAILS participants (46.9% of the total sample at T2) and their classmates. For 

53.9% of these participants resting HR data at T1 was also available. Classrooms with at least 

three regular TRAILS participants were included, leading to participation of a total of 172 

classes in 34 schools in first (72 school classes) and second grade (100 school classes) of 

secondary education (Dijkstra et al., 2008).  

 Peers nominated their classmates on providing support (i.e., two items measuring practical 

and emotional support) and antisocial behavior (i.e., three items measuring bullying behavior, 

fighting, and rule-breaking). Respondents could make unlimited nominations across gender 

within the classroom. Subsequently, the same procedure as described for the T1 peer 

nominations was applied. In addition, these scores were standardized to obtain individual 

measures of peer support and antisocial behavior. Next, for classroom behavior these scores 

were aggregated to obtain a measure of classroom support and antisocial behavior. Similar to 

the procedure at T1, to assess friends’ behavior, respondents were also asked ‘Which classmates 

are your best friends?’ (unlimited nominations).  

Family context. Socioeconomic status (SES) was assessed at T1 by creating a scale 

consisting of parents’ education, job, and household income (α = .84). Continuous scores of 

SES were used. Furthermore, parents were interviewed about their family situation at T1. 

Parents could indicate whether they were divorced, lived in a single-parent household, or 

whether the child had a step-parent. These three measures were combined into a categorical 

family breakup measure (0=no, 1=yes).  
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4.3. Data Analysis 

 

First, we calculated descriptive statistics of all the study variables and the correlations 

between them. To test for gender differences chi-square analysis and independent sample t-tests 

were used. Second, to examine the associations between resting HR and peer context and ASB, 

multiple linear regressions were used. Effects for classroom and friends’ behavior were 

estimated in separate regression models. In the cross-sectional analyses at T1, we included 

gender, age, family context (i.e., family break-up and SES), and main effects of resting HR and 

peer context (i.e., either classroom or friends’ behavior) in the first step to predict ASB. In the 

prospective analyses we included peer context at T2 and furthermore controlled for earlier ASB. 

Step two included adding two-way interactions between HR and peer context to the model. 

When significant interaction effects emerged, we calculated simple slopes to test whether 

resting HR affected ASB at different levels of classroom and friends’ behavior (Aiken & West, 

1991). Furthermore, we plotted interactions using a template available at 

http://www.jeremydawson.co.uk/slopes.htm. To make sure that the values in Figures 1 and 2 

are accurate representations of the data, we standardized the continuous independent variables 

(i.e., resting HR, classroom and friend behavior) and control variables (i.e., age, family breakup, 

SES, and ASB at T1) to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. As noted in the 

measures section, in about fifty percent of the cases we had HR assessments during rest but no 

peer context data. To avoid misinterpretation of the available data, we imputed missing data on 

ASB, peer context, and family context using multivariate multiple imputations (n = 5) with the 

ICE-method in STATA 9.0 Special Edition (Royston, 2004). 

 

4.4. Results 

 

Descriptive analyses 

Table 4.1 shows summary statistics of all study variables. About one-fifth of the boys and 

girls came from broken families. Independent sample t-tests further showed that boys and girls 

did not differ in age and SES. At T1, girls scored on average three to four beats per minute 

higher on HR than boys. At T2, girls reported being more often in less supportive and 

antisocial classrooms. At both ages gender differences with regard to peer context were present: 

girls nominated more supportive friends, whereas boys nominated more bullying or antisocial 

friends. At all ages boys scored higher on individual ASB than girls. 

Correlations are presented in Table 4.2. Being older was associated with being in a 

more emotionally supportive classroom, nominating more supportive friends, and more ASB.  

Furthermore, lower resting HR was associated with more bullying friends and ASB, although 

there were some differences between boys and girls. In general, classroom and friends’ 

behaviors correlated in the expected directions. However, classroom supportive behavior at T2 

correlated positively with friends’ bullying behavior at T1.  
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Table 4.1 Means, Standard Deviations, and Gender Differences of Control Variables, Resting Heart 

Rate, Friends’ Behavior, and Antisocial Behavior  
  Girls (N=902)  Boys (N=851)  Gender differences 

  Mean (SD) Range  Mean (SD) Range   

Age (years) at T1  11.01 (0.51) 10.00-12.00  11.04 (0.51) 10.00-12.00  t = -0.98, df = 1751, p = .33 
Family breakup at T1  23.9% -  21.6% -  Χ2 = 1.31, p = .26 
Socioeconomic status 
at T1 

 -0.02 (0.77) -1.94-1.73   -0.07 (0.78) -1.85-1.72  t = 1.38, df = 1751, p = .17 

Heart rate at 11 
(beats per minute) 

 79 (11.05) 49-117  75 (10.60) 50-112  t = 6.49, df = 1751, p < .001 

Classroom emotional 
support at T1 

 0.20 (0.07) 0.06-0.46  0.20 (0.06) 0.06-0.46  t = -0.56, df = 1751, p = .58 

Classroom bullying 
behavior at T1 

 0.07 (0.03) 0.00-0.26  0.07 (0.03) 0.00-0.24  t = 0.46, df = 1751, p = .64 

Friends’ emotional 
support at T1 

 0.25 (0.09) 0.00-0.60  0.20 (0.08) 0.00-0.53  t = 13.16, df = 1751, p < .001 

Friends’ bullying 
behavior at T1 

 0.04 (0.03) 0.00-0.30  0.09 (0.06) 0.00-0.51  t = -24.25, df = 1751, p < .001 

Classroom support at 
T2 

 0.00 (0.04) -0.13-0.20  0.01 (0.03) -0.14-0.14  t = -6.33, df = 1751, p < .001 

Classroom antisocial 
behavior at T2 

 -0.06 (0.07) -0.15-0.11  -0.05 (0.05) -0.26-0.07  t = -2.45, df = 1751, p < .05 

Friends’ support at T2  0.62 (0.44) -1.39-2.31  0.32 (0.47) -1.90-1.65  t = 13.83, df = 1751, p < .001 
Friends’ antisocial 
behavior at T2 

 0.08 (0.43) -0.93-1.83  0.27 (0.43) -0.77-3.19  t = -9.22, df = 1751, p < .001 

Antisocial behavior at 
T1 

 0.20 (0.22) 0.00-2.65  0.41 (0.39) 0.00-2.84  t = -13.80, df = 1751, p < .001 

Antisocial behavior at 
T2 

 0.21 (0.24) 0.00-1.62  0.36 (0.37) 0.00-2.77  t = -9.73, df = 1751, p < .001 

Antisocial behavior at 
T3 

 0.18 (0.24) 0.00-2.32  0.32 (0.36) 0.00-3.12  t = -10.23, df = 1751, p < .001 

 

 

Cross-sectional analyses 

 Table 4.3 presents the cross-sectional results of the multiple regression analyses for the 

prediction of ASB at T1 separately for peer-rated classroom and friends’ behavior. Main effects 

indicated that being older, male, having a low SES, and coming from a broken family were 

associated with more ASB at T1. Resting HR was negatively associated with ASB, irrespective of 

family context and classroom behavior. Classroom bullying behavior was positively associated 

with ASB at T1. With regard to friends’ behavior results were similar with the exception that 

HR was not associated with ASB. Moreover, nominating more emotionally supportive friends 

was associated with less ASB.  

In the second step we included the interactions between HR and gender and HR and 

peer context to test whether adverse and supportive peer contexts would moderate the 

association between resting HR and ASB. Figure 4.1 shows the significant interaction between 

classroom bullying behavior and resting HR. Simple slopes analysis indicated that the negative 

relationship between resting HR and ASB was significant in classrooms with high levels of 

bullying behavior (b = -0.04, t = -3.31, p < 0.01). In classrooms with low levels of bullying 

behavior, resting HR was not related to ASB (b = 0.00, t = 0.05, p = 0.96). Likewise, Figure 4.2 

shows the interaction with regard to friends’ behavior. Individuals with friends rated high on 

bullying showed a negative relationship between resting HR and ASB (b = -0.04, t = 3.42, p < 

0.001). In contrast, for individuals who nominated friends low on bullying, resting HR was not 
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related to ASB (b = 0.01, t = 1.14, p = 0.26). No significant interactions were found with regard 

to classroom and friends’ emotional support. We also tested for three-way interactions between 

HR, gender and peer contexts, but none of these were significant. 

 

Figure 4.1 Interaction Effect of Heart Rate and Classroom Bullying (Figure 4A) and Friend’s Bullying 

Behavior (Figure 4B) on Antisocial Behavior at T1 
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Prospective analyses 

 To test the prospective effect of resting HR on ASB, we conducted multiple regression 

analyses while controlling for earlier ASB (see Table 4.4). In the first step, results indicated that 

coming from a broken family and earlier ASB contributed to more ASB at T2. Moreover, in the 

classroom behavior model, being a boy and classroom support were associated with more 

individual ASB, whereas classroom ASB was associated with less individual ASB. In contrast, in 

the model including friends’ behavior, friends’ ASB at T2 was positively associated with more 

individual ASB. To test our hypotheses regarding the moderating roles of classroom and 

friends’ behavior, we added interactions to the models in the second step. Whereas there were 

no significant interaction effects regarding peer context, gender interacted significantly with 

HR. These indicated that low resting HR at T1 was positively associated with boys’ individual 

ASB two-and-a-half years later (b = -0.02, p < 0.05 in the classroom behavior model and 

marginally significant b = -0.03, p < 0.10 in the friends’ behavior model).  

 Although we did not measure peer context at T3, findings with regard to ASB at age 16 

also showed that low HR at T1 predicted higher levels of ASB five years later, irrespective of 

family context at T1, peer context at T2, and earlier ASB at T1. However, these effects were 

only significant for boys (b = -0.03, p < 0.01 in the classroom behavior model and b = -0.03, p < 

0.05 in the friends’ behavior model). 
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Table 4.3 Effects of Resting Heart Rate and Peer Context on Adolescent Antisocial Behavior at T1 

  B (SE) 

  Step 1 Step 2  Step 1 Step 2 

Intercept  0.196 (0.011)*** 0.195 (0.011)***  0.254 (0.012)*** 0.248 (0.012)*** 
Gender (1=boy; 
0=girl) 

 0.204 (0.015)*** 0.204 (0.015)***  0.089 (0.017)*** 0.096 (0.017)*** 

Age (years) at T1  0.028 (0.008)*** 0.028 (0.008)***  0.028 (0.007)*** 0.028 (0.007)*** 
Family break-up at T1 
(1=yes; 0=no) 

 0.047 (0.018)* 0.045 (0.018)*  0.036 (0.018)* 0.037 (0.018)* 

Socio-economical 
status at T1 (SES) 

 -0.029 (0.008)*** -0.029 (0.008)***  -0.022 (0.008)** -0.022 (0.008)** 

Heart rate (beats per 
minute) at T1 

 -0.017 (0.008)* -0.012 (0.010)  -0.011 (0.007) -0.024 (0.011)* 

Classroom emotional 
support at T1 

 0.008 (0.008) 0.008 (0.008)  - - 

Classroom bullying 
behavior at T1  

 0.049 (0.008)*** 0.047 (0.008)***  - - 

Friends’ emotional 
support at T1 

 - -  -0.016 (0.008)* -0.016 (0.008)* 

Friends’ bullying 
behavior at T1  

 - -  0.107 (0.009)*** 0.099 (0.009)*** 

Heart rate x Gender  - -0.011 (0.015)  - 0.025 (0.018) 
Heart rate x 
Emotional support 

 - -0.006 (0.008)  - 0.003 (0.008) 

Heart rate x Bullying 
behavior 

 - -0.017 (0.008)*  - -0.030 (0.009)** 

R
2 

 15.4% 15.8%  20.3% 20.8% 

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001; Note. Interaction effects were calculated separately for classroom behavior and 

friends’ behavior.  

 

Table 4.4 Effects of Resting Heart Rate and Peer Context on Adolescent Antisocial Behavior at T2 

  B (SE) 

  Step 1 Step 2  Step 1 Step 2 

Intercept  0.255 (0.010)*** 0.253 (0.010)***  0.255 (0.010)*** 0.254 (0.010)*** 
Gender (1=boy; 
0=girl) 

 0.030 (0.013)* 0.029 (0.013)*  0.024 (0.014) 0.023 (0.014) 

Age (years) at T1  0.006 (0.006) 0.007 (0.006)  0.002 (0.006) 0.003 (0.006) 
Family break-up at T1 
(1=yes; 0=no) 

 0.053 (0.015)*** 0.052 (0.015)**  0.064 (0.015)*** 0.064 (0.015)*** 

Socio-economical 
status at T1 

 0.001 (0.006) 0.002 (0.006)  -0.005 (0.007) -0.004 (0.007) 

Antisocial behavior at 
T1 

 0.155 (0.007)*** 0.155 (0.007)***  0.168 (0.007)*** 0.168 (0.007)*** 

Heart rate (beats per 
minute) at T1 

 -0.008 (0.006) 0.005 (0.009)  -0.007 (0.006) -0.003 (0.009) 

Classroom support at 
T2 

 0.057 (0.007)*** 0.057 (0.007)***  - - 

Classroom antisocial 
behavior at T2 

 -0.015 (0.006)* -0.015 (0.006)*  - - 

Friends’ support at T2  - -  -0.006 (0.007) 0.003 (0.009) 
Friends’ antisocial 
behavior at T2 

 - -  0.023 (0.006)*** 0.022 (0.006)** 

Heart rate x Gender  - -0.026 (0.013)*  - -0.022 (0.015)† 
Heart rate x Peer 
support 

 - -0.001 (0.007)  - 0.002 (0.007) 

Heart rate x Peer 
antisocial behavior 

 - 0.008 (0.006)  - -0.003 (0.007) 

R
2 

 36.3% 36.6%  33.3% 33.4% 

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001; Note. Interaction effects were calculated separately for classroom behavior and 

friends’ behavior.  
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4.5. Discussion 

 

In the current study we hypothesized that there would be a person-environment interaction 

between biological underarousal and supportive and adverse peer contexts. Our findings were 

partly in line with this hypothesis; in a cross-sectional design we found that in adverse peer 

contexts characterized by more bullying behavior, low resting HR (as a biological marker of 

underarousal) was associated with more ASB in preadolescence. However, we found no support 

for a buffering role of supportive peer contexts. Second, prospectively we found that low resting 

HR predicted more ASB in adolescent boys while accounting for family and peer contexts and 

earlier levels of ASB. As expected, we did not find this effect in girls. 

Our findings lend some support for the assumption that biological underarousal is only 

associated with negative outcomes in the presence of another risk factor (e.g., in classrooms 

where bullying behavior is highly prevalent; see also Dodge & Pettit, 2003). It is thus tempting 

to conclude that this finding provides an argument for including context in studies on the 

relationship between biological markers for underarousal and (antisocial) behavior. However, 

caution is warranted. In contrast to our second hypothesis, we found no evidence for a 

buffering effect of supportive peer contexts on ASB among subjects with low HR. Future 

research may aim to study other contexts that may have a buffering effect on the development 

of ASB, such as parenting behavior (e.g., Dekovic, 1999). Moreover, we only found an 

interaction effect with regard to adverse peer contexts in preadolescence and not in 

adolescence, which may be due to developmental differences. The interplay between biological 

factors and peer contexts may be especially relevant in preadolescence. In this period incidences 

of ASB are typically low compared to later adolescence (Agnew, 2003). That is, peer contexts 

characterized by ASB may deviate more from the behavioral norm and exert more influence on 

preadolescents. Especially for preadolescents with a heightened biological susceptibility to 

stimulation seeking, being in an adverse peer context could give rise to more ASB, as there are 

more opportunities for stimulation seeking and subsequently antisocial behaviors. In 

adolescence, however, ASB is more frequent and normative (Agnew, 2003; Moffitt, 1993), 

creating a lower threshold for behaving antisocially. As risky and antisocial behaviors increase in 

adolescence peer contexts may be similar in general with regard to adversity. As a result, 

biological underarousal may no longer be an important factor for peer influence with regard to 

individual ASB.  

Related to our findings, future studies may also want to address the possibility of a 

differential biological susceptibility to context (Belsky & Pluess, 2009; Boyce & Ellis, 2005). 

Both the Biological Sensitivity to Context hypothesis (Boyce & Ellis, 2005; Obradovic & Boyce, 

2009) and the Differential Susceptibility hypothesis (Belsky et al., 2007; Belsky & Pluess, 2009), 

suggest that some individuals are more susceptible to both negative and positive contextual 

circumstances than others. More specifically, a heightened biological susceptibility may be 

associated with adaptive outcomes in supportive environments, whereas it may lead to negative 

outcomes in adverse environments. Although this hypothesis is largely supported by studies 
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using markers of biological reactivity (Ellis et al., 2005; Obradovic et al., 2010), we argue that it 

may hold for underarousal of the autonomic nervous system marked by low resting HR as well. 

Individuals with low resting HR should be more inclined to seek out and engage in highly 

stimulating aspects of their environment, for better or for worse. Whereas we only found some 

supportive for the negative spectrum of this hypothesis, engaging in positive high-stimulation 

environments might also result in a more optimal physiological state (see e.g., Stadler et al., 

2008).  

 Our findings need to be discussed in light of several limitations. First, we only assessed 

peer nominations and behavior within classrooms. However, there is evidence that peers 

outside school, from the neighborhood or sports club, also have a strong effect on individual 

ASB (Kiesner et al., 2003). Second, our peer nomination subsample had several constraints. 

Because peer nomination data were only collected in a subsample, we had to deal with missing 

data. We imputed these missing data using multiple imputations based on multiple background 

variables to overcome this bias (Royston, 2004).  In addition, we did not have peer nominations 

at T3. Therefore we were not able to test whether peer context at T3 would still play an 

important role for the development of ASB of youth with low resting HR. As a suboptimal 

solution, we used peer nomination data obtained at T2 as a proxy for the peer context at T3, 

although we are aware that this peer context may have changed over time, at least to some 

extent. 

Despite these limitations, the current study has two major strong points. The first strong 

point are the unique data obtained in a large general population sample which allowed us to 

test hypotheses on the effect of peer context on the relationship between resting HR and ASB. 

Although such a relationship has been suggested earlier (Scarpa & Raine, 2006), data 

constraints (i.e., both peer and physiological data are needed) did not make it possible to 

actually test such hypotheses. The second major strong point relates to the implications of our 

findings. Although this is to our knowledge the first study that has tested the interaction 

between resting HR and peer context, the current evidence is important for our view on the 

development of ASB. On the one hand, in preadolescence we showed that the association 

between low resting HR and ASB only surfaces in peer contexts characterized by high levels of 

bullying. In other words, the association between resting HR and ASB in preadolescence does 

not solely rest on one’s biological make-up, but also depends upon the peer context. 

Interestingly, this interaction was present in both the classroom and more intimate (i.e., 

friendships) peer contexts. Moreover, although bullying behavior is distinct from ASB in 

general (Wolke et al., 2000), classroom and friends’ bullying behavior can still affect levels of 

ASB in preadolescents with low resting HR. On the other hand, we showed that in boys the 

prospective relationship between resting HR and ASB exists over and above influences from the 

family and peer context. This suggests that there is a group of boys, characterized by low resting 

HR that is especially at risk for developing ASB irrespective of the context they are in.  

Our prospective findings together with cross-sectional evidence from other studies (see 

Crozier et al., 2008; Rogeness et al., 1990), beg for a necessary side note regarding gender. 
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Namely, why does something biological, such as low resting HR, only predicts ASB in boys and 

not in girls? One possibility is that in girls, low resting HR is related to vulnerability to other 

(problematic) behaviors. It is tempting to speculate that whereas low resting HR in boys is more 

likely to lead to ASB, girls with low resting HR may be more inclined to display challenging 

prosocial behaviors (e.g., defending someone who is bullied). Future studies should test whether 

this explanation is feasible. 

Overall, this study showed a cross-sectional person-environment interaction between 

resting HR and peer context, the truth may be less simple. Preadolescents and adolescents do 

not only get influenced by their peers but also select themselves into peer groups (e.g., Sijtsema 

et al., 2010a). That is, youth with low resting HR may be more inclined to hang out with 

antisocial peers who do more exciting things and in turn this may be associated with an increase 

in ASB. Future studies should examine this mediating moderation effect and try to tease apart 

these influence and selection effects.  

Our prospective findings showed that peer contexts do not play a role in the 

relationship between HR and ASB. However, interventions may benefit from our findings in 

preadolescence. In preadolescence, efforts to improve classroom environment and monitoring 

children’s friendship relations may thus pay off in terms of preventing the development of ASB 

in youth with low resting HR. 
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CHAPTER 5  
 

Physiological reactivity and different forms of 
aggression in girls: Moderating roles of rejection 

sensitivity and peer rejection  
 

 

 

Abstract 

Associations between physiological reactivity to exclusion (i.e., heart 

rate [HRR], respiratory sinus arrhythmia [RSAR], and skin 

conductance level [SCLR]) and relational and physical aggression 

were assessed. It was hypothesized that blunted “fight or flight” 

responses to stress (i.e., blunted HRR, SCLR, and RSA withdrawal) 

would be associated with relational aggression, whereas heightened 

“fight or flight” responses (i.e., heightened HRR, SCLR, and RSA 

withdrawal) would be associated with physical aggression. In 

addition, it was hypothesized that heightened “fight or flight” 

responses would interact with social and cognitive risk factors in the 

prediction of physical aggression. Data were collected at an all-girls 

residential summer camp (mean age = 12.47 years; N = 119). Overall, 

findings indicated that blunted “fight or flight” was associated with 

relational aggression whereas heightened “fight or flight” was 

associated with physical aggression, particularly in the context of 

high social and cognitive risk. These findings contribute to our 

understanding of the relationship between physiological reactivity 

and different forms of aggression in girls.   
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter is based upon: Sijtsema, J.J., Shoulberg, E.K., & Murray-Close, D. Physiological Reactivity and 

Different Forms of Aggression in Girls: Moderating Roles of Rejection Sensitivity and Peer Rejection. Submitted 

for publication. 
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5.1. Introduction  

 

Studies from different fields (e.g., psychology, psychiatry, and biology) have demonstrated that 

aggressive behavior is associated with physiological reactivity to stress (see Lorber, 2004; Ortiz & 

Raine, 2004). In line with studies that have examined baseline levels of arousal (e.g., Ortiz & 

Raine, 2004, Sijtsema et al., 2010), several studies have shown that blunted reactivity to stressors 

is associated with heightened aggression (e.g., Kibler, Prosser, & Ma, 2004; Schneider, 

Nicolotti, & Delamater, 2002). However, some studies find that heightened reactivity to 

stressors is associated with elevated aggression (e.g., Waschbusch et al., 2002; Williams, 

Lochman, Phillips, & Barry, 2003). Thus, additional research is necessary to clarify the 

association between physiological reactivity to stress and aggressive conduct. In addition, a 

number of important limitations remain regarding research in this area. First, there is a notable 

lack of attention to gender in extant research studies. In fact, most studies have either failed to 

include females as participants (Kibler et al., 2004; Suarez et al., 1993), or, if females are 

included, findings for males and females are combined (Lorber, 2004). Second, research in this 

area has tended to focus on forms of aggression that are more typical among males (i.e., physical 

aggression), to the exclusion of forms that are salient for females (i.e., relational aggression; 

Rappaport & Thomas, 2004). As a result, knowledge regarding the relation between 

physiological reactivity and aggression in girls is sorely lacking. Finally, most studies have failed 

to examine contextual and cognitive moderators of the association between reactivity and 

aggression. Although a number of studies examine the social, cognitive, and physiological risk 

factors for involvement in aggressive behavior, several researchers have pointed out that little 

work has examined how these factors interact with regard to aggressive conduct (Boyce & Ellis, 

2005; Dodge & Pettit, 2003; Lorber, 2004; Raine, 2002b).  

The current study was designed to address these limitations by examining the 

association between physiological responses to stress and different forms of aggression in girls. 

Physiological reactivity was assessed as a difference score; specifically, baseline levels of arousal 

during rest were subtracted from levels of arousal during a social stress task. We examined the 

association between heart rate reactivity (HRR), respiratory sinus arrhythmia reactivity (RSAR), 

and skin conductance level reactivity (SCLR) to a socially stressful situation (i.e., social 

exclusion) and both relational and physical forms of aggression in a sample of girls. To consider 

the unique effects on the different forms of aggression, we controlled for the non-focal form of 

aggression. Moreover, we examined whether the association between physiological reactivity 

and aggression was moderated by social and cognitive risk factors related to rejection (i.e., peer 

rejection and rejection-sensitivity). 

 

Physiological reactivity 

Typically, when confronted with challenging or stressful situations, the autonomic 

nervous system (ANS) reacts correspondingly to these stressors. The ANS consists of two 

branches: the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and the parasympathetic nervous system 
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(PNS). The sympathetic component of the ANS becomes active in stressful or challenging 

contexts by increasing heart rate and oxygen flow and thus preparing the body for a “flight or 

fight” response (Boucsein, 1992). The PNS, in contrast, acts like a brake to calm the body down 

(e.g., slowing down heart rate) and focuses on “rest and digest” functions. In the context of 

threats, there is typically an increase of the “fight or flight” response, reflecting SNS activation 

and/or PNS withdrawal (i.e., removing the brake), leading to increases in physiological activity 

(e.g., increased heart rate). 

In this study we measure both SNS and PNS reactivity to stress. SNS activity was 

assessed by skin conductance level reactivity (SCLR), which refers to electrodermal reactivity 

caused by the activity of the sweat glands (Erath, El-Sheikh, & Cummings, 2009). SCLR is a 

measure of sympathetic activation in response to stress. Activity of the PNS was assessed by 

measuring respiratory sinus arrhythmia reactivity (RSAR), a measure of vagal regulation, (e.g., 

Porges, Doussard-Roosevelt, Portales, & Greenspan, 1996). Decreases in RSA in response to 

stress are referred to as RSA withdrawal and result in increases in physiological arousal (e.g., 

increased heart rate), whereas increases in RSA are referred to as RSA augmentation and result 

in decreases in arousal. Finally, given the substantial body of research examining the association 

between HRR and aggression (Lorber, 2004), we also assessed heart rate reactivity (HRR) to a 

stressful situation. HRR reflects both PNS and SNS activity, and stressful situations typically 

elicit increased levels of heart rate.  

  

Physiological reactivity and aggression 

Although individuals typically respond to stressful situations with a “fight or flight 

 response (i.e., sympathetic activation and parasympathetic withdrawal), there are individual 

differences in physiological responses to stress and distinct patterns of ANS reactivity have been 

implicated in the development of aggressive behavior (e.g., Beauchaine, Gatzke-Kopp, & Mead, 

2007; Lorber, 2004; Ortiz & Raine, 2004). Some individuals exhibit relatively blunted “fight or 

flight” responses to stress, and researchers have proposed that this blunted reactivity places 

individuals at risk for aggressive or antisocial behavior (Ortiz & Raine, 2004). Temperamental 

characteristics, including low fearfulness or a general lack of inhibition, have been proposed as 

one mechanism underlying this relationship (Ortiz & Raine, 2004; Raine, 1997). Specifically, 

blunted “fight or flight” responses may reflect a lack of fear and inhibition, reducing concerns 

about the repercussions of aggression (Kindlon et al., 1995; Raine, 2002a, 2002b). In addition, 

fearlessness may reduce one’s sensitivity to punishment (Fung et al., 2005), which in turn 

facilitates involvement in aggression (Beauchaine, Katkin, Strassberg, & Snarr, 2001). In fact, 

consistent with fearlessness theory, low SNS activity is associated with fearlessness and 

insensitivity to punishment (Raine, 2002a). Additional theories may also explain the relation 

between low SNS arousal and antisocial behavior, such as sensation seeking theory (see Ortiz & 

Raine, 2004; Sijtsema et al., 2010), in which underaroused individuals engage in stimulating 

behaviors, such as aggression, to increase their arousal to more comfortable levels.  
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Consistent with these perspectives, there is some evidence that blunted SCLR and HRR 

are associated with aggression (Harden et al., 1995; Herpertz et al., 2003; Schneider et al., 

2002). For example, in a recent study, harsh parenting was more strongly associated with 

externalizing behaviors in children with low SCLR (Erath, El-Sheikh, & Cummings, 2009). In 

another study, HRR during a game in which a confederate cheats was negatively related to 

teacher-reported aggression (Hubbard et al., 2002). Finally, Kibler and colleagues (2004) found 

in their meta-analysis that HRR was negatively associated with misconduct (e.g., externalizing or 

aggressive behavior) in children and adolescents. 

Interestingly, most researchers who examine the association between ANS underarousal 

and aggression have focused on HRR and SCLR (see Lorber, 2004; Van Goozen et al., 2007). 

However, it is possible that PNS reactivity is also an important correlate of aggressive conduct. 

In fact, studies suggest that RSA withdrawal during stress is typically associated with fewer 

behavioral problems in children and adolescents (Calkins, 1997; Calkins, Graziano, & Keane, 

2007; El-Sheikh, 2001; Porges et al., 1996). When children face environmental demands that 

require emotional and behavioral regulation, RSA withdrawal may allow for flexible and 

appropriate responding (Hessler & Katz, 2007; Porges, 2001). This RSA withdrawal facilitates 

the mobilization of resources necessary to actively cope with environmental demands (Calkins, 

1997; Calkins et al., 2007). Consistent with this perspective, evidence suggests that poor RSA 

withdrawal during threat or challenge is associated with self-reported dysregulation (Hessler & 

Katz, 2007), behavior problems (Calkins & Keane, 2004), externalizing problems (Calkins et al., 

2007), and aggression (Porges et al., 1996). In a recent study, Hinnant and El-Sheikh (2009) 

reported that children with impaired RSA withdrawal during stress were the highest on 

externalizing behavior. Moreover, although most children exhibit RSA withdrawal during 

challenge (Beauchaine et al., 2007), some children have been found to actually display increases 

in RSA activity (i.e., RSA augmentation) during challenge or stress (Katz, 2007). Katz (2007) 

suggests that this RSA augmentation may reflect a hyper-vigilance to threat cues. In other 

words, children who exhibit RSA augmentation rather than RSA withdrawal in response to 

stress may be especially attuned to potential cues of threat or hostility. Overall, then, research 

on RSA reactivity suggests that poor RSA withdrawal (or RSA augmentation) may place 

children at risk for involvement in aggressive behavior.  In this paper, we use the term “blunted 

RSAR” as an indicator of relatively low levels of parasympathetic withdrawal during stress. 

Although we have shown some empirical support for an association between a blunted 

“fight or flight” response to stress and aggressive behavior, findings in this area are mixed. For 

example, some studies have reported a positive relationship between aggression and the “fight 

or flight” response (i.e., heightened SNS reactivity and heightened PNS withdrawal) to stress. 

Theoretically, this physiological reactivity profile may reflect dysregulation of the “fight or 

flight” response and may energize aggressive responding to real or perceived provocation (see 

Scarpa & Raine, 1997). Consistent with this perspective, Hubbard and colleagues (2002) 

reported that SCLR was positively related to teacher-reported reactive aggression during a game 

in which a confederate cheats. Moreover, in his meta-analysis, Lorber (2004) reported that 
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among adults, greater SCLR was associated with increased aggression. Similarly, some studies 

have found that heightened HRR was positively associated with aggression (e.g., Lorber, 2004; 

Waschbusch et al., 2002; Williams, Lochman, Phillips, & Barry, 2003), suggesting heightened 

SNS activation and/or PNS withdrawal among aggressive individuals. These mixed findings 

highlight the importance of considering potential moderators of the association between ANS 

reactivity and aggression, including distinct forms of aggression and social and cognitive risk. 

 

Gender and forms of aggression 

Despite the emerging evidence suggesting an association between ANS arousal and 

aggression, there is a notable lack of attention to gender in previous research. In fact, much of 

the extant research has failed to consider the association between ANS arousal and aggression 

in females. For example, Ortiz and Raine (2004) reported in their review that low HRR is 

associated with heightened antisocial behavior (e.g., aggression), but the samples they reviewed 

either only included boys or did not make a distinction between boys and girls. In addition, the 

vast majority of studies focus on physical forms of aggression and fail to examine whether 

physiological reactivity is associated with relational forms of aggression. A number of studies 

have demonstrated that aggression can take on overt (i.e., physical) or relational (e.g., gossiping, 

ostracizing, and social exclusion) forms (see e.g., Crick & Grotpeter, 1995; Heilbron & 

Prinstein, 2008). Moreover, when girls engage in aggression, they tend to employ relational 

rather than physical forms of such behavior (Card, Stucky, Sawalani, & Little, 2008). Thus, an 

important question is whether physiological reactivity to stress is associated with relational as 

well as physical forms of aggression.   

Relational aggression may be more strategic in nature than physical aggression because 

it involves actively manipulating social relationships (Rose, Swenson, & Waller, 2004). 

Importantly, researchers have argued that planned aggression may be associated with blunted 

ANS reactivity (Van Goozen et al., 2007); in fact, deliberate and controlled aggression seems 

most likely to result from fearlessness and sensation-seeking. Reduced levels of fear may 

facilitate children’s relationally aggressive conduct because fearless children may be relatively 

unconcerned about possible retaliation. Additionally, fearless children may be less responsive to 

socialization efforts designed to prevent involvement in relational aggression. Finally, relational 

aggression may serve as a relatively stimulating behavior. As such, consistent with sensation 

seeking theory, it is possible that underaroused individuals engage in relational aggression to 

increase their arousal to more comfortable levels. To date, only one study has examined 

whether physiological reactivity to stress is associated with relational aggression. In this study, 

heightened blood pressure reactivity was associated with relational aggression in girls (Murray-

Close & Crick, 2007). However, additional research in this area is sorely needed.   

Physical aggression, in contrast, may more often be the result of direct, uncontrolled, 

and impulsive reactions to the social environment during adolescence because it is highly visible 

and atypical (Heilbron & Prinstein, 2008), the vast majority of females have learned to inhibit 

physically aggressive behaviors by adolescence. Similarly, Hawley (1999; 2003) argues that 
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physical aggression may become less adaptive and regarded as socially awkward in 

(pre)adolescence, whereas relational forms of aggression (which are more subtle in nature) 

become more accepted (Heilbron & Prinstein, 2008). This may especially be true for girls, as 

previous studies indicate that relational aggression is more normative than physical aggression 

in female populations (Card et al, 2008). Importantly, the decrease in physical aggression across 

development is thought to, in part, reflect improved emotion-regulation capabilities (Côté et al., 

2006). These findings suggest that adolescent girls who use physical aggression may exhibit 

relatively emotional and impulsive reactions to perceived environmental threats. Consistent 

with this perspective, research including both males and females suggests that physical 

aggression in early adolescence is more often enacted in response to threat and provocation 

than for instrumental gain (Fite et al., 2008). Importantly, emotional aggression is thought to 

result from heightened “fight or flight” responses to stress (Scarpa & Raine, 1997; Van Goozen 

et al., 2007), suggesting elevated SNS activation and/or PNS withdrawal to stressors. Thus, we 

expected that physical aggression would be associated with elevated SNS activation and PNS 

withdrawal whereas relational aggression would be associated with blunted SNS activation and 

PNS withdrawal in a sample of (pre)adolescent females.    

 

Social and Cognitive Moderators of the Association between Blunted Reactivity and Aggression 

Although physiological reactivity to stress may serve as a risk factor for involvement in 

aggressive behavior, this association may be strongest among individuals who also exhibit 

additional risk factors for aggression (Raine, 2002b). Adopting an interactive, nonlinear 

approach has recently been advocated by a number of aggression scholars. For example, 

researchers have pointed out that although a number of studies examine the social, cognitive, 

and physiological risk factors for involvement in aggressive behavior, little work has examined 

how these factors interact in predicting antisocial conduct (Dodge & Pettit, 2003; Lorber, 2004; 

Raine, 2002b). Raine (2002b), for instance, argues that “research in this area of antisocial 

behavior is sorely lacking hard empirical data on the nature of interactions, whereas speculation 

is rampant” (p. 311). Studies that have examined potential interactive effects have supported 

the notion that many factors predict antisocial conduct most strongly when exhibited in 

combination with other predictors (e.g., Farrington, 1997).  

In the present study, we examine how social experiences (i.e., peer rejection) and 

cognitive processes related to rejection by peers (i.e., rejection sensitivity) may moderate the 

association between ANS reactivity to exclusion and aggression. There is strong evidence for a 

positive relationship between both physical and relational aggression and peer rejection (e.g., 

Crick, Casas, & Ku, 1999; Newcomb, Bukowski, & Pattee, 1993), and longitudinal work 

suggests that rejection by peers is associated with the development of relational aggression in 

girls and physical aggression in both boys and girls (Werner & Crick, 2004). It is possible that 

physiological responses to experiences of exclusion may only translate into aggressive 

responding for individuals who frequently encounter such relational stressors.  
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Cognitive sensitivity to experiences of rejection may also moderate the relationship 

between ANS reactivity and aggression. Specifically, children’s tendency to enact aggressive 

responses to socially stressful situations may depend to a large extent on their sensitivity to peer 

rejection or exclusion. Consistent with this hypothesis, in a recent study, social rejection led to 

aggression only for individuals who were high on rejection sensitivity (Ayduk, Gyurak, & 

Luerssen, 2008). From this perspective, physiological responses to exclusion may be especially 

likely to lead to aggressive responses among individuals who are also highly cognitively reactive 

to exclusion.  

We expected, however, that peer rejection and rejection sensitivity would moderate the 

association between heightened (but not blunted) “fight or flight” responses and aggression. In 

effect, it seems likely that peer rejection and rejection sensitivity would combine with 

dysregulation of the “fight or flight” response to predict the impulsive and emotional forms of 

aggression. Children who are highly sensitive to exclusion (both physiologically and cognitively) 

and who frequently experience peer stressors may be most at risk for these forms of aggression. 

Fearless children, in contrast, are likely to be relatively unperturbed by peer stressors. As a 

result, we did not expect that peer rejection and rejection-sensitivity would serve as moderators 

of the association between physiological reactivity and aggression when “fight or flight” 

responses were blunted. Finally, because physical aggression is fairly atypical and maladaptive 

among adolescent females, biological risk factors for this form of aggression may only result in 

actual aggressive conduct when combined with additional risk factors for aggression (see also 

Boyce & Ellis, 2005). Thus, we expected that the interaction between reactivity to social stress, 

peer rejection, and rejection sensitivity would be a particularly strong predictor of physical 

aggression for (pre)adolescent girls with heightened reactivity to stress (i.e., SNS activation and 

PNS withdrawal).  

In sum, we argue that physiological reactivity may be differently related to different 

forms of aggression (see Table 5.1). We hypothesized (1) that blunted “fight or flight” (i.e., 

blunted SNS activation and blunted PNS withdrawal) would be associated with relational 

aggression in girls.  Second, we expected (2) that heightened “fight or flight” responses to stress 

would be associated with physical aggression, especially in combination with social or cognitive 

risk factors (i.e., rejection sensitivity and peer rejection). These hypotheses were tested in an all-

girls summer camp sample. 

 

Table 5.1. Overview of the Hypotheses 

 Hypothesis (1) 

Relational Aggression 

 Hypothesis (2) 

Physical aggression 

Heart Rate Reactivity Blunted sympathetic activation 

and blunted parasympathetic 

withdrawal 

 Heightened sympathetic activation and 

parasympathetic withdrawal 

RSA Reactivity Blunted parasympathetic 

withdrawal —low RSA withdrawal 

 Heightened parasympathetic 

withdrawal – high RSA withdrawal 

Skin Conductance Reactivity Blunted sympathetic activation  Heightened sympathetic activation 
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5.2. Method 

Participants 

 One hundred and nineteen female children and adolescents from a private residential 

summer camp participated in this study. Participants ranged in age from 9 to 16 years of age (M 

= 12.47, SD = 1.96). Informed consent to participate was provided by parents or guardians and 

assent was provided by participants who were at least 11 years old. Within the camp context, 

campers are organized into groups based on the school grade they completed before camp. 

Participants were recruited from seven of the groups at the summer camp. Although campers 

lived in smaller clusters (i.e., bunks) that were subsets of the larger age group, campers were very 

familiar with campers within their age group as they participated in activities based on age 

groupings throughout the day. Ninety-four percent of participants were European-American, 

3% were Latino, and 4% did not report ethnicity.  

 

Procedures 

All participants were enrolled in a residential summer camp that was 54 days in 

duration. Campers were invited to participate in a study with two distinct components. First, 

campers participated in a 30-minute individual interview to assess their physiological reactivity 

to exclusion. For the second part of this study, participants completed peer nominations 

assessing perceptions of their peers’ social abilities, social motivations, and behaviors. 

Additionally, camp counselors completed measures about campers who lived in a bunk with 

them. As a main goal of this study was to better understand the social interactions in child and 

adolescent social groups, peer nomination and counselor report data were collected in the last 

two weeks of the summer camp season to make certain that both peers and counselors had 

enough familiarity with participants to rate them on study measures. 

 

Measures 

Relational and physical aggression. The Children’s Social Behavior Scale-Teacher Report 

(Crick, 1996) was used to assess counselor reports of children’s aggression. Two subscales of this 

instrument were used: relational aggression (5 items, α = .92; e.g. ‘this camper spreads rumors 

or gossips about some peers’) and physical aggression (4 items, α = .91; e.g. ‘this camper hits, 

pushes, or shoves peers’). Counselors responded to the items on a 5-point scale indicating how 

true each item was for each of their participating campers. Item scores were averaged across 

subscales. If more than one counselor reported on a participating child, scores were averaged 

across counselors to yield an overall relational aggression and physical aggression score for each 

camper. 

ANS reactivity to stress. To assess physiological reactivity to social exclusion, participants 

completed an individual 30-minute interview.  Participants were escorted to an interview room 

at camp by two female trained research assistants. One research assistant monitored the 

physiology equipment while the other research assistant administered study tasks to the 

participant.  
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Following a brief description of study procedures, skin conductance and 

electrocardiogram (EKG) leads were positioned on participants with the assistance of the 

research assistants. To assess SCL, Ag/AgCl electrodes were attached to the palmar surface of 

the middle phalanges of the second and fourth fingers of the nondominant hand. A layer of 

BioGel (an isotonic NaCl electrolyte gel) was placed on the electrodes to increase conduction, 

and the gel was limited to a 1 cm diameter circle on the participant’s fingers through the use of 

double-sided adhesive collars. Skin conductance was measured in microsiemens. Participants 

washed and dried their hands prior to SCL measurement. Skin conductance was missing for 2 

participants due to experimenter error.   

Heart rate and interbeat interval were assessed using an electrocardiogram (EKG; 

Biology UFI 3991).  Each participant placed electrode stickers in a bipolar configuration on 

opposite sides of her chest and a ground lead was placed on the sternum. Cardiac inter-beat 

intervals (IBI) were measured as time in milliseconds between successive R waves of the 

electrocardiogram. Heart rate, reflecting beats per minute, was calculated using the following 

standard formula: HR =  (1/IBI) X 60,000 ms. To calculate RSA reactivity, IBI artifacts due to 

movement or digitizing error were manually edited in CardioEdit (Brain-Body Center, 2007), 

and RSA estimates were calculated using CardioBatch in procedures outlined by Porges (1985). 

Specifically, CardioBatch uses a time series method to analyze IBI data. This approach uses a 

moving 21-point detrending polynomial algorithm to isolate the oscillations of spontaneous 

cardiac rhythms associated with respiration. The frequency band-pass parameters used in the 

present study were .12 to 1.0 Hz to be consistent with spontaneous respiration in adolescents. 

The natural log of the variance extracted using this band-pass filter was computed for each 

sequential 30-s epoch of IBI data, yielding RSA scores for each epoch. The mean of RSA for 

each epoch was then computed to yield a measure of RSA for each participant. The EKG 

sampling rate was 1000Hz. RSA is reported in units of ln(ms)2. EKG data from four 

participants were excluded because the IBI files required more than 10% editing; the remaining 

participants’ IBI datafiles required minimal editing (generally less than 1%). 

Baseline physiological activity (heart rate, respiratory sinus arrhythmia, and skin 

conductance) was assessed during a 3-minute period of rest. During this baseline, children were 

instructed to sit quietly, relax, and clear their mind. Participants were provided with an 

overview regarding the study after the physiological equipment was attached, providing them 

with an accommodation period to adjust to the equipment (approximately 2 minutes). To assess 

children’s physiological reactivity to exclusion, participants played Cyberball, a 3-minute ball-

throwing game. This method usually involves deception where participants are told that they 

are playing an online game with other players and are then excluded (Williams et al., 2000). 

However, in the present study, we adapted this game so that participants knew that they were 

not actually playing with other people. Children were told that they were going to play a 

computer game that involves ball-throwing. Participants were told that they were playing against 

the computer, but that they should imagine that they were playing with their three best friends 

from camp. Although this procedure likely does not elicit as robust reactions as if the 
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participant actually believed that she was being excluded, preliminary research suggests that 

participants do react to this game even when they know that there are not actually other players 

(Zadro, Williams, & Richardson, 2004). Participants were then logged onto a provided laptop 

computer and asked to read the following instructions on the screen:     

 

“In this part of the study, we want to know how people react to playing a computer ball-tossing game. The 

game is very simple. When the ball is tossed to you, simply click on the name of the player you want to 

throw it to. Although you are just playing against the computer, we want you to imagine that you are 

playing with your three best friends from camp. What is important is not your ball tossing performance, but 

that you picture the entire experience in your mind. Imagine what the others look like. Where are you 

playing? Is it warm and sunny or cold and rainy? Create in your mind a complete mental picture of what 

might be going on if you were playing this game in real life.” 

 

In the game, each player is represented by a drawing and a name.  In the version of 

Cyberball used in this study, the names of the other three players were the names of the 

participant’s three best friends at camp (participants were asked to provide this information 

when they are logged on).  Throughout the game, the ball is thrown between players. When the 

participant receives the ball, she chooses a player to throw the ball to and clicks on that player’s 

name. The computer game is programmed to exclude that participant after she receives the ball 

twice. For the rest of the game, the other three players only throw the ball to each other. In the 

present study, Cyberball was programmed to last for 50 total throws (approximately 3 minutes), 

and mean ANS arousal was calculated to reflect arousal during the length of the game. 

Following the game, participants engaged in a number of additional tasks not included in the 

present study. Participants were then debriefed and provided a small prize to thank them for 

their participation.   

   Physiological reactivity to Cyberball was calculated by subtracting the mean levels of 

SCL, RSA, and HR respectively, during baseline from mean scores during the Cyberball game. 

Thus, negative scores reflect a decrease in the measure in response to stress whereas positive 

scores reflect an increase in the measures in response to stress. As a result, lower SCLR scores 

indicate relatively blunted SNS reactivity whereas higher scores reflect relatively high levels of 

SNS activation in response to stress. Lower RSA scores reflect relatively high levels of RSA 

withdrawal in response to stress and higher RSA reactivity scores reflect relatively blunted RSA 

withdrawal.  

Peer rejection. Children’s peer rejection was assessed with a peer nomination measure 

(Coie & Dodge, 1983; Crick & Gropeter, 1995). Participants were provided with a roster of age 

mates and asked to nominate up to three peers who ‘you like to hang out with the least’. These 

peer nominations were then summed and standardized within age group. 

Rejection sensitivity. Children’s Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire (Downey, Lebolt, 

Rincon, & Freitas, 1998) was used to assess children sensitivity to rejection. We used a subscale 

of this questionnaire to assess children’s angry expectations regarding rejection. Participants 
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were presented with six scenarios (e.g., being picked to meet a famous person) and rated on a 

six-point scale how mad they would be in each scenario depicting potential rejection. 

Participants also rated their expectations on a six-point scale that they would actually be rejected 

in the scenario. To calculate Angry Expectations of Rejection, the score of the expected 

likelihood of rejection was multiplied by the degree of anger over its possible occurrence. The 

scores for each item were then averaged to provide a mean level of angry expectation of 

rejection score (α = .82). 

 

Analysis strategy 

First, we calculated means and standard deviations of all unstandardized study variables. 

Second, correlations were calculated between the independent and dependent variables. To 

examine the association between “fight or flight” responses to stress, rejection, and rejection 

sensitivity and physical and relational aggression, we employed hierarchical linear regressions. 

In the first step, age, the non-focal form of aggression, and the main effects of physiological 

reactivity, rejection sensitivity, and peer rejection served as predictors of physical and relational 

aggression, respectively. Step two included two-way interactions between physiological reactivity, 

rejection sensitivity, and peer rejection (not reported; available upon request). In the last step, 

the three-way interaction between the independent variables was added to the model. When 

significant interaction effects emerged, we calculated simple slopes to test whether physiological 

reactivity affected aggression at different levels of rejection sensitivity and peer rejection (Aiken 

& West, 1991). Furthermore, we plotted interactions and assessed differences between pairs of 

slopes using the template designed by Dawson and Richter (2006), available at 

http://www.jeremydawson.co.uk/slopes.htm. To make sure that the values in Figures 5.1 to 5.3 

are accurate representations of the data, we standardized the independent and control variables 

to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. 

 

Table 5.2 Means, Standard Deviations, and Range of Age, Physiological 

Reactivity, Rejection Sensitivity, Peer Rejection, and Counselor-reported Aggression  
  N Mean Standard 

deviation 
Range 

Age (in years)  119 12.47 1.96 8.87 – 16.00 
Heart rate baseline  115 88 11.6 61.4 – 129.5 
Heart rate Cyberball  115 87 11.2 63.4 – 123.6 

Heart rate reactivity  115 -0.56 3.17 -10.74 – 6.27 
RSA baseline  115 6.95 1.19 2.50 – 10.08 
RSA Cyberball  115 6.91 1.20 3.10 – 9.58 

RSA reactivity  115 -0.04 0.54 -1.34 – 1.64  
Skin conductance baseline  117 4.53 2.50 0.67 – 14.04 
Skin conductance Cyberball  117 5.53 2.83 0.71 – 17.46 

Skin conductance reactivity  117 1.00 1.00 -1.11 – 5.23 
Rejection sensitivity  117 6.75 4.06 1.33 – 25.50 
Peer rejection  119 0.06 1.10 -0.83 – 4.54 
Relational aggression  119 2.09 0.91 1.00 – 4.80  
Physical aggression  118 1.09 0.26 1.00 – 2.25  
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5.3. Results 

Descriptive analyses 

Table 5.2 shows the means and standard deviations of all unstandardized study 

variables. A paired sample t-test showed that girls were significantly higher on relational than 

physical aggression (t = 11.92, df = 118, p < .001). Correlations between the variables are 

presented in Table 5.3. Correlations with age showed that older girls scored marginally higher 

on RSAR (r = .17, p = .07), whereas younger girls were more sensitive to rejection. With regard 

to physiological reactivity, girls with higher HRR showed lower levels of RSAR and relational 

aggression. Moreover, lower SCLR was also associated with more relational aggression. 

Rejection sensitivity was marginally associated with relational aggression (r = .17, p = .07), 

whereas peer rejection was positively associated with both relational and physical aggression. 

Correlations between physical and relational forms were marginally significant (r = .16, p = .08) 

which suggests that, in the present sample, the two forms were largely distinct manifestations of 

aggressive behavior. 

 

Table 5.3 Correlations Between Age, Physiological Reactivity, Rejection Sensitivity, Peer Rejection,  

and Aggression 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Age (in years)  -       
2. Heart rate reactivity  0.03 -      
3. RSA reactivity  0.17† -0.52** -     
4. Skin conductance reactivity  -0.15 0.07 -0.03 -    
5. Rejection sensitivity  -0.21* 0.04 -0.10 0.01 -   
6. Peer rejection  -0.04 -0.11 -0.05 -0.09 0.12 -  
7. Relational aggression  -0.10 -0.22* 0.12 -0.19* 0.17† 0.22* - 
8. Physical aggression  -0.07 0.06 -0.04 -0.03 0.03 0.20** 0.16† 

† p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01  

 

Relational aggression 

Heart Rate Reactivity. The results of the regression analyses are depicted in Table 5.5. In 

the first part of the table, the main effects of HRR, rejection sensitivity, peer rejection, and the 

three-way interactions among these variables in predicting relational and physical aggression, 

respectively, are presented. We hypothesized that blunted HRR (i.e., lower reactivity) would be 

associated with heightened relational aggression. Main effects showed that HRR was negatively 

related to relational aggression (b = -.20, p < .05). In other words, blunted levels of HRR were 

associated with more relational aggression. As expected, the interaction between blunted 

reactivity, rejection, and rejection sensitivity was not significant.   

Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia Reactivity. In the second part of Table 5.5, findings regarding 

RSAR are presented. We expected that higher RSAR values, as an indication of blunted RSA 

withdrawal, would be associated with relational aggression. Although the main effect of RSAR 

was not significant, the three-way interaction between RSAR, rejection sensitivity, and peer 

rejection significantly improved the model fit (∆R2 = 4.6%, ∆F = 5.51, p < .05; see Figure 5.1). 

Simple slope analyses indicated that high RSAR was associated with more relational aggression 

in girls who were either low on both rejection sensitivity and peer rejection (b = 0.39, t = 2.32, p 
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< .05) or high on both (b = 0.61, t = 2.03, p < .05). Slope difference tests (see Table 5.4) 

indicated that these two slopes differed significantly from girls who were only high on either 

rejection sensitivity or peer rejection. As illustrated in Figure 1, the most relationally aggressive 

girls were those who exhibited blunted RSA withdrawal in combination with peer rejection and 

rejection-sensitivity. 

Skin Conductance Level Reactivity. The third part of Table 5.5 shows the results of SCLR 

and relational aggression. As hypothesized, blunted SCLR (i.e., lower reactivity) was associated 

with higher levels of relational aggression (b = -.17, p < .05). As expected, the association 

between SCLR and relational aggression was not stronger for girls high on peer rejection or 

rejection sensitivity. 

 

Table 5.4 Slope Difference Tests for Three-Way Interactions in Figure 1-3 

 Figure 1: RSAR and RA  Figure 2: HRR and PA  Figure 3: RSAR and PA 

Pair of slopes t-value p-value  t-value p-value  t-value p-value 

(1) and (2) 2.35 < 0.05  3.48 < 0.01  -1.98 < 0.05 
(1) and (3) 1.85 0.07  2.99 < 0.01  -2.40 < 0.05 
(1) and (4) 0.84 0.40  2.85 < 0.01  -2.91 < 0.01 
(2) and (3) -0.26 0.79  0.95 0.35  -0.67 0.50 
(2) and (4) -2.29 < 0.05  -0.47 0.64  0.32 0.75 
(3) and (4) -1.79 0.08  -1.58 0.12  1.27 0.21 

Note. RA = Relational aggression, PA = Physical aggression, RSAR = Respiratory sinus arrhythmia reactivity, 

HRR = Heart rate reactivity. 

 

Physical aggression1 

Heart Rate Reactivity. Consistent with hypotheses, HRR interacted with social and 

cognitive risk in the prediction of physical aggression among girls (see Figure 5.2). Simple slope 

analyses showed that high HRR was associated with more physical aggression in girls high on 

both rejection sensitivity and peer rejection (b = .07, t = 3.16, p < .01). Comparing pairs of 

slopes showed that the slope for girls high on both rejection sensitivity and peer rejection 

differed significantly from the other three slopes (see Table 5.4). Including this three-way 

interaction in the model resulted in additional explained variance of 5.4% (∆F = 6.44, p < .05).  

Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia Reactivity. As hypothesized, the three-way interaction 

between RSAR, rejection sensitivity, and peer rejection in predicting physical aggression was 

significant (see Figure 5.3). Including the three-way interaction in our regression analysis 

substantially improved the model (∆R2 = 3.5%, ∆F = 4.16, p < .05). Simple slope analyses 

showed that higher RSAR (i.e., blunted RSA withdrawal) was marginally associated with 

elevated physical aggression in girls high on peer rejection (b = .10, t = 1.67, p < .10). 

                                                 
1
 Physical aggression among the girls in our sample was relatively uncommon (see Table 2) and the distribution was 

highly skewed. A closer look at the distribution of physical aggression showed that most girls had the lowest 
possible score on this form of aggression (i.e., 80.8% scored 1). Of the other 19.8% most scored within the 1.08 to 
2.25 range. However, there was also one girl who scored 4.33. In the current analyses we removed this outlier. 
Additionally, we also took the natural logarithm of physical aggression to adjust for the skewness of the 
distribution. However, analyses with the log-transformed dependent variable resulted in similar findings and 
therefore we reported the analyses on the untransformed variables. 
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Furthermore, lower RSAR (i.e., heightened RSA withdrawal) was associated with physical 

aggression in girls who were both high on rejection sensitivity and peer rejection (b = -.26, t = -

2.65, p < .01); these girls were the highest on physical aggression. Slope difference tests showed 

that the slope for girls high on both rejection sensitivity and peer rejection differed significantly 

from the other three slopes (ts > 1.98, ps < .05; see Table 5.4).  

Skin Conductance Level Reactivity. With regard to SCLR and physical aggression, adding 

the two-way interactions improved our model significantly (∆R2 = 7.9%, ∆F = 3.24, p < .05; not 

shown in the table). Simple slope analyses revealed that at high levels of rejection sensitivity, 

high SCLR was marginally associated with elevated physical aggression (b = .07, t = 1.90, p = 

.06). Furthermore, in girls high on peer rejection, higher SCLR scores were marginally 

associated with more aggression (b = .07, t = 1.84, p = .07). 

 

Figure 5.1 Three-way Interactions between RSA Reactivity, 

Rejection Sensitivity, and Peer Rejection on Relational Aggression 
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Figure 5.2A-B Three-way Interaction between Heart Rate Reactivity (5.2A), RSA Reactivity (5.2B), 

Rejection Sensitivity, and Peer Rejection on Physical Aggression 
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5.4. Discussion 

 

The goal of the present study was to examine the association between ANS reactivity and 

physical and relational forms of aggression in a sample of females. Findings indicated that, as 

expected, blunted “fight or flight” responses to social exclusion, indexed by blunted SNS 

activation and blunted PNS withdrawal, were associated with elevated levels of relational 

aggression in girls. These effects held after controlling for physical forms of aggression. 

Interestingly, with respect to PNS reactivity, the most relationally aggressive girls were those 

who exhibited blunted PNS withdrawal in combination with high levels of rejection sensitivity 

and peer rejection. In contrast, a heightened “fight or flight” response was associated with 

physical forms of aggression, particularly among girls who exhibited both high rejection 

sensitivity and high peer rejection. Importantly, girls who exhibited this heightened “fight or 

flight” response to exclusion and also displayed high levels of rejection sensitivity and peer 

rejection were consistently the most physically aggressive girls in the sample. In contrast to our 

hypotheses, there was also some evidence that blunted parasympathetic withdrawal was 

associated with physical aggression when girls were also rejected. However, this effect was only 

marginal. 

Taken together, these findings may provide insight regarding the mixed findings in the 

literature examining the association between physiological reactivity to stress and aggression. 

On the one hand, our findings indicated that blunted “fight or flight” responses to stress were 

associated with relational aggression. These findings are consistent with fearlessness theory, 

stimulation seeking theory, and temperamental theories (e.g., Raine, 2002b) and research 

regarding the development of aggression (e.g., Kibler et al., 2004; Ortiz & Raine, 2004; 

Schneider et al., 2002). Moreover, our findings are some of the first to provide evidence that 

reactivity to stress is associated with relational aggression. Moreover, when focusing only on the 

sympathetic nervous system (SNS) or the combination of the SNS and PNS, it turns out that 

blunted SCLR and HRR each were associated with relational aggression among girls, regardless 

of social or cognitive risk. These findings suggest that blunted reactivity of the SNS may serve as 

an independent biological risk factor for relational aggression regardless of social and cognitive 

risk factors. Blunted physiological reactivity may be enough to increase girls’ involvement in 

relationally aggressive behaviors even in low risk environments, which may be due to the fact 

that relational aggression is relatively normative among girls (Card et al., 2008). 

 However, our findings also demonstrated that, with respect to PNS functioning, the 

most relationally aggressive girls exhibited blunted parasympathetic withdrawal in combination 

with both social and cognitive risk. This finding is consistent with previous findings 

demonstrating that RSAR was positively associated with conduct problems, especially in 

children who were at risk (i.e., exposed to domestic violence; Katz, 2007). Katz (2007) suggested 

that augmented RSA activity during stress may reflect hyper-vigilance to threat, leading to 

behavior problems among at-risk youth. In a similar vein, girls who exhibit augmented RSA 

reactivity to social exclusion in combination with high levels of peer rejection and rejection 
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sensitivity may be highly attuned to rejection experiences and thus frequently engage in 

relational aggression in response to real or perceived experiences of rejection. However, future 

research examining this hypothesis is necessary. 

In line with our second hypothesis, we also found that heightened “fight or flight” 

responses were associated with physical aggression; moreover, these effects only emerged among 

girls who exhibited additional social and cognitive risk factors. Specifically, girls who exhibited a 

heightened “fight or flight” response to exclusion (high HRR and low RSAR) and were also 

high on both rejection sensitivity and peer rejection were the most physically aggressive girls in 

the sample. These results are consistent with the idea that physical aggression results from 

direct, uncontrolled, and impulsive reactions to the social environment among adolescent girls. 

Moreover, the findings suggest that distinct processes, such as exaggerated emotional responses 

to stress, may contribute to physical aggression among high-risk females.  

Overall, our findings are consistent with the mixed literature; both blunted (e.g., 

Herpertz et al., 2003; Ortiz & Raine, 2004; Porges et al., 1996) and heightened (e.g., Katz, 

2007; Lorber, 2004) “fight or flight” responses were associated with aggression. However, 

heightened reactivity only appeared to be associated with physical forms of aggression among 

girls who suffered from additional risk (i.e., social risk, cognitive risk, or both). This is 

consistent with the view that heightened stress responses can serve as a risk factor in highly 

adverse environments (Boyce & Ellis, 2005). Our findings suggest that the mixed findings in 

the literature may be the result of a failure to consider different forms (and functions) of 

aggression. However, mixed findings may also be due to different methodological approaches 

(e.g., different stress-experiments, physiological responses measured during or after the task). 

Future studies should examine the impact of different assessments and experiments on the 

association between blunted and heightened “fight or flight” responses to stress and aggression. 

 

Strengths 

There are a number of strengths regarding this study. First, to our knowledge, this is 

one of the first studies to examine the association between physiological reactivity to stress and 

both physical and relational forms of aggression in girls. Importantly, our findings indicated 

that physiological reactivity to stress was uniquely associated with both forms of aggression, as 

we controlled for the non-focal form of aggression in our analyses. Our findings indicated that 

such a distinction is important, as different physiological processes were associated with 

relational versus physical aggression. Correlations as well as regression analyses indicated that 

relationally aggressive girls are distinct from physically aggressive girls.  

Second, we were able to show fairly consistent findings across several assessments of 

physiological reactivity, including RSAR, SCLR, and HRR. It is important to note that HRR 

reflects both SNS and PNS activity; as a result, the inclusion of additional measures (i.e., RSAR 

and SCLR) allowed us to consider the distinct role of the SNS and PNS in the development of 

aggression. Overall there was strong support for an association between blunted “fight or flight” 

responses, indexed by both blunted SNS activation and blunted PNS withdrawal, and relational 
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aggression. In contrast, girls who exhibited heightened “fight or flight” responses and who 

experienced high social (i.e., peer rejection) and cognitive (i.e., rejection sensitivity) risk showed 

elevated levels of physical aggression. Importantly, although findings were generally consistent 

across indices of SNS and PNS functioning, some distinct patterns of results emerged. For 

example, PNS but not SNS reactivity interacted with social and cognitive risk in the prediction 

of relational aggression. Moreover, the interaction between social, cognitive, and physiological 

risk in the development of physical aggression appeared to be greatest with respect to PNS 

functioning (i.e., 3-way interaction effects emerged for RSAR and HRR but not SCLR), 

highlighting the importance of including pure measures of PNS functioning in future research. 

Third, our study provides strong evidence in favor of including contextual factors in the 

study of associations between physiology and problem behavior (Dodge & Pettit, 2003; Lorber, 

2004; Raine, 2002b). Although physiological responses to stress may predispose individuals to 

behave aggressively, there is increasing support for the notion that contextual stressors serve as 

important moderators of risk. Therefore, inclusion of contextual risk factors such as peer 

rejection and cognitive interpretations of environmental stressors such as rejection sensitivity 

may be particularly important in future research. In the context of Cyberball, social and 

cognitive risk factors related to rejection and exclusion experiences may be especially relevant 

factors to consider because Cyberball assesses reactivity to experiences of exclusion.  

Fourth, this study used Cyberball as a standardized paradigm. The only previous study 

to look at the associations between physiological reactivity to stressors and different forms of 

aggression (Murray-Close & Crick, 2007) used semi-structured interviews where participants 

recounted previous experiences of social stress. The ability to standardize this social stress 

experience addresses concerns with the previous approach that individual differences in the 

severity of the previous social stress may account for associations between physiological 

reactivity and aggressive conduct.  

 

Limitations 

Notwithstanding the strengths of our study there were also some limitations. Most 

importantly, our data were collected in an all-girls summer camp. This context is fundamentally 

different from other research settings, such as school classes, which raises the question of the 

generalizability of our findings to other populations. During the summer camp, girls lived in 

bunks with their peers and were not able to get breaks from social stressors if they occurred 

(e.g., they could not go home at the end of the day). This may have intensified peer relational 

processes. In addition, the girls at the camp were predominantly Caucasian and from middle to 

high SES backgrounds. As a result, it is not clear if the findings would be similar in low SES or 

minority samples. Furthermore, our measure of social exclusion during the Cyberball game is 

somewhat artificial and likely less intense than actual experiences of exclusion. Girls were 

informed that they were playing against a computer and were asked to imagine they were 

playing the game with three of their friends; as a result, the stressor was relatively minor. 

Nonetheless, our findings indicate that individual differences in physiological reactivity to social 
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exclusion were associated with participants’ aggressive behavior in the camp setting. Moreover, 

in previous studies with adults, the Cyberball game elicited feelings of exclusion, even after 

participants were told they were playing against a computer and that both the computer and 

humans were following a script during the game (Zadro et al., 2004). Lastly, our study is cross-

sectional in nature and can thus only assess associations between physiological reactivity and 

aggression.  

 

Future research 

Future research may benefit from distinguishing between different forms and functions 

(i.e., proactive and reactive) of aggression and including additional informants regarding 

aggression (e.g., peer reports; see Crick et al., 1999). Some studies have shown that blunted 

physiological reactivity may be associated with proactive (or instrumental) functions of 

aggression, whereas heightened physiological responses to stress may predict reactive functions 

(Hubbard et al., 2002; Scarpa & Raine, 1997). Furthermore, longitudinal studies should assess 

the direction of effects regarding the relationship between physiological reactivity and aggressive 

behavior. More specifically, it may be worthwhile to study whether physiological reactivity puts 

youth at risk for later problem behavior and/ or whether involvement in aggression can change 

children’s responses to stress. It is also important to consider whether social and cognitive 

experiences may shape physiological reactive responses to stress. For example, youth may 

develop increased physiological reactivity to exclusion as a result of perceived or actual peer 

rejection. Given some research suggesting the importance of interacting physiological stress 

systems (e.g., El-Sheikh et al., 2009), future research would benefit from examining whether 

SNS and PNS reactivity interact in predicting physical and relational forms of aggression. 

Additionally, it is worthwhile to extend the current analyses to male samples as well. Although 

there is substantially more research examining the association between physiological reactivity 

and aggression among boys than among girls, there is currently little research examining the 

association between physiological reactivity and relational aggression in boys. Getting insight in 

these processes in boys may be important because boys also frequently engage in relational 

aggression and are more likely than girls to display physically aggressive behaviors (e.g., Card et 

al., 2008). As a result, social rejection and rejection sensitivity may differently affect the 

relationship between physiological reactivity and physical and relational aggression in boys 

compared with girls.  

An important venture for future research would also be to compare whether 

physiological reactivity across different tasks yields similar results. For example, it may be 

interesting to see whether it is "blunted" reactivity in general (i.e., across tasks) that puts girls at 

risk for relational aggression or only during social tasks. In addition, because Cyberball asks 

participants to engage in visual imagery, it is possible that individual differences in this ability 

may relate to differences in physiological reactivity. As such, it is important for future research 

to adopt additional standardized paradigms to examine the association between ANS reactivity 

to social exclusion and aggression. Finally, future studies may benefit from including measures 
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of fearlessness and sensation-seeking to directly test whether these theories mediate the 

association between a blunted “fight or flight” response to stress and relational aggression.  

 

Practical implications  

The findings from the present study suggest that interventions should tailor their 

programs to the types of aggression exhibited by girls. For example, girls with heightened “fight 

or flight” responses who are also high on social rejection and rejection sensitivity appeared to be 

at relatively high risk. These girls showed substantially more physical aggression than any of 

their peers. Given their high levels of non-normative aggressive behavior, these girls may benefit 

from a social skills training. Moreover, their heightened physiological stress response may 

indicate that these girls are quick to respond with physical aggression in the case of (perceived 

or actual) social rejection. In turn, this could lead to increased (or actual) levels of social 

rejection, causing these girls to end up in a vicious cycle of aggression and rejection. Anger 

management interventions have shown moderate effect sizes in terms of effectiveness (e.g., 

McGuire, 2008; Wilson & Lipsey, 2007) and may be beneficial for this group of girls as well. In 

contrast, girls with blunted stress responses may most benefit from alternative techniques, such 

as providing alternative stimulating experiences. 

To conclude, this study sheds some light on the mixed evidence regarding physiological 

reactivity and aggression. In general, our findings showed that blunted “fight or flight” 

responses were associated with relational aggression. However, girls who exhibited heightened 

stress responses and were also high on both peer rejection and rejection sensitivity were the 

most physically aggressive girls in the sample. 
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PART III 

 

Do dispositions shape context or does the context 

shape dispositions? 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

Functions and forms of aggression in adolescent 

friendship selection and influence: A longitudinal 

social network analysis 

 

 

 

Abstract 

Aggressive children are known to have friends. However, less is 

known about the impact of aggression on friendship development 

and how this can differ for overt and relational (i.e., the forms) and 

instrumental and reactive (i.e., the functions) of aggression. This 

longitudinal study utilized the forms and functions perspective on 

aggression to assess social selection and influence in adolescents’ 

(N=337, 12-14 years) friendship networks. Instrumentally and 

relationally aggressive peers became mutual friends with similar 

peers. Influence effects were observed in all types of aggression 

except overt aggression, suggesting that instrumental, reactive, and 

relational aggression may be the most susceptible to social influence. 

The findings are discussed in terms of theoretical and 

methodological implications for the study of aggression and 

adolescent friendships.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This chapter is based upon: Sijtsema, J.J., Ojanen, T., Veenstra, R., Lindenberg, S., Hawley, P.H., & Little, T.D 

(2010). Functions and forms of aggression in adolescent friendship selection and influence: A longitudinal social 

network analysis. Social Development, 19, 515-534.  
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6.1. Introduction 

 

As reciprocal relationships based on mutual commitment, friendships provide satisfaction for 

adolescents’ increasing needs for intimacy (Buhrmester, 1996; Erwin, 1998) and offer unique 

benefits, such as emotional and practical support (Newcomb & Bagwell, 1995; Stanton-Salazar 

& Spina, 2005). However, not all friendships may be equally adaptive. On average, friendships 

of aggressive children involve coercion and conflicts (see e.g., Dishion, Andrews, & Crosby, 

1995; Hawley, Little, & Card, 2007). But these relationships may also include positive 

characteristics like having fun (Hawley et al., 2007). In any case, matching levels of aggression 

between adolescent friends (Cairns, Cairns, Neckermann, Gest, & Gariépy, 1988; Dishion, 

Patterson, & Griesler, 1994; Espelage, Holt, & Henkel, 2003; Poulin et al., 1997) and the 

propensity for increased aggression in the context of aggressive peers (Boivin & Vitaro, 1995; 

Espelage et al., 2003) suggest that aggressive adolescents make friends with other aggressive 

peers (i.e., selection similarity) and that their aggression may also be further increased by these 

relationships (i.e., social influence).  

Few topics have elicited as much research interest and varying conceptualizations as 

childhood aggression. The heterogeneity of aggressive behaviors is well described (Heilbron & 

Prinstein, 2008; Little, Henrich, Jones, & Hawley, 2003b), but we still know little about how 

selection and influence in relation to the various facets of aggression affect the development of 

adolescent friendships over time (Crick, Murray-Close, Marks, & Mohajeri-Nelson, 2009). To 

the best of our knowledge, Poulin and Boivin (2000b) have thus far provided the only 

systematic assessment of selection and influence with respect to distinct aspects (instrumental 

and reactive) of aggression. In our longitudinal study, we utilized the forms and functions 

perspective on aggression (see Little et al., 2003b) to assess social selection and influence effects 

in adolescent friendships with respect to instrumental (or proactive), reactive, overt, and 

relational aggression.  

 

Heterogeneity of Aggression and Adolescent Friendships    

Of the multiple conceptualizations of aggression, we consider four in this paper 

(instrumental, reactive, overt, and relational aggression). In the cognitive-behavioral tradition 

(Bandura, 1973), instrumental or proactive aggression reflects learned use of aggression for 

obtaining self-serving outcomes at the expense of others (see Crick & Dodge, 1994). The 

concept of reactive aggression, in turn, has its theoretical basis in the aggression-frustration 

models (Berkowitz, 1962; Dollard, Doob, Miller, Mowrer, & Sears, 1939) where aggression is 

viewed in terms of defensive and angry reactions to perceived provocation.  

Although both may co-occur, instrumental and reactive aggression are differentially 

related to social adjustment (see e.g., Card & Little, 2006). Whereas instrumental aggression is 

related to perceived self-efficacy, positive outcome expectations for aggression, and increased 

likelihood of overt delinquency over time (Boldizar, Perry, & Perry, 1989; Vitaro, Brendgen, & 

Tremblay, 2002), reactive aggression is characterized by hostile attribution bias, difficulties in 
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emotion regulation, and internalizing symptoms like depression (for a review, see Crick & 

Dodge, 1994). Furthermore, although peer rejection typically accompanies both instrumental 

and reactive aggression, instrumental aggression is also related to perceived sense of humor, 

leadership, and popularity in terms of a reputational status in the peer group (e.g., Dodge & 

Coie, 1987). Reactive aggression, however, is primarily  related to rejection and victimization by 

peers (Poulin & Boivin, 1999; Schwartz et al., 1998).  

The differential effects of instrumental and reactive aggression on social adjustment 

imply that these behaviors are also likely to be differentially related to friendship development. 

Existing data indicate that instrumentally, but not reactively, aggressive boys spend time with 

other aggressive persons (Poulin et al., 1997; Poulin & Boivin, 2000b). These findings suggests 

that instrumental aggression is likely to be associated with making friends with similarly 

aggressive peers (i.e., selection similarity; see also Urberg, Degirmencioglu, & Tolson, 1998). 

Furthermore, the behavioral modeling view of aggression (Bandura, 1973) suggests that 

instrumental aggression is also likely to be influenced by existing relationships. Processes like 

social learning via behavioral modeling and associating positive outcomes via aggressive 

behaviors (see Boldizar et al., 1989) are likely to allow for and increase the display of aggression 

in close relationships like friendships. Moreover, like school bullying (which is often a form of 

instrumental use of aggression) is related to social norms in the class room (see Sentse, Scholte, 

Salmivalli, & Voeten, 2007). Shared norms and values in friendships are likely to maintain, or 

even increase, instrumental aggression in friendship relationships.  

However, the above processes are not likely to be involved in reactive aggression, 

consisting of more unpredictable and hostile outbursts of aggression. Therefore, reactive 

aggression is unlikely to be related to friendship selection or influence in the traditional sense. 

Though, it may have implications for other features of friendship selection. For instance, given 

its systematic relations with rejection and victimization by peers (Card & Little, 2006; Poulin & 

Boivin, 2000a), reactively aggressive youth are likely to be unattractive as friends. For the same 

reason, their attempts to make friends may not be reciprocated by others, increasing the 

likelihood of uni-directional friendship nominations made by reactively aggressive youths.  

Although instrumental and reactive aggression are widely studied and differential 

relations with social adjustment have been found, they are also highly correlated (across 36 

studies a sample-weighted average correlation of .68 was found, see Card & Little, 2006). While 

individual children may exhibit both types of aggression, the high correlation between 

instrumental and reactive aggression variables raises questions about the distinctiveness of these 

constructs. Furthermore, a growing line of research suggests that in addition to instrumental 

and reactive aggression, the concepts of overt (direct) and relational (indirect) aggression are 

also fruitful in the study of child and adolescent aggression (for a meta-analysis, see Card, 

Stucky, Sawalani, & Little, 2008). In the following, we will introduce the forms and functions 

approach to aggression that enables us to overcome some assessment-related concerns in 

instrumental and reactive aggression and examine instrumental, reactive, overt, and relational 

aggression in a coherent conceptual and data analytic system.       
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The Forms and Functions Measurement System   

In the forms and functions measurement system, instrumental and reactive aggression 

are viewed as two primary functions (i.e., motives) underlying observed aggressive behaviors. 

This view is based on decades of theoretical and empirical work suggesting that instrumental 

and reactive aggression are thought to eminate from distinct psychological processes: whereas 

insturmental aggression encompasses strategic use of aggression for obtaining personally 

relevant goals at the expense of others, reactive aggression describes emotionally laden responses 

to perceived provocation.  

In addition to underlying reasons, aggressive behaviors also differ in their observed 

behavioral form. Specifically, aggression can take on overt (i.e., direct and visible verbal or 

physical aggression) or social-relational (i.e., indirect manipulation of social relationships) forms 

(see e.g., Crick & Grotpeter, 1995; Heilbron & Prinstein, 2008). Using socially manipulative 

and strategic behavior, relationally aggressive adolescents are among the most influential and 

powerful members of their peer group (see Heilbron & Prinstein, 2008). However, relationally 

aggressive children also report loneliness, depression, and high levels of conflict and jealousy in 

their relationships with best friends (Grotpeter & Crick, 1996), suggesting that like overt 

aggression, relational aggression can have detrimental effects for close relationships like 

friendships.   

Although the pure forms of aggressive acts may be directly assessed with questionnaire 

items (e.g., ‘I’m the kind of person who fights with others’), instrumental and reactive functions of 

aggression cannot be measured without also describing the context of an aggressive act (i.e., a 

form of aggression).. For example, ‘To get what I want, I hit and kick others’ includes the 

instrumental function ‘To get what I want’ in combination with an overt form of aggression ‘I hit 

and kick others’. The functions of aggression can be statistically separated from the forms, 

however (see the Method section; Little et al., 2003b).  

Existing research indicates that the forms and functions of aggression are related to 

social adjustment as expected. For instance, the instrumental function is positively related to 

perceived negative influence and social competence, unrelated to hostility, and negatively 

related to victimization, whereas the reactive function is positively related to hostility and 

frustration intolerance (Little et al., 2003b). Pure overt and relational forms of aggression are 

also somewhat differently related to adjustment. Only overt aggression is positively related to 

peer-reported antisocial behaviors and frustration intolerance, whereas only relational 

aggression is positively related to self-reported victimization (see Little et al., 2003b). 

Furthermore, in addition to previous findings in middle childhood and early adolescence, 

recent findings indicate that the forms and functions analytic system of aggression is fruitful 

also in the study of social adjustment in early childhood (see Murray-Close & Ostrov, 2009). 

Like instrumental and reactive aggression, overt and relational forms of aggression may 

also have unique relations with friendship development. Although both are related to 

perceived-reputational popularity in the peer group, they are also related to low genuine 
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likeability by peers (peer rejection) and unlikely to be attractive for friendship (Dijkstra, 

Lindenberg, & Veenstra, 2007; Hawley, 2003; Newcomb, Bukowski, & Pattee, 1993). Although 

adolescents who are genuinely liked by peers are mostly prosocial and nonaggressive (Newcomb 

et al., 1993), adolescents who are perceived to be popular, ‘cool’, or who hold a central position 

in peer networks are often aggressive (Prinstein & Cillessen, 2003; Xie, Cairns, & Cairns, 

1999). These characteristics imply that aggression may in fact attract friendship nominations 

from others during early adolescence, where concerns for social status peak. This pattern may 

apply more to overt than relational aggression. Although relational aggression is related to 

social prominence at the peer group level (Heilbron & Prinstein, 2008), its relations with 

depression and jealousy in friendships (Crick & Grotpeter, 1995) suggest that the scheming 

and manipulative nature of relational aggression may make it less likely to attract desires for 

close relationships like friendships.   

Research in behavioral genetic designs indicates that relational forms of aggression are 

affected by the unique environmental effects (e.g., children’s peer relationships), whereas the 

environmental effects on physical aggression mostly come from the family context (i.e., shared 

environment; see Brendgen et al., 2005). This pattern suggests that social influence effects are 

more likely in social-relational forms of aggression and less likely in overt aggression, at least 

when overt aggression includes physical acts of aggression (as in the present study).   

 

Present Study   

In this study, we utilized longitudinal social network analysis to examine the effects of 

instrumental, reactive, overt and relational aggression on friendship selection and influence. 

Although selection and influence processes in development have long been recognized, only 

recently has careful statistical assessment of these effects been emphasized (see e.g., Boivin, 

Vitaro, & Poulin, 2005; Steglich, Snijders, & Pearson, in press). In actor-oriented social 

network analysis, selection and influence effects are assessed based on participants’ 

unidirectional nominations (e.g., adolescents’ friendship nominations) to other participants in 

a meaningful social context, such as schools or grade level, where individuals have repeated 

interactions with each other. Such contexts provide the possibility to assess parameters related 

to (a) the development of the network themselves (e.g., reciprocity of the nominations on 

average), (b) friendship selection that may be predicted by individual-level characteristics such as 

aggression, and (c) social influence that is reflected in the changes of individual-level 

characteristics like aggression based on the changes in friendship nominations (influence from 

both uni- and bi-directional relationships may be estimated). 

Based on existing theoretical and empirical accounts, we expected that instrumental but 

not reactive aggression would be associated with making friends with equally aggressive peers 

(selection similarity). Given that especially reactive aggression is consistently related to rejection 

and victimization by peers (Poulin & Boivin, 1999; Schwartz et al., 1998), we also expected that 

reactive aggression would predict high number of uni-directional friendship nominations, 

without these being reciprocated by others. Instrumental and reactive aggression were also 
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expected to differ with respect to social influence. Based on theoretical views on instrumental 

aggression and observed linkages among social norms and bullying aggression (which is 

instrumental by nature; see Sentse et al., 2007), we expected to observe social influence effects 

on instrumental aggression. However, such social processes are unlikely to influence 

unpredictable and hostile reactive aggression, which was therefore not expected to be 

influenced by existing friendship relations. 

To our knowledge, prior research has not examined friendship selection and influence 

processes in pure overt and relational aggression. However, based on the generally observed 

similarity in aggression between friends (see for a recent review, Crick et al., 2009), both 

relational and overt aggression may be expected to predict making friends with equally aggressive 

peers (i.e., selection similarity). This may be due to either active selection of equally aggressive 

friends, or because aggressive peers may affiliate with each other due to a lack of available non-

aggressive friends (i.e., default selection; Hektner, August, & Realmuto, 2000). Furthermore, we 

expected to observe social influence effects especially in relation to the relational form of 

aggression. Unique environmental effects on social aggression in behavioral genetic studies (i.e., 

see Brendgen et al., 2005) suggest that especially relational aggression, rather than overt 

aggression, is likely to be subjected to social influence effects in friendships.     

 

6.2. Method 

 

Participants  

Data were initially collected in grades 6 through 9 in nine schools of a medium-sized 

urban, residential, and commercial community in the North East of the U.S. (see Walls & 

Little, 2005), and was representative of this ethnically and socioeconomically diverse district 

(64% European Americans, 17% African Americans, 6% Hispanic, and 13% Other). For this 

study, we used the data collected in the 6th grade.  

Informed parental consent and child assent yielded a participation rate of 80%; (n = 

337, 48.7% girls; 12-14 years of age). The data were collected in three measurement occasions 

with 6-month measurement intervals (fall of the 6th grade, spring of the 6th grade, and fall of the 

7th grade). The overall rate of missing data over time was 4.01% and was imputed by utilizing 

the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm in the SAS Proc MI procedure (SAS 

institute).    

 

Measures  

Friendship networks. Adolescents were asked to nominate up to 18 friends in their school 

and grade level. Each school had one to three classes with the number of participants in the 

networks varying between 21 and 59, depending on the number of classes that participated in 

the data collection at each school. By the third measurement occasion, the participants moved 

to a larger middle school in the area. However, the presumed network composition remained 

the same across the measurement occasions (i.e., the data included nominations among the 
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adolescents that were already indicated from the first measurement occasion).  

Data matrices consisting of dichotomous, unidirectional friendship relations (nominations) 

were constructed for each network: the nomination was either present (rated 1) or absent (rated 

0). The degree of reciprocity in these nominations was estimated in the networks on average 

(reflected in reciprocity as a network characteristic) as well as with respect to gender and the 

specific aggression variables.  

Previous acquaintance. In the questionnaire where adolescents nominated friends in 

school, they were also asked to report whether the relationship was more than six months long. 

For this dichotomous ‘previous acquaintance’ variable the value 0 indicates that the duration 

was less than six months or that there was no friendship present at all. To control for the 

potentially confounding effects of the pre-existing friendships to the selection and influence 

parameters, this variable was used in the analysis as a network covariate (reflecting information 

about the ties in the networks). Because relationships like friendships among the participants 

(actors in the networks) exist also prior to the arbitrary first assessment point, effects such as 

social influence effects would likely be inflated without this statistical control.   

Aggression variables. Instrumental, reactive, overt, and relational aggression were all 

assessed with the forms and functions of aggression questionnaire by Little and colleagues 

(2003b). In this analysis system, instrumental and reactive aggression represent the underlying 

functions (motives) of aggressive behaviors, whereas overt and relational aggression reflect the 

observed behavioral forms of aggression. Items for overt aggression (alpha = .79) described 

direct/visible verbal or physical aggression (e.g., ‘I’m the kind of person who hits and kicks others’ ). 

Items for relational aggression (alpha = .62) describe indirect/socially manipulative forms of 

aggression (e.g., ‘I’m the kind of person who spreads rumors about others’ and ‘I’m the kind of person 

who tells someone I’m not their friend anymore’).  

Overt and relational aggression were assessed with items that are unidimensional in 

their construction (i.e., they measure the pure form variance only). Instrumental and reactive 

functions of aggression, on the other hand, were assessed in the context of the form of 

aggression and, therefore, contain two sources of variance per item (i.e., each item contains 

form variance and function variance). An example of an instrumental relational item is ‘To get 

what I want, I spread rumors about others’. To separate the variance due to the functions 

underlying each item, one conducts a series of regression analyses among the variables. For 

example, an instrumental-relational item is regressed on to the pure relational aggression scale 

and the residual information is saved. This procedure teases apart the information due to the 

functions and removes their shared variance with the forms of aggression. As detailed by Little, 

Brauner, Jones, Nock, and Hawley (2003a), each composite item (e.g., an instrumental-overt 

aggression item such as, ’I often start fights to get what I want’) is regressed on the pure form scale 

score. The residuals from these regressions are averaged to produce a scale reflecting the pure 

instrumental function of aggression. This new scale score represents individual differences in 

the underlying function of aggression (see Little et al., 2003a, for details).  

For the estimation of the social influence part in the longitudinal analyses, we recoded 
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the aggression scores into positive, absolute values, ranging from 1 to 10. This is needed 

because the Siena program cannot estimate social influence when the outcome variable (in this 

case aggressive behavior) contains decimals or is negative. 

 

Analysis Strategy  

Friendship selection and influence processes were assessed with the Siena 3.1 module of 

the StOCNET 1.8 program package (freely downloadable at stat.gamma.rug.nl/stocnet; see also 

Boer, Huisman, Snijders, Wichers, & Zeggelink, 2007), developed for longitudinal social 

network analysis. We utilized the meta-analytic procedure for actor-based network-behavioral 

models as used by Snijders and Baerveldt (2003). The multilevel procedure consists of two 

general steps. First, network behavioral models are separately estimated for each network. Each 

model is identically specified to simultaneously estimate the relative contributions of 

homophilic selection and social influence on aggressive behavior (separately for forms and 

functions), controlling for various network, interpersonal, and individual effects. Specifically, 

each model includes parameters representing structural network effects (i.e., density, 

reciprocity, transitivity, and 3-cycles; see Appendix for an explanation of these effects), 

homophilic selection effects based on gender, aggression, previous acquaintance, individual 

aggression trajectories, and influence effects relating to aggressive behavior. The second step 

consists of a meta-analysis of the parameter estimates across school grades, and testing the mean 

and variance of parameter values between school grades to identify whether each parameter 

demonstrates a main effect across school grades (by tests of the mean parameter) and whether 

they significantly differ between school grades (by tests of the variance).  

First, we performed an initial test of transitivity to make sure our friendship networks 

adhered to the expected structure of friendship networks (i.e., positive reciprocity and 

transitivity; these models are not reported here). Second, we tested the effects for selection and 

influence simultaneously across the three data waves. Preliminary analyses indicated that the 

observed network, selection, and influence effects did not differ between the two measurement 

intervals, therefore we reported parameter estimates observed across the entire 12-month 

assessment period (i.e., reflecting the original T1, T2, and T3 measurements) in this paper. 

Aggression was added to the model as an individual-level characteristic to estimate its effect on 

the activity of making friendship nominations, desirability as a friend (receiving nominations), 

and similarity in mutual friendship selection, and as a behavioral outcome. In the latter case, 

the network structure was used to predict changes in aggression over time.  

To estimate the parameters in the selection part of the analysis, the program first 

calculates the changes between the measurement occasions and the rate parameters (i.e., the 

average number of change opportunities per period). The socialization part of the analysis 

follows a similar procedure but the rate parameters now indicate the average change in 

aggressive behavior. Model parameters are then estimated given the model specifications 

described above. The estimation process uses an iterative stochastic approximation (MCMC) 

algorithm (for details of Siena estimation, see Snijders, Steglich, & Schweinberger, 2007). Effect 
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sizes for the parameter estimates were calculated based on the density parameter in the selection 

analyses and based on the tendency parameter in the socialization analysis by taking the natural 

logarithm of the odds ratio divided by 1.81 (see Chinn, 2000). 

 

6.3. Results 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

Friendship network composition by gender, along with the number of ties, density, and 

percentage of reciprocal dyads in each network in the three data waves, are reported in Table 

6.1. As can be seen here, most networks were equally split by gender and the density of the 

networks seemed to decrease over time. That is, fewer nominations were made over time. 

Furthermore, means and standard deviations of the aggression variables as observed in each 

network at the three measurement occasions are reported in Table 6.2. Mean levels of the forms 

and functions of aggression were fairly equal across the networks.  

 
Instrumental and Reactive Aggression: Friendship Selection and Influence  

Multilevel network effects, along with selection and influence effects for the 

instrumental and reactive functions of aggression are reported in Table 6.3. As reflected in the 

negative density effect, the networks became less dense over time. That is, adolescents were less 

inclined to just nominate classmates as friends. Instead, they favored friendships that were 

mutual (positive reciprocity effect) and they preferred being friends with the friends of their 

friends (transitivity). Note that school grades differed significantly from each other in the level 

of transitivity, as indicated by the variance estimates. The negative 3-cycle effect indicates that 

friendship triplets were characterized by a hierarchy and not by generalized reciprocity; some 

adolescents were more popular friends than others within the triplet. Further, we controlled for 

the general received and given nominations of adolescents in the network (as indicated by the 

activity and popularity of alter effects). 

Previous acquaintance and gender similarity were also included in the models. As 

reflected in the positive previous acquaintance effect, friendship selection over time was more 

likely when adolescents had already been friends by the first measurement occasion. Moreover, 

the positive gender similarity effect indicates that adolescents were more likely to nominate 

friends of the same gender.  

Also shown in Table 6.3, instrumental aggression had a positive rate effect, suggesting 

that instrumentally aggressive adolescents changed their friendship ties more frequently (i.e., 

dropping, creating, or maintaining ties). Furthermore, a positive interaction effect between 

selection similarity and reciprocity parameter indicates that instrumentally aggressive 

adolescents were likely to become mutual friends with other instrumentally aggressive peers. 
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There was no selection effect from reactive aggression. Regarding social influence 

effects, there was a negative quadratic tendency towards instrumental aggression. That is, highly 

aggressive adolescents tended to decrease their instrumental aggression over time. Interactive 

effects between similarity and reciprocity parameters indicated that both instrumental and 

reactive aggression were adopted from mutual friends. Contrary to our expectations, influence 

effects were observed not only for instrumental but also for reactive aggression.  

 

Table 6.3 Friendship Selection and Influence: Multilevel Estimates per Functions of Aggression 

         
  N M (SE) Effect 

Size 
 Variance  Χ

2
 df 

a 

Network Effects        
 Density 337 -1.83 (0.05)**   0.0162 5.48 7 
 Reciprocity 337 1.23 (0.06)** 0.68  0.0270 6.34 7 
 Transitivity 337 0.18 (0.01)** 0.10  0.0019 14.88* 7 
 3-Cycles 337 -0.24 (0.03)** -0.13  0.0056 3.72 7 
 Activity alter 337 -2.88 (0.70)** -1.59  2.3764 2.52 7 
 Popularity alter 337 0.92 (0.39)* 0.51  0.7885 2.89 7 
 Previous Acquaintance 337 0.55 (0.05)** 0.30  0.0299 6.50 7 
 Gender Similarity  337 0.28 (0.05)** 0.15  0.0206 10.18 7 
Instrumental aggression    
Selection Effects on Friendship        
 Rate Effect 290 1.21 (0.34)** -  0.7961 3.08 6 
 Nominations Received  337 -0.01 (0.09) -0.01  0.0430 2.82 7 
 Nominations Given 337 -0.12 (0.08) -0.07  0.0930 13.67 7 
 Similarity x Reciprocity 337 0.52 (0.23)* 0.29  0.6333 7.01 7 
Influence Effects of Friendship        
 Tendency 337 -0.00 (0.05) -  0.0050 1.11 7 
 Quadratic Tendency 337 -0.17 (0.05)** -  0.0230 6.08 7 
 Similarity x Reciprocity 198 5.20 (2.57)* 2.87  26.6203 5.15 3 
Reactive aggression    
Selection Effects on Friendship        
 Rate Effect 337 -0.07 (0.13) -  0.2181 6.86 7 
 Nominations Received 337 0.03 (0.05) 0.02  0.0128 5.19 7 
 Nominations Given 337 0.02 (0.06) 0.01  0.0473 9.71 7 
 Similarity x Reciprocity 337 -0.09 (0.20) -0.05  0.5035 7.11 7 
Influence Effects of Friendship        
 Tendency 337 0.03 (0.04) -  0.0050 1.83 7 
 Quadratic Tendency 337 -0.02 (0.02) -  0.0079 6.34 7 
 Similarity x Reciprocity 248 3.15 (1.25)* 1.74  5.1629 2.55 4 

* p < .05, ** p < .01; two-tailed tests; a In some networks some parameters could not be analyzed 

in the meta-analysis due to large standard errors (SE > 5.0) 

 

Overt and Relational Aggression: Friendship Selection and Influence  

Table 6.4 shows selection and influence effects with respect to the overt and relational 

forms of aggression. The structural network effects for this model are also reported in here, but 

are not discussed because these are practically equivalent to the effects obtained in the previous 

model (as the analyses are based on the same networks). There were no selection effects 

regarding overt aggression. Furthermore, the positive rate effect for relational aggression 

indicates that relationally aggressive adolescents also had increased opportunities for changing 

their ties in the networks. A marginal interactive effect between selection similarity and 

reciprocity indicated that relational aggression was to some extent associated with making 

friends with equally relationally aggressive peers. From the social influence part of the analysis 
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we see that both overt and relational aggression followed a positive quadratic tendency, 

implying that those who were high on overt or relational aggression had a tendency to increase 

this form of aggression over time. Social influence effects were observed as expected. 

Specifically, relational aggression increased based on social influence in reciprocated friendships 

(interactive effect between similarity and reciprocity parameter), whereas there was no influence 

effect for overt aggression.  

 
Table 6.4 Friendship Selection and Influence: Multilevel Estimates per Forms of Aggression 

         
  N M (SE) Effect Size  Variance  Χ

2 
df 

a 

Network Effects        
 Density 337 -1.80 (0.05)** -  0.0179 7.17 7 
 Reciprocity 337 1.19 (0.07)** 0.66  0.0263 2.63 7 
 Transitivity 337 0.17 (0.01)** 0.09  0.0020 16.04* 7 
 3-Cycles 337 -0.21 (0.03)** -0.12  0.0085 5.47 7 
 Activity alter 271 -2.79 (0.68)** -1.54  1.3426 1.88 5 
 Popularity alter 301 0.44 (0.44) 0.24  0.7992 3.49 6 
 Previous Acquaintance 337 0.53 (0.05)** 0.29  0.0222 3.29 7 
 Gender Similarity 
Between Actors 

337 0.26 (0.04)** 0.14  0.0261 7.98 7 

Overt Aggression  
Selection Effects on Friendship       
 Rate Effect 337 -0.06 (0.03)* -  0.0342 10.26 7 
 Nominations Received  337 0.01 (0.01) 0.01  0.0027 3.69 7 
 Nominations Given 337 -0.01 (0.02) -0.01  0.0015 3.86 7 
 Similarity Between 
Actors x Reciprocity 

301 -0.19 (0.22) -0.10  0.7094 6.48 6 

Influence Effects of Friendship       
 Tendency 337 -0.06 (0.06) -  0.0459 9.88 7 
 Quadratic Tendency 337 0.07 (0.02)** -  0.0052 6.06 7 
 Similarity x Reciprocity 136 2.28 (1.76) 1.26  1.0342 2.38 2 
Relational Aggression 
Selection Effects on Friendship       
 Rate Effect 337 0.08 (0.03)* -  0.0268 5.22 7 
 Nominations Received 337 0.02 (0.01) 0.01  0.0010 2.58 7 
 Nominations Given 337 0.01 (0.01) 0.01  0.0021 3.39 7 
 Similarity Between 
Actors x Reciprocity 

301 0.45 (0.24)† 0.25  0.1368 2.05 6 

Influence Effects of Friendship       
 Tendency 337 -0.01 (0.04) -  0.0212 13.89 7 
 Quadratic Tendency 337 0.04 (0.01)** -  0.0018 6.69 7 
 Similarity x Reciprocity 307 5.78 (1.40)** 3.19  17.2025 4.99 7 

† p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01; two-tailed tests; a In some networks some parameters could not be 

analyzed in the meta-analysis due to large standard errors (SE > 5.0) 

  

6.4. Discussion  

 
The aim of the present study was to examine selection and influence effects in 

adolescent friendships with respect to specific aspects of aggression as defined in the forms and 

functions measurement system (Little et al., 2003b). Longitudinal social network modeling 

indicated that instrumental, reactive, overt, and relational aggression had unique and 

meaningful effects on friendship selection and influence during early adolescence, mostly in 

line with our expectations.  

Relationally aggressive adolescents selected similar friends and relational aggression was 
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adopted from friends. This pattern provides evidence for a unique relationship between 

friendship and relationally aggressive behavior during adolescence, regardless of the reactive and 

instrumental functions of relational aggression. However, overt forms of aggression appeared to 

be unrelated to similarity in friendship selection and influence. Although social influence and 

selection effects for overt forms of aggression have been found elsewhere (see Cairns et al., 

1988; Boivin & Vitaro, 1995), our findings suggest that when assessed as a pure overt 

behavioral form (separated from relational aggression or the underlying functions of 

aggression), overt aggression may no longer be subjected to similarity in friendship selection or 

social influence in existing relationships. 

Our findings on the instrumental and reactive functions of aggression were in line with 

the hypotheses: adolescents selected friends based on similar levels of instrumental aggression, 

but there was no selection similarity based on reactive aggression. These results are in 

accordance with Poulin et al. (1997) and Poulin and Boivin (2000b) who found that only 

instrumentally or proactively aggressive boys spent time and made friends with other aggressive 

boys. However, contrary to our hypotheses, reactive aggression did not predict unpopularity as a 

friend. This suggests that while reactive aggression is consistently related to rejection by peers at 

the peer group level (Poulin & Boivin, 1999; Schwartz et al., 1998), this pattern of rejection 

may not translate into the formation of close relationships like friendships.  

As expected, instrumental aggression was adopted from mutual friends. That is, 

adolescents who had instrumentally aggressive friends became more instrumentally aggressive 

over time. This influence effect is in accordance with the behavioral modeling view of 

aggression (Bandura, 1973), which argues that due to the positive outcome expectations for 

aggressive behaviors, adolescents reinforce each other’s aggression and thus may further adopt 

such behaviors from their friends. To our knowledge, the present findings are the first to 

specify a friendship influence effect on instrumental aggression. In fact, our findings contradict 

those of Poulin and Boivin (2000b) who found no influence effects for instrumental (proactive) 

aggression.  

Methodological issues may account for the above discrepancy. First, Poulin and Boivin 

(2000b) did not analyze selection and influence simultaneously and may thus have 

underestimated the influence effects. Second, our measures of aggression differed substantially 

(i.e., we assessed the functions of aggression separately from their forms) from those used by 

Poulin and Boivin (2000b). It is also plausible that teacher reports used in the previous study 

did not adequately capture all aggressive behaviors among the children - strategic use of 

aggression may often take place between the children without the teachers’ knowledge. Third, 

the sample used by Poulin and Boivin (2000b) consisted of younger children (4th to 6th grade). 

As aggressive children are likely to selectively associate with other deviant peers and influence 

effects may take place later on (Patterson, Reid, & Dishion, 1992), influence effects in 

aggression may not be observable until the adolescent years. Steinberg and Monahan (2007) 

also showed that susceptibility to peer influence follows an inverted U-shape, with a peak 

around age fourteen. Given the age of our participants (12-14 years), it may thus not be 
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surprising that influence effects were strong. 

It should be noted that evidence for influence was found although we controlled for 

structural network effects and gender similarity – without such statistical controls, what appears 

to be influence, may sometimes be explained by factors like same-gender affiliation. However, 

contrary to our expectations, reactive aggression was also adopted from mutual friends. Given 

the overall maladaptive adjustment patterns related to reactive aggression (e.g., rejection and 

victimization by peers) and the unlikely role of socially shared norms and values in maintaining 

and reinforcing reactive aggression, this effect was unexpected. The effects size for the influence 

effect on reactive aggression was smaller than that observed for instrumental aggression, but 

nonetheless, this effect was positive and significant. One explanation for this effect may be a 

methodological one: when reactive aggression is measured as an underlying function 

(motivation) for observed behaviors, it may in fact be subjected to social influence effects. It 

may also be that reactive aggression may sometimes lead to positive outcomes (i.e., fighting off a 

bully may lead to a decrease in victimization), and partly similar underlying psychological 

processes may account for its social transmission as observed in instrumental aggression. 

However, this issue needs to be clearly examined more in depth in future research.   

Although the effects observed for overt and relational forms of aggression were mostly 

in line with our hypotheses, one contrasting finding was observed: selection was not subjected 

to similarity on overt aggression. As reasoned by ‘default selection’ hypothesis (Hektner et al., 

2004; Chapter 7), we would have expected that overtly aggressive adolescents would flock 

together, because they are likely unpopular as friends. As hypothesized, we found no social 

influence effects for overt aggression. In adolescence, aggressive behaviors thus become more 

covert (i.e., relational) and less overt (i.e., physical and observable; Hawley, 2003). Similar 

findings have recently been encountered already in early childhood where older children (M age 

= 45.09 months) were less likely than their younger peers to display overt aggression while no 

age differences in the levels of relational, instrumental, and reactive aggression were 

encountered (Murray-Close & Ostrov, 2009). This finding and the current study suggest that 

overt forms become less adaptive over time and thus decrease in frequency, whereas covert 

forms remain stable or increase.  

To our knowledge, the present study provides the first longitudinal evidence on the 

associations between relational aggression and adolescent friendship development (see Heilbron 

& Prinstein, 2008). A marginally significant trend suggested a weak selection similarity for 

relational aggression and a clearly significant influence effects indicated that relational 

aggression was further adopted from mutual friends. These findings extend and complement 

the findings of a longitudinal study on relational aggression (Burr, Ostrov, Jansen, Cullerton-

Sen, & Crick, 2005) where the number of mutual friendships of girls predicted relational 

aggression in early childhood one year later. In addition, Heilbron and Prinstein (2008) stated 

that social aggression serves as a means to maintain and establish friendship in later childhood 

as well, suggesting that more subtle forms of aggression are adaptive in general.  

The present study has some limitations as well. First, our friendship nominations were 
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limited to the school grade. Although adolescent peer relations are mostly captured by the 

school grade, about 35% of the relations are situated outside school (Smith & Inder, 1990). 

Given that the outside school context is largely unsupervised and thus may elicit higher rates 

(and perhaps more severe forms) of aggression, our study left out a small but plausibly 

influential aspect of friendships that influences the development of adolescent aggression. The 

findings of Kiesner and Pastore (2005) indicated that antisocial behaviors may be more 

accepted outside than inside of school. Second, at least at this time, the Siena software does not 

allow for assessing the quality of friendship relations. That is, friendship relations may vary in 

strength, ranging from a friendly to a best friend relationship. In the present study, we were not 

able to examine the selection and influence effects on aggression with respect to the quality of 

the network relationships. As adolescents were simply asked to nominate their friends, it is 

possible that these nominations captured especially their best friends with whom they are likely 

to have close interactions with. This may partly explain the observed, relatively strong influence 

(and to some extent selection) effects, which may not have been as visible in weaker friendship 

affiliations. 

In the future, it would be worthwhile to examine whether the functions of aggression 

maintain the behavioral forms, or perhaps vice versa. Furthermore, it has been suggested that 

overt aggression may develop into relational forms, rather than vice versa (see Heilbron & 

Prinstein, 2008). In the present study, we neither found selection similarity nor social influence 

for overt aggression. This suggests that a declining trend in the overt forms of aggression during 

early adolescence may be related to its socially less rewarding role in friendship development; 

these effects were not observed for relational aggression.   

Examining whether the adoption of aggressive behaviors is linked to other measures of 

social status is warranted. Given that popular or ‘cool’ peers display more aggressive behavior 

(Prinstein & Cillessen, 2003; Xie et al., 1999), these adolescents may also function as a role 

model for non-befriended peers to increase their own social status (i.e., 'basking in reflected 

glory'; Dijkstra, Cillessen, Lindenberg, & Veenstra, 2010). In relation to our study, this process 

implies that friends not only influence each other’s aggressive behavior but that popular or 

‘visible’ peers can also exert a certain influence on adolescents who want to fit in or be regarded 

as popular.  

Notwithstanding the limitations, the present findings are the first to explicate 

longitudinal social selection and influence processes in adolescent friendships with respect to 

the heterogeneity of adolescent aggression. The forms and functions measurement system 

utilized here has also theoretical implications. For instance, the forms and functions of 

aggression were differentially and meaningfully related to friendship selection and influence, 

showing some effects which might have been confounded in existing studies due to the 

intertwined nature of the assessed variables. Furthermore, the current application of social 

network analysis enabled us to control for structural network effects in adolescent friendships 

(e.g., reciprocity, transitivity) and to distinguish between the co-occurring social selection and 

influence processes (Burk, Steglich, & Snijders, 2007; Knecht, Snijders, Baerveldt, Steglich, & 
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Raub, 2009), which is appropriately done only via the simultaneous assessment of these 

processes. Furthermore, the inclusion of the previous acquaintance variable in the models 

enabled an accurate estimation of social influence effects (which may be inflated without such 

statistical control) and the meta-analysis approach to assessment allowed us to control for 

potential variance differences in the assessed friendship relations and aggression variables 

between the individual networks.  

The effect sizes obtained in the present study were larger for influence than selection 

effects. This overall pattern of findings suggests that instrumental, reactive, and relational 

aggression were more likely to be adopted from friends rather than used as a selection criterion 

for these relationships. However, our findings also suggest, especially in the case of instrumental 

and (to some extent) relational aggression, that adolescents both select their friends on the basis 

of similarity and reinforce each other’s aggressive behaviors within friendships. Such a vicious 

cycle is likely to lead to more severe forms and higher frequencies of instrumentally and 

relationally aggressive behaviors over time. 
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Appendix Explanation of the network effects 

   
Effect Explanation Graphical presentation 

Density 
 

Preference for ties to arbitrary others, reflects the 
denseness of a network (positive value =  
increasing likelihood for ties over time; negative 
value = decreasing likelihood of ties over time).  

 
Reciprocity 
 

Preference for mutual ties. 

 
Transitivity 
 

Preference for ties with the friends of your friends. 
Provides a measure for network closure. 

 
3-Cycles 
 

Negative values denote a preference for 
hierarchical ties in the networks. Positive values 
indicate generalized reciprocity. 

 
Rate  
 

Basic parameter indicating the number of 
opportunities to make changes. 

 

Popularity Alter General number of received nominations by other 
actors. 

 
Activity Alter General number of given nominations by other 

actors. 

 
   
Selection effects   

Nominations 
Received 
(Popularity)  

Preferences for nominating actors who have high 
or low values on a certain individual characteristic 
(also ‘in degree’) 

 
Nominations Given 
(Activity) 
 

Activity in nominating actors, based on certain 
individual characteristics (also called ‘out degree’) 

 
Similarity 
 

Preferences for unilateral ties with similar others 
(i.e., actors that have similar values on a certain 
individual level covariate). 
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Similarity x 
reciprocity 

Preferences for mutual ties with similar others 
(i.e., actors that have similar values on a certain 
individual level covariate). 

 
   
Influence Effects   

Tendency Linear tendency to have high values on a certain 
behavior. Negative values indicate a tendency to 
report low scores on behavior. Positive values 
indicate a tendency to report high scores on 
behavior. 

 
Quadratic 
Tendency 

Models deviations from the linear tendency, as 
can be seen in U-shaped or reverse U-shaped 
distributions of behavior 

 
Similarity  Socialization effect of certain characteristics. 

Measures if behavioral scores are increased or 
decreased based on unilateral ties. 

 
Similarity x 
reciprocity 

Socialization effect of certain characteristics. 
Measures if behavioral scores are increased or 
decreased based on mutual ties. 
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 CHAPTER 7 
 

Do they get what they want or are they 
stuck with what they can get?  

Testing homophily against default selection 
for friendships of highly aggressive boys 

 

 

Abstract 

In this study a homophily selection hypothesis was tested against a 

default selection hypothesis, to answer whether preferred and 

realized friendships of highly aggressive boys differed. In a large peer-

nomination sample, we assessed whom highly overt aggressive, low 

prosocial boys (n = 181) nominated as friends (preferred friendships) 

and whom among the nominated friends reciprocated the friendship 

(realized friendships). These preferred and realized friendships were 

compared with those of less aggressive (n = 1268) and highly 

aggressive but also prosocial boys (bi-strategics; n = 55). Results 

showed that less aggressive boys preferred peers low on aggression, 

whereas highly aggressive and bi-strategic boys preferred peers not 

particular high or low on aggression. In line with default selection, 

highly aggressive boys ended up with aggressive peers even though 

that was not their preference. In general, received support proved an 

important determinant of highly aggressive, bi-strategic, and less 

aggressive boys’ preferred and realized friendships. Especially highly 

aggressive boys preferred emotionally supportive friends, but ended 

up with the least supportive peers. In sum, for friendships of highly 

overt aggressive boys, the evidence favors default selection over 

homophily selection. 
 

 

 

 

 

This chapter is based upon: Sijtsema, J.J., Lindenberg, S., & Veenstra, R. (2010). Do they get what they want or are 

they stuck with what they can get? Testing homophily against default selection for friendships of highly aggressive 

boys. The TRAILS Study. Journal of Abnormal Child Psychology, 38, 803-813.  
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7.1. Introduction  

 

Intimate friendship relationships begin to develop especially in early adolescence (Berndt, 1982) 

and are based on mutual attractiveness. However, if one is not able to establish such 

friendships, it can have serious negative developmental consequences in later life, leading to 

loneliness and depression (Nangle, Erdley, Newman, Mason, & Carpenter, 2003) and 

maladjustment (Bagwell, Newcomb, & Bukowski, 1998). But how about friendships of highly 

overt aggressive boys? These boys have been shown to have aggressive peers as their best friends. 

In a study among 10 and 13 year-olds, highly aggressive boys were shown to have reciprocal 

friendships with similarly aggressive boys (Cairns, Cairns, Neckermann, Gest, & Gariépy, 

1988). Moreover, in a study that assessed behavioral similarity between friends among third-

graders, Poulin and colleagues (1997) showed that both direct observations and peer ratings 

indicated that friends in a play-group context were similar with respect to proactive aggression. 

But do highly aggressive boys really prefer aggressive friends? Their aggressiveness might scare off 

the potential friends they would prefer, creating great difficulties to realize the friendships they 

would like to have. Alternatively, aggressive peers may seek out each other as friends, and thus 

get what they want. To date, the vast majority of studies on peer relations and aggression has 

focused on the idea that adolescents select their friends according to their preferences. This 

hypothesis is based on the idea of homophily as a universal preference for friendships (Byrne, 

1971; McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001). In terms of selection, friendship homophily 

refers to selection on the basis of similarity in behavior, opinions, or appearances. However, 

there is a contrasting hypothesis. The need for affection is likely to be universal (see 

Lindenberg, 1996) and so even aggressive children who are not prosocial themselves may prefer 

friendships that include emotional warmth. However, due to their aggressive behavior, they 

might end up with friends among those nobody else wanted as friends because they lack 

warmth (Deptula & Cohen, 2004; Hektner, August, & Realmuto, 2000). In other words, 

friendship still occurs on the basis of similarity, but is due to a lack of availability instead of an 

actual preference for similarity. This phenomenon is called default selection. To date, little is 

known about the preferences of highly aggressive adolescent boys who are low on prosocial 

behavior. Who do they want as their friends? Do their preferred friendships differ from those 

they are able to realize? In this study we will focus on the preferred and realized friendships of 

highly overt aggressive, low prosocial early adolescent boys (from here on called: highly aggressive) 

and we will compare these to those of less or non-aggressive and highly aggressive-prosocial (i.e., 

bi-strategic) boys. To our knowledge, existing studies on friendships of early adolescents did not 

make a clear distinction between preferred (i.e., unilateral) and realized (i.e., reciprocal) 

friendships of aggressive boys. The question is: Do highly aggressive boys affiliate with similar 

peers because of homophily or default selection? Do they yearn for friendships with prosocial 

peers, like everybody else, or do they actively seek out other aggressive boys as friends?  
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Friendship 

The importance of friendships in early adolescence has been shown in many studies. 

From childhood through adolescence, friendships become more salient (Buhrmester & 

Furman, 1987; Marsh, Allen, Ho, Porter, & McFarland, 2006). Next to that, these relationships 

deepen, as children spend more time with their friends instead of their parents (Fallon & 

Bowles, 1997; Larson, Richards, Moneta, Holmbeck, & Duckett, 1996), and the influence of 

friends becomes greater (Jang, 1999). Along with the shift from relations with parents to 

establishing relationships with peers, adolescents generally derive emotional as well as practical 

support from their friends (Newcomb & Bagwell, 1995; Stanton-Salazar & Spina, 2005). What 

is the basis for forming friendships for highly aggressive boys? One of the leading ideas for 

friendship formation is homophily. Birds of a feather flock together (even if there are patterned 

differences as to what similarity dimensions are important, see Ham, 2000). It has indeed been 

shown that befriended youth are often similar with regard to characteristics such as gender, 

background, and perceived interests (Berndt, 1982; Hartup, 1993; Tolson & Urberg, 1993).  In 

part, the similarity is the result of mutual influence rather than selection (in the sense of 

similarity preference). Thus, friends also become more similar over time. However, similarity 

based on selection has been shown to be a stronger factor in (early) adolescent friendships than 

similarity based on influence (see Urberg, Degirmencioglu, & Tolson, 1998). Overtly aggressive 

friends in early adolescence are also quite similar, also with regard to aggressive behavior 

(Haselager, Hartup, Van Lieshoudt, & Risen-Walraven, 1998; Poulin et al., 1997).  Here too, 

selection effects have been found to be stronger than influence effects (Poulin & Boivin, 2000).  

In addition, Cairns et al. (1988) have found that children who were identified as overtly 

aggressive by their teachers had many reciprocated friendships with other overtly aggressive 

peers, so homophily selection appears to govern friendship choice also for overtly aggressive 

youth. Lacking the ability to provide emotional support themselves, and being highly 

instrumental (Crick & Dodge, 1996), they are likely to expect from friendship only 

instrumental, i.e., practical, support (for example support for being jointly aggressive towards 

others, see Grotpeter & Crick, 1996). Thus, we hypothesize that: (a) highly aggressive boys 

prefer friends who are like them (high on overt aggression) and (b) they can realize the 

friendships they prefer to the same extent as their less aggressive counterparts. This is the 

homophily selection hypothesis. If we find evidence for this hypothesis, we can further examine the 

characteristics of the friendship relation in terms of perceived support (or benefits). In line with 

the homophily selection hypothesis we would expect that highly aggressive, non-prosocial boys 

will prefer non-supportive peers and that they can realize these friendships. 

 There is however another possibility. Highly aggressive boys may actually prefer friends 

who provide affection, referring to the combination of emotional and practical support that is 

so characteristic of friendship. It is unlikely that people have no need for affection (Lindenberg, 

1996; Ormel, Lindenberg, Steverink, & Vonkorff, 1997; Pendell, 2002), even if they are highly 

aggressive and low on prosocial behavior themselves. For this reason, it is plausible to assume 
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that highly aggressive boys do not get what they prefer when they select others who are overtly 

aggressive and lack the ability to give affection. A telltale sign might be that friendships of 

antisocial adolescents often dissolve quickly (Dishion, Andrews, & Crosby, 1995). Although 

being overtly aggressive can contribute to popularity, it is unlikely to be attractive for friendship 

(Dijkstra, Lindenberg, & Veenstra, 2007; Hawley, 2003; Newcomb, Bukowski, & Pattee, 1993). 

Overtly aggressive friends are known to be jointly aggressive towards others (Card & Hodges, 

2006), but they are also quick to respond with aggression towards their own friends when they 

feel provoked (Leary & Katz, 2005). They also have been found to report significantly lower 

levels of friend intimacy than their nonaggressive counterparts (Grotpeter & Crick, 1996). In 

short, what highly aggressive boys might want most out of friendships is the one thing they 

cannot provide: the combination of emotional and practical support. However, being 

unattractive as a friend, their own choice in friendships is quite limited. If they befriend other 

overtly aggressive peers, there is a good chance that they settle for second best. This leads to our 

second hypothesis that contrasts the homophily expectation: (a) highly aggressive boys prefer 

friends who are low on aggression, just like their less aggressive counterparts; and (b) they are 

less likely to realize their preferred kind of friendship than their less aggressive counterparts. 

This is the default selection hypothesis. That is, if the default selection hypothesis is supported, we 

expect that with regard to aggression there will be no difference between what highly aggressive 

and less aggressive boys prefer in their friendships. Moreover, we would also expect that highly 

aggressive boys prefer friends who are able to give emotional and practical support. In realized 

friendships however, we expect highly aggressive boys to have friends who are not only more 

aggressive than the friends of less aggressive boys, but also less supportive. There exists already 

some evidence for this hypothesis. For example, Aboud and Mendelson (1996) found that 

aggressive peers often lack alternatives for friendship formation. Moreover, Deptula and Cohen 

(2004) showed in their review that availability or default selection often leads rejected children 

to affiliate with each other, and the same may be true for highly aggressive adolescents. Also 

Hektner et al. (2000) showed that aggressive 7-year-old children had mutual friendships with 

similar peers, but revealed a preference for non-aggressive peers. Thus there are good reasons 

for each of the competing hypotheses. 

In the following, we will test these competing hypotheses against each other. We do so 

by focusing on early adolescent boys who are high on overt aggression and low on prosocial 

behavior (also described as ‘coercive controllers’, see Hawley, 2003). This way we could 

distinguish this group from bi-strategic boys, i.e., those who combine pro- and antisocial 

behaviors and who may thus also be attractive as friends for those who seek affection. As a 

validation, we compared the preferred and realized friendships of less aggressive boys with those 

of bi-strategic boys and expected that bi-strategic boys would want and end up with prosocial 

friends. That is, we hypothesized that the realized friends of bi-strategic and less aggressive boys 

were similar. 

Although previous studies showed that antisocial and prosocial behavior can develop 

and be displayed differently for boys and girls (e.g., Hawley, 2003; Van Lier, Vitaro, Wanner, 
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Vuijk, & Crijnen, 2005; Wentzel, Filisetti, & Looney, 2007), we were not able to test gender 

differences because there were too few highly overt aggressive girls in our sample. Therefore, we 

focused solely on boys in our analyses. In sum, we will compare friendship preferences and 

realized (i.e., reciprocal) friendships of highly aggressive, bi-strategic, and less aggressive early 

adolescent boys. Is there a difference in what they want? Is there a difference in what they can 

realize? We use the TRAILS study to answer these questions. 

 

7.2. Method 

 

Participants and Procedure 

The TRacking Adolescents’ Individual Lives Survey (TRAILS) is a prospective cohort 

study of Dutch preadolescents who will be measured biennially until they are at least 25 years 

old. The present study involves the second assessment wave of TRAILS, which started in 2003. 

TRAILS is designed to follow and explain the development of mental health and social 

development from preadolescence into adulthood. The TRAILS target sample was pre-

adolescents living in five municipalities in the North of the Netherlands, including both urban 

and rural areas (De Winter et al., 2005). Of the target sample of 2,935 children, 76.0% were 

enrolled in the study, yielding N = 2,230 (consent to participate: both child and parent agreed; 

mean age of child: 11.09, SD = 0.55; gender: 50.8% girls; ethnicity: 10.3% children had at least 

one parent born in a non-western country; parent education: 32.6% of children had a father 

and 37.9 a mother with a low educational level, at maximum a certificate from a lower track of 

secondary education). Of the 2,230 baseline participants, 96.4% participated in the second 

measurement wave, which was held two-and-a-half years after T1, at an average age of 13.5 years.  

 The sample used in this study was a subsample of TRAILS (Dijkstra, Lindenberg, & 

Veenstra, 2008). It involved only participants who were also included in the school-based peer-

nominations data collection at T2, because we needed information from their friends. Peer 

nominations were assessed in classrooms with at least three regular TRAILS participants, 

leading to participation of a total of 172 classes in 34 schools in first (72 school classes) and 

second grade (100 school classes) of secondary education. Classrooms contained on average 

18.39 participating students (SD = 5.99; range 7 to 30). In total, 1,007 regular TRAILS 

participants and 2,305 of their classmates (passive consent to participate) were involved in the 

peer nomination procedure. These 1,007 TRAILS participants did not differ from other 

TRAILS participants regarding gender, χ2 (1, N = 2149) = 1.17, p = .28, but were slightly 

younger (mean age 13.52, SD = 0.51, versus 13.60, SD =0.54), t(2085) = 3.49, p < .001, and had 

somewhat lower scores on aggressive behavior, (M = -0.07, SD = 0.88 versus M = 0.07, SD = 

1.11), t(2032) = 3.04, p = .002. The current study was only limited to boys and we had complete 

peer nomination information on 1504 boys within 141 school classes, consisting of TRAILS 

participants and their classmates.  
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Measures 

Preferred and realized friendships.  We opted for an indirect assessment by distinguishing 

preferences from actual friendship choices. We reasoned that if participants are asked to 

nominate best friends and if they can name as many as they like, they will name both peers 

whom they would like to be friends with (unilateral friends) and those with whom they actually 

are friends (reciprocal friends). Thus, we use unilateral friendship choices to indicate preferred 

friendships and reciprocal friendship choices to indicate realized friendships.  

To assess preferred and realized friendship relations between adolescents and their 

peers, participants were asked ‘which classmates are your best friends?’ Respondents could 

provide unlimited nominations; that is, they could name as many best friends as there were 

peers in their classroom. Preferred and realized friendship were dichotomous variables (0 = no 

nomination; 1 = friendship nomination). Given that we dealt with an all-boys sample, 

nominations from and toward girls were excluded from the analyses. In total we analyzed 

10,072 possible friendship nominations. Highly aggressive boys made 373 friendship 

nominations (2.06 on average), of which 142 were realized (38.1%). Bi-strategic boys made 125 

nominations (2.27 on average), of which 78 (62.4%) were realized. Less aggressive boys made 

2.31 friendship nominations on average. Of these 2,925 nominations, 1,391 were realized 

(47.6%).  

Overt aggression. We assessed overtly aggressive behavior by using peer nominations. 

Participants were asked ‘who quarrels or fights a lot with other classmates?’ We then calculated 

proportion scores for the peer nominations on aggressive behavior by dividing the number of 

nominations by the possible number of nominations. Subsequently, these scores were 

standardized over the whole sample. 

Prosocial behavior. Prosocial behavior was also measured through peer nominations. 

Here, we distinguished between emotional support, assessed with ‘which classmates help you 

when you are feeling down (e.g., problems at home)?’, and practical support, assessed with 

‘which classmates help you with practical problems (e.g., completing homework, repairing a 

bike)?’ Again, we calculated proportion scores for the peer nominations by dividing the number 

of nominations by the possible number of nominations. Scores of emotional and practical 

support (r = .49) were added up and standardized over the whole sample. 

Perceived benefits. Using the directed peer nominations on emotional and practical 

support we determined perceived benefits of the friendship as a dichotomous variable. 

Perceived benefits were regarded as received emotional and practical support and thus inform 

us on who gives support to whom (support received = 1, no support received = 0).  

Research design. In this study we created three groups: Highly aggressive, bi-strategic, and less 

aggressive boys. First, we selected early adolescent boys from our sample who were high on 

overtly aggressive behavior and low on prosocial behavior, i.e., the highly aggressive boys. We 

selected those boys who were in the upper ten percent on peer-rated aggressive behavior. 

However, to make sure we were dealing with more or less “purely” aggressive boys and not with 

adolescents who were able to combine both pro- and antisocial behaviors, i.e., bi-strategic 
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adolescents (e.g. Cairns et al., 1988; Newcomb et al., 1993), we selected only those who were 

below the mean on prosocial behaviors. Those aggressive boys who were above the mean on 

prosocial behaviors were labeled bi-strategic. Boys who scored in the lower ninety percent on 

aggression were labeled as less aggressive. Finally, we were left with 181 highly aggressive, 55 bi-

strategic, and 1268 less aggressive boys.  

 

Analytic strategy 

First, we calculated descriptive statistics and correlations of all study variables for highly 

aggressive, bi-strategic, and less aggressive boys in preferred and realized friendships. To test our 

hypotheses, we conducted multilevel logistic regressions (using the Stata 10.0 SE package) to 

study the relation of aggressive and prosocial behavior with preferred and realized friendships. 

Multilevel analyses were conducted to control for the clustering of nominations within 

individuals, nested within different classrooms. Although we had no specific expectations 

regarding differences between school classes, we wanted to eliminate as much bias in 

nominations as possible due to differing classroom norms. Analyses were performed separately 

for preferred and realized friendship as the dependent variables. In both cases, friendship was a 

dichotomous variable, with a relationship being either present (coded 1) or absent (coded 0). At 

the highest level we controlled for the school classes boys were in. At the second level we 

considered all nominations from one person dependent on each other. Thus, we considered all 

‘best friend’ nominations coming from one person, to be nested in that person. At the lowest 

level, the friendship nominations themselves were analyzed.  

For the multilevel logistic analyses we used a two-step approach. In the first step, we 

entered a dummy for comparing highly aggressive boys to less aggressive boys (i.e., the aggression 

dummy) and a dummy for comparing bi-strategic boys to less aggressive boys (i.e., the bi-strategic 

dummy). Furthermore, main effects were included for peers’ aggressive and prosocial behavior 

and perceived benefits in terms of received emotional and practical support. In the second step, 

we included interactions with the highly aggressive and bi-strategic dummies, to test for 

differences between the (preferred and realized) friendships of highly aggressive, bi-strategic, and 

less aggressive boys. Effects of aggression and prosocial behavior on preferred and realized 

friendships are given in odds ratios. Odds ratios greater than one indicate a higher likelihood of 

being in a (preferred or realized) friendship, whereas odds ratios less than one indicate a lower 

likelihood. 

 

7.3. Results 

 

Descriptive analyses 

Unstandardized mean proportion scores and standard errors of preferred and realized 

friendships in highly aggressive, bi-strategic, and less aggressive boys are given in Table 7.1. 

Mean comparisons between preferred and realized friendships showed that highly aggressive 

boys had significantly more overtly aggressive peers in realized friendships. Moreover, highly 
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aggressive boys preferred prosocial peers, but realized significantly fewer friendships with these 

peers. However, within realized friendships highly aggressive boys received more support than 

in preferred friendships. Peer characteristics of bi-strategic and less aggressive boys did not differ 

between friendship types. Perceived benefits, however, showed that bi-strategic and less 

aggressive boys received more emotional support within realized friendships than in preferred 

friendships. Less aggressive boys furthermore received more practical support within realized 

friendships.  

 

Table 7.2 Differences between Preferred and Realized Friendships in Peer Characteristics and Perceived 
Benefits of Highly Aggressive, Bi-strategic, and Less Aggressive Boys 

a T-tests between preferred and realized friendships showed that the variable score was significantly higher (p < .05, 

two-tailed tests) within aggression type.  

 

Table 7.2 Correlations Between Friendship, Aggression, and Prosocial 

Behavior (Highly Aggressive Boys [n = 181] Below and Less Aggressive 

Boys [n = 1268] Above the Diagonal) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. Preferred Friendships - -0.21* -0.03* -0.02 0.15* 0.21* 
2. Realized Friendships -0.16* - -0.02 -0.07* 0.43* 0.39* 
3. Peer Aggression 0.03 0.19* - 0.05* -0.03* -0.02* 
4. Peer Prosocial Behavior -0.02 -0.02 0.06* - -0.03* -0.08* 
5. Emotional Support Received 0.19* 0.30* 0.20* -0.05* - 0.50* 
6. Practical Support Received 0.21* 0.35* 0.16* -0.07* 0.37* - 

* p < .05, two-tailed tests 
 

 

Table 7.3 Correlations Between Friendship, Aggression, and Prosocial 

Behavior of Bi-Strategic Boys (n=55) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. Preferred Friendships -      
2. Realized Friendships -0.24* -     
3. Peer Aggression 0.09 0.10 -    
4. Peer Prosocial Behavior -0.01 -0.09 -0.05 -   
5. Emotional Support Received 0.06 0.40* 0.14* -0.05 -  
6. Practical Support Received 0.08 0.25* 0.21* -0.06 0.48* - 

* p < .05, two-tailed tests 

 

  Preferred Friendships  Realized Friendships 

  

Highly 
Aggressive  
(n = 181) 

  
Bi-strategic 

(n = 55)  

Less 
Aggressive 
(n =1268)  

Highly 
Aggressive 
(n = 181)  

 
Bi-strategic 

(n = 55) 

 Less 
Aggressive 
(n =1268) 

Variable Mean S.E.  Mean S.E.  Mean S.E.  Mean S.E.  Mean S.E.  Mean S.E. 
Peer Characteristics                  
 Overt Aggression 0.11 0.01  0.12 0.02  0.08 0.00  0.13 a 0.01  0.17 0.01  0.07 0.00 

 
Prosocial 
Behavior 0.16 a 0.01 

 0.18 0.01 
 0.17 0.00  0.14 0.01 

 0.20 0.01 
 0.17 0.00 

Perceived Benefits                  

 
Emotional 
Support Received 0.30 0.03 

  
0.26 

 
0.06  0.31 0.00  0.46 a 0.04 

  
0.47 a 

 
0.06  0.56 a 0.00 

 
Practical Support 
Received 0.39 0.03 

  
0.32  

 
0.07  0.48 0.01  0.62 a 0.04 

  
0.42  

 
0.06  0.68 a 0.01 
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Correlational analyses 

Table 7.2 and 7.3 provide correlations between the study variables for highly aggressive 

and less aggressive boys (Table 7.2) and bi-strategic boys (Table 7.3). Peer aggression correlated 

positively with realized friendships of highly aggressive boys, whereas peer aggression did not 

correlate with their preferred friendships. In less aggressive boys, aggression was slightly negative 

correlated to preferred friendships. Received emotional and practical support were more 

strongly correlated with realized friendships than with preferred friendships in both less 

aggressive and highly aggressive boys. Due to the smaller sample size of bi-strategic boys (i.e., n = 

55) some expected associations did not reach significance. Interestingly, in bi-strategic boys 

received support was associated with realized friendships but not with preferred friendships. 

Moreover, peer aggression was positively associated with received support, indicating that bi-

strategic boys had both aggressive peers and peers with perceived benefits. 

 

Multilevel Logistic Regressions 

Peer aggression. Although Table 7.1 and 7.2 already indicated that highly aggressive boys 

differed in what friendships they prefer and realize, simple t-tests and correlations do not allow 

us to control for the nested structure of the data. Table 7.4 and 7.5 therefore present the 

multilevel logistic regressions of respectively preferred and realized friendships. Random effects 

at the class and individual level showed that there was significant variation among classes and 

individuals regarding both preferred and realized friendships. On the basis of homophily 

selection we expected that highly aggressive boys preferred friends who are like them, whereas 

the default selection hypothesis stated that highly aggressive boys would prefer less aggressive 

friends. Interactions with the aggression dummy (Model 2) revealed that highly aggressive boys 

preferred peers not particularly high or low on aggression. Less aggressive boys showed a slight 

preference for peers who were low on overtly aggressive behavior (OR = 0.91). Interactions with 

the bi-strategic dummy did not lead to significant interaction effects and thus indicated that 

their preferred friendships were similar to those of less aggressive boys. 

With regard to realized friendships (see Table 7.5), multilevel logistic analysis first of all 

showed that being highly aggressive decreased (OR = 0.68), whereas being bi-strategic (OR = 

2.36) increased, the likelihood of being in a realized friendship. Furthermore, based on 

homophily selection, we expected that highly aggressive and less aggressive boys could realize 

the friendships they preferred. In contrast, based on default selection we expected that highly 

aggressive, low prosocial boys could not realize their preferred friendships. Inclusion of the 

interactions with the aggression dummy (see Model 2), showed that highly aggressive boys were 

more likely to be in a realized friendship with other highly aggressive peers (OR = 1.65) than 

less aggressive boys (OR = 0.96).  Again, bi-strategic boys did not differ significantly from less 

aggressive boys in their realized friendships in terms of peers’ aggressive behavior. 
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Table 7.4 Multilevel Logistic Regression Analyses of Ego, Peer, and Perceived Benefits on 

Preferred Friendships of Early Adolescent Boys 

  Model 1  Model 2 
  Odds Ratio (95% CI)  Odds Ratio (95% CI) 

Ego Characteristics       
 Aggression Dummy  
(1= yes) 

 1.07 (0.81-1.41)  1.02 (0.73-1.42) 

 Bi-strategic Dummy  
(1= yes) 

 0.68 (0.40-1.16)  0.88 (0.47-1.63) 

Peer Characteristics       
 Overt Aggression  0.93 (0.86-1.00)  0.91* (0.84-0.98) 
 Prosocial Behavior  0.96 (0.84-1.10)  0.98 (0.85-1.13) 
Perceived Benefits       
 Emotional Support Received  1.66*** (1.39-1.97)  1.55*** (1.28 -1.87) 
 Practical Support Received  3.34*** (2.83-3.93)  3.49*** (2.92-4.17) 
Interactions with Aggression Dummy     
 Overt Aggression Peer  - -  1.10 (0.87-1.39) 
 Prosocial Behavior Peer  - -  0.88 (0.57-1.36) 
 Emotional Support Received  - -  1.72* (1.00-2.95) 
 Practical Support Received  - -  0.87 (0.54-1.43) 
Interactions with Bi-strategic Dummy     
 Overt Aggression Peer  - -  1.48 (0.95-2.32) 
 Prosocial Behavior Peer  - -  0.93 (0.44-1.95) 
 Emotional Support Received  - -  1.07 (0.38-2.99) 
 Practical Support Received  - -  0.39 (0.14-1.08) 
Random Effects  Estimate S.E.  Estimate S.E. 
 Class Level  0.60*** 0.07  0.60*** 0.07 
 Individual Level  1.17*** 0.06  1.17*** 0.07 

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 

 

Peer prosocial behavior and perceived benefits. Additionally, we tested homophily versus 

default selection by looking at prosocial behavior and the perceived benefits (i.e., received 

practical and emotional support). Logistic regressions showed no difference in preference 

regarding peer’s prosocial behavior (i.e., the combination of emotional and practical support) 

for highly aggressive versus less aggressive boys within the friendship dyad. For bi-strategic versus 

less aggressive boys we also found no difference in preference for prosocial behavior. However, 

with regard to perceived benefits, preferred friendships were more likely when there was 

emotional and practical support within the friendship dyad (OR’s 1.66 and 3.34, respectively). 

Looking at the interaction with the aggression dummy (see Model 2), we found that highly 

aggressive boys had a greater preference for peers from whom they received emotional support 

(OR = 2.66). Results for realized friendships are presented in Table 7.5. Here, Model 1 shows 

that receiving emotional and practical support greatly increased the likelihood of being in a 

realized friendship (OR = 8.40 and 7.45, respectively) even though peer prosocial behavior was 

associated with a decreasing likelihood of being in realized friendships. Yet, there was a 

substantial difference between highly aggressive boys and the rest. Interactions with the 

aggression dummy showed that the likelihood of receiving emotional support in friendships was 

significantly lower for highly aggressive boys compared to less aggressive boys (OR = 4.63 versus 

OR = 8.58). Thus, highly aggressive boys were not able to realize their preference with regard to 

the perceived benefits of their friendship to the same extent as less aggressive and bi-strategic 

boys.  
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Table 7.5 Multilevel Logistic Regression Analyses of Ego, Peer, and Perceived Benefits on Realized 

Friendships of Early Adolescent Boys 

  Model 1  Model 2 
  Odds ratio (95% CI)  Odds ratio (95% CI) 

Ego Characteristics       
 Aggression Dummy  
(1= yes) 

 0.68* (0.50-0.92)  0.67 (0.44-1.03) 

 Bi-strategic Dummy  
(1= yes) 

 2.36*** (1.46-3.83)  2.67** (1.48-4.82) 

Peer Characteristics       
 Overt Aggression  1.03 (0.95-1.12)  0.96 (0.88-1.05) 
 Prosocial Behavior Peer  0.72*** (0.62-0.85)  0.72*** (0.61-0.86) 
Perceived Benefits       
 Emotional Support Received   8.40*** (6.92-10.19)  8.58*** (6.99-10.54) 
 Practical Support Received  7.45*** (6.16-9.02)  7.40*** (6.04-9.07) 
Interactions with Aggressive Dummy     
 Overt Aggression Peer  - -  1.72*** (1.34-2.22) 
 Prosocial Behavior Peer  - -  1.06 (0.61-1.85) 
 Emotional Support Received     0.54* (0.30-0.97) 
 Practical Support Received  - -  1.22 (0.71-2.10) 
Interactions with Bi-strategic Dummy     
 Overt Aggression Peer  - -  1.40 (0.93-2.12) 
 Prosocial Behavior Peer  - -  0.76 (0.36-1.59) 
 Emotional Support Received  - -  1.56 (0.66-3.69) 
 Practical Support Received  - -  0.49 (0.20-1.20) 
Random Effects  Estimate S.E.  Estimate S.E. 
 Class Level  0.46*** 0.08  0.46*** 0.07 
 Individual Level  1.11*** 0.07  1.10*** 0.07 

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
 

7.4. Discussion 

 

In the literature on adolescent friendships and aggression there has been support for 

both the homophily selection and the default selection hypothesis. However, to date, studies 

have not tested these two hypotheses against each other. By assessing preferred and realized 

friendships in a large sample of early adolescent boys we found evidence mostly in favor of the 

default selection hypothesis. By making a clear distinction between two types of highly overt 

aggressive adolescents (low prosocial and prosocial bi-strategic) on the one hand versus less or 

non-aggressive adolescents on the other hand, we showed that boys, whether highly aggressive 

or not, had fairly similar friendship preferences. Contradicting the homophily selection 

hypothesis, highly aggressive boys did not have a preference for similar aggressive peers but, in 

line with the default selection hypothesis, they failed to realize the preference they had. That is, 

they ended up with highly aggressive peers even though they would have preferred less 

aggressive peers. Less or non-aggressive boys however, preferred less aggressive friends and 

ended up with peers not particularly high or low on aggression. Bi-strategic boys had no 

preferences regarding aggression and also ended up with peers who were neither high nor low 

on aggression. Additional support for the default selection hypothesis comes from looking at 

supportive behavior. In terms of what they want, aggressive, bi-strategic, and non-aggressive boys 

did not differ. All boys nominated friends who they perceived as giving emotional and practical 

support. In fact, highly aggressive, low prosocial boys had a greater preference for emotionally 

supportive peers than less aggressive boys. Yet, with regard to realized (i.e., reciprocal) 
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friendships, we found that friendship preferences of highly aggressive boys did not match their 

realized friendships. Realized friendships of highly aggressive boys were characterized by less 

emotional support than realized friendships of less aggressive boys. The findings for aggressive 

and supportive behavior are in line with Aboud and Mendelson (1996) who reasoned that 

aggressive boys may lack alternatives for reciprocal friendships and have to settle for less 

preferred friends. 

For highly aggressive boys there seems to be an interesting consolation for the inability 

to realize their preferred friendships. They perceive to get emotional support from those who 

they nominate as friends, even though these peers do not reciprocate the friendship 

nomination. This could indicate that there is more than wishful thinking involved and that 

highly aggressive boys actually are able to realize some of their friendship preferences as a half-

way house: Some emotional support without the others’ acknowledgement of friendship. From 

another perspective, it may be that there are some boys who are nice and supportive to all their 

peers, irrespective of their level of aggression. Nonetheless, in the long run it can be expected 

that even these prosocial boys may stop being nice if aggression is directed toward them or if 

they receive no support in return. Related to this, for future research it would be worthwhile to 

study what comes first: support (emotional or practical) or friendship? Obviously, answering 

such a question would require longitudinal data. 

Overall, our findings showed us four things. First, highly aggressive boys (i.e., high on 

aggression and low on prosocial behavior) preferred affectionate peers like everybody else. 

Second, previous studies mostly characterized the affiliation of two peers on the basis of similar 

characteristics as an active selection process. That is, peers are thought to choose each other on 

the basis of the homophily principle (see McPherson et al., 2001). Whereas this may still be true 

for most youth, we have shown that what in fact occurs among highly aggressive adolescent boys 

seems more like a process of default selection; they want the same kind of friends as all the 

others, but they do not get them and are therefore befriended with those who others do not 

care to choose. This way, they end up with more aggressive friends than the rest. Third, even 

though highly aggressive boys do not realize their preferred friendships, they do seem to be able 

to get some emotional support from among those who do not call themselves their friends. 

Fourth, as Hawley, Little, and Card (2007) recently found, adolescents who successfully 

combine aggressive antisocial and prosocial behaviors may actually be the ones with many and 

healthy friendship. Our study found some support for this, in that bi-strategic boys did not 

differ from less aggressive boys and in fact had the highest percentage of realized friendships. 

This is related to Hawley’s (1999) work, where she argued that youth who are able to combine 

aggressiveness with prosocial behavior actually gain more access to resources. It might thus be 

that it is not being high on aggression that creates default selection, but the lack of prosocial 

behavior.  
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Strengths and limitations 

To the best of our knowledge, testing homophily against default selection for highly 

aggressive low prosocial boys has not been done before. There are more strong points of this 

study. Some previous contributions have also studied friendships of highly aggressive youth 

(e.g., Adams, Bukowski, & Bagwell, 2005; Cairns et al., 1988), but they did not focus on the 

extreme end of the spectrum: those highly aggressive youth who are also low on prosocial traits. 

In contrast to these other studies, we used a large sample in which we were able to select this 

very specific group of highly aggressive and low prosocial boys. Moreover, we used peer-reported 

aggression which is less likely to be biased than teacher, self, or parent reports. Although we 

used only one item to measure overt aggression, this item was based on the average score of all 

classroom nominations on the question of ‘who quarrels or fights a lot with other classmates?’, 

thus making it a strong measure of overt aggression. Finally, we did not limit the number of 

friendship choices. This way it was more likely that participants not only nominated the friends 

that they actually had, but also the ones they would prefer. This indirect assessment of preferred 

and realized friendships is less sensitive to social desirability than a direct assessment (see e.g., 

Grotpeter & Crick, 1996). 

Our study also has some limitations. First, the cross-sectional nature of our study is a 

limitation because it did not allow us to study the friendship selection process itself. Another 

limitation is that we were only able to study friendship choices inside the classroom. Kiesner, 

Nicotra and Poulin (2003) have shown that it can be important to include outside school 

friends as well. It could be that in another context (e.g., sports club or neighborhood) aggressive 

boys fit in better and have more realized friendships. Aggression may be maladaptive in schools, 

but on the sports field for instance, it can be seen as an asset. Friendship selection outside the 

school context may therefore be based on different aspects. Related to this, it may be that the 

emotional support that highly aggressive boys want from their friends is provided by peers 

outside the school context. Next to that, the number of prospects for friendships may be 

narrower in other contexts, which could impact friendship selection (e.g., in neighborhoods 

there might be relatively few same-aged peers around). Moreover, it may also be that highly 

aggressive, low prosocial boys are not so good at establishing the friendships they want but 

instead seek to be part of a bigger peer group or clique. This way, highly aggressive, low 

prosocial boys would not have close friendships but could still benefit from peer group support.  

Another limitation concerns the gendered nature of overt aggression. Because we were 

only interested in overt aggression, we had to limit our analyses to aggressive boys, given the 

lack of overtly aggressive girls. However, it would be good to address possible gender differences 

in future research by also looking at different forms of aggression. That is, aggression is a 

heterogeneous construct and is not solely limited to its overt form. In the current study we only 

looked at overt aggression because relational aggression proves to be an ambiguous measure in 

the light of this study. In contrast to overt aggression, relational aggression is also associated 

with peer acceptance and has been linked to adaptive instead of maladaptive outcomes 

(Heilbron & Prinstein, 2008). Given that relational aggression may at least in part be associated 
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with positive outcomes (e.g., popularity), it may lead to different results when looking at 

preferred and realized friendships. Finally, the assessment of preferred friendships was not 

optimal. We did not directly ask respondents which friends they preferred, but assessed this 

only indirectly through unilateral best friendship nominations. However, given that 

respondents nominated between 1 and 16 peers as their best friends, it seems plausible to 

assume that part of these nominations are actually not ‘best friends’ but indicate a certain 

‘wanting to be best friends’ with the nominated peer. This method is also strengthened by 

Hektner et al. (2000) who showed that both directly asking children’s peer preferences and the 

assessment of unilateral and reciprocal friendships led to similar results.  

 

Future directions of research 

Future research may want to study whether highly aggressive youth also turn against 

their own friends (see Leary & Katz, 2005), or whether they only behave aggressively toward 

non-friends, as found by Card and Hodges (2006). Furthermore, it would be interesting to see 

what negative results default selection may have for the social development of highly aggressive 

adolescents. As we have shown, highly aggressive boys had realized friendships mainly with 

overtly aggressive peers. Longitudinally, we would get more insight in the default selection 

process by testing whether default selection indeed precedes the development of more severe 

aggressive behaviors through mutual influence. Highly aggressive youth are likely to lack certain 

social skills, such as empathy and perspective taking, which enable social goal pursuit (Wentzel 

et al., 2007). A lack of social intelligence and empathy has also been linked to a physically 

aggressive style of conflict resolution (Björkqvist, Österman, & Kaukiainen, 2000). Default 

selection may exacerbate this handicap because as aggressive youth become friends with other 

aggressive, less supportive, and less socially skilled peers, they come even more into contact with 

aggressive behavioral styles. As aggressive friends entice peers more to rule violating behavior 

(see Bagwell & Coie, 2004), this can give rise to more behavioral maladjustment, which in turn 

decreases the chance of friendships with less or non-aggressive peers. That is, default selection 

may help push highly aggressive youth into a vicious cycle. In their review regarding deviant and 

delinquent behavior, Gifford-Smith et al. (2005) also showed that current interventions often 

segregate high-risk youth, instead of integrating them with prosocial youth. Because of default 

selection, it may be advisable for interventions to keep encouraging interactions between highly 

aggressive and less or non-aggressive adolescents. Empirical evidence for the beneficial effects of 

such an integration is provided by Adams et al. (2005) who showed that having low aggressive 

friends led to a decrease in aggression of highly aggressive youth in the course of six months. 

Moreover, teaming up aggressive boys with non-aggressive boys during a six-week summer 

school program, led to a decrease in aggressive behavior regardless of whether the two boys were 

buddies (Hektner, August, & Realmuto, 2003). Such interventions would profit from the 

knowledge that highly aggressive low prosocial boys actually want prosocial friendships like 

everybody else. What they probably lack are prosocial skills that would help them realize their 

friendship preferences (Nangle, Erdley, Carpenter, & Newman, 2002).  
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8.1. General conclusion 

 

Looking back at the opening citation of this dissertation, it seems that Friedman’s words prove 

to be true for adolescents. The direct use of force (i.e., aggression) hardly leads to positive 

outcomes, and is often associated with negative outcomes. As we have seen in Chapter 2 bullies 

may have benefitted from a higher perceived popularity, but they were also more disliked by 

their classmates. Moreover, in Chapter 5 physical (or direct) aggression is associated with peer 

rejection in overaroused girls who are sensitive to rejection and rejected by peers. The findings 

from Chapter 6 indicate that increases in aggression by one is likely to spread by the fact that 

adolescents often copy maladjusted behavior from their peers. Finally, Chapter 7 shows that 

highly aggressive boys ended up in friendships with the least favorable peers and received less 

affection than their low aggressive counterparts. Combined these findings show that aggressive 

behavior is often accompanied by negative outcomes in terms of loss of affection, social 

preference, and friendships. This makes the study of aggression all the more important.  

The studies in this dissertation provided support for the notion that aggressive and 

antisocial behavior may be heavily influenced by heightened intensity of status and stimulation 

goals (Lindenberg 1996, 2008), especially in certain contexts. In line with the person-

environment interaction hypothesis (see Dodge & Pettit, 2003), Chapter 4 and 5 showed that 

the relationship between physiological factors (e.g., resting heart rate, RSA reactivity) and 

antisocial behavior is most visible in adverse peer contexts. Moreover, our findings also added 

more depth to this peer context, by examining whether these dispositions to behaving 

aggressively precede context or the other way around. 

Together, all three parts of this dissertation have given us more insight in the 

associations of aggression. As we expected from goal-framing and SPF theory, we have seen that 

aggressive adolescents directly and/or indirectly pursued status and stimulation goals and they 

also craved affection goals. The downside is that the pursuit of these goals, when they are very 

intense, often resulted in maladaptive behavior (i.e., aggressive and antisocial behaviors), 

especially but not exclusively in contexts that legitimize such behavior.  

In the following subparagraphs we will shed more light on these findings, their 

relevance and their implications. 

 

8.2. Status and stimulation in relation to peer context 

 

Status and Stimulation Goals 

 Together with the insights from the bullying literature, the findings from Chapter 2 

show us that intense status needs and aggression can indeed be linked. We thereby get a better 

perspective on why some children and adolescents behave aggressively. From the findings in 

Chapter 3 we have seen that stimulation goals are also important with regard to aggressive and 

rule-breaking behavior. Physiological predispositions can place goals of stimulation on the 

foreground. Underaroused individuals are in an uncomfortable physiological state and by 
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seeking more stimulation they can achieve more optimal levels of arousal, resulting in more 

well-being. Together with the findings from Chapter 4 and 5, Chapter 3 shows that 

underarousal in rest is associated with various types of antisocial behaviors (i.e., relational and 

direct aggression, rule breaking, and antisocial behavior), although this differed between boys 

and girls. In addition, Chapter 4 and 5 provided support for a person-environment interaction 

(see also Dodge & Pettit, 2003; Scarpa & Raine, 2006) and indicated that physiological 

predispositions have to be seen in light of (risky) peer contextual factors, such as peer bullying 

behavior and peer rejection. Interestingly, these chapters also showed that underarousal in both 

rest and stressful situations is associated with aggression and antisocial behavior. Here too 

context matters. Certain peer contexts may thus highlight stimulation goals (and possibly also 

goals of social status and behavioral confirmation) to a greater extent. However, the interaction 

between dispositions to stimulation goals and context does not necessarily have to result in 

aggressive or maladjusted behavior. With regard to overaroused individuals (e.g., high stress 

reactivity) and context it has been suggested that effects may be bi-directional. Both the 

Differential Susceptibility hypothesis (Belsky, Bakermans-Kranenburg, & Van IJzendoorn, 

2007; Belsky & Pluess, 2009) and the Biological Sensitivity to Context hypothesis (Boyce & 

Ellis, 2005) suggest that heightened biological reactivity may be associated with negative 

outcomes in adverse circumstances (as Chapter 4 and 5 show), but that the same disposition 

may be associated with positive outcomes in supportive contexts. Future studies should test 

whether this hypothesis also holds for underaroused individuals (see paragraph 8.7 for a more 

detailed discussion).  

 

Context and disposition: what comes first? 

  

Selection and influence 

In the third part of the dissertation we were interested in the question whether 

dispositions to status and stimulation goals precede the peer context or whether these goal 

dispositions are in largely shaped by the peer context. Therefore, in Chapter 6 we studied 

selection and influence processes with regard to the forms and functions of aggression in a 

longitudinal social network sample. Analyzing the friendship networks from nine school grades 

with SIENA (Snijders, 2001; Snijders & Baerveldt, 2003; Snijders, Steglich, & Schweinberger, 

2007) added additional insights to our perspective on the development of aggression. When 

controlling for structural effects of the networks and for selection on the basis of gender 

similarity, it turned out that proactively and relationally aggressive adolescents selected 

behaviorally similar peers as friends. Moreover, proactive, reactive, and relational aggression 

were adopted from friends over time. Friends did not influence each other’s behavior with 

regard to overt forms of aggression. 

 The results of Chapter 6 show that selection and influence processes can work 

simultaneously. Adolescents select friends on the basis of proactive and relational aggression 

and are in turn reinforced by their friends in their aggressive behavior. These findings also 
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relate to the developmental differences observed in aggression. In adolescence, aggression 

becomes more subtle (i.e., relational) and can serve to establish and maintain friendships 

(Heilbron & Prinstein, 2008). 

 

Default selection 

Although Chapter 6 provided some support for the idea that goal dispositions both 

precede and are shaped by peer context, in the final study of this dissertation we look more 

closely at a whether these processes are active choices or not. In Chapter 7 therefore studied 

friendship selection processes on the basis of direct physical aggression. Although it is often 

assumed in the aggression literature that friendships sprout from active selection on the basis of 

behavioral similarity (homophilic selection), it may in fact be that aggressive adolescents affiliate 

with each other on the basis of default selection. Although aggressive adolescents would prefer 

supportive, non-aggressive friends, due to their own aggressive behavior they have to resort to 

less favorable peers in order to get at least some affection. Our findings supported this idea of 

default selection. Highly aggressive boys had the same friendship preferences as low aggressive 

and bi-strategic boys. What they wanted were friends who scored low on aggression and high on 

emotional support. However, these highly aggressive boys ended up with friends who were also 

aggressive and provided the least emotional support. In contrast, boys who were less aggressive 

or who were able to combine pro- and antisocial behavior (i.e., bi-strategic boys) ended up with 

their preferred friends: i.e., those peers low on aggression and high on support.   

 The results from Chapter 7 imply that highly aggressive boys are likely to get stuck in a 

vicious cycle; because they have no other choice then to affiliate with other aggressive boys, 

their aggressive behavior is reinforced, which in turn decreases the chances of being in a 

friendship with non-aggressive, prosocial peers. 

 

Together, the chapters in part three present an interesting perspective on goal 

dispositions to behaving aggressively in relation to peer context. At first glance, the findings 

from Chapter 6 and 7 seem to contradict each other to some extent. That is, in Chapter 6 we 

found no support for notion that adolescents selected each other on the basis of overt forms of 

aggression, whereas in Chapter 7, we found exactly this. Two reasons may account for this 

difference: (1) in Chapter 7 we focused on a very specific group of overtly aggressive boys (i.e., 

those high on aggression and low on prosocial behavior), (2) in Chapter 7 we were not able to 

disentangle the form from the functions. Hence, future studies may want to look at the 

underlying pro- and reactive functions of overt aggression with regard to default selection 

processes. 

 

8.3 Some scientific implications 

 

The studies in this dissertation have several scientific implications. First, problem 

behavior does not necessarily indicate deviant goals but rather a higher intensity of goals that 
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everyone pursues (in this case, status and stimulation). Second, the way intense status and 

stimulation goals affect adolescent behavior can only be fully understood in light of the peer 

context individuals are in. This became mostly evident in the studies on physiological 

underarousal. As we mentioned at the beginning of this dissertation, under- and overarousal 

can both have negative and positive effects. For example, it is tempting to speculate that in safe 

environments that are sufficiently monitored, underarousal may lead children to seek out new 

and stimulating things which are beneficial to their behavioral development. However, in 

unsupervised, risky environments, the underarousal may lead children to hang out with ‘bad 

peers’ and sensation seeking may result in aggressive and antisocial behavior.  

Related to this point is the important finding that “soft” social goals such as affection 

are not pushed aside by “hard” social goals such as domination (coupled with aggression). It 

only seems that highly aggressive boys seek each other out as friends, but in fact they do not. 

They retain their need for affection and thus prefer affectionate friends like everyone. Here too, 

the peer context matters because highly aggressive boys have to make due with what they can 

get. Thus, when studying friendship selection processes, it is important to consider that 

adolescents cannot always choose who they want as friends. As with rejected adolescents 

(Deptula & Cohen, 2003), overtly aggressive boys sometimes have to resort to second choices 

and may end up befriending the least favorable peers.  

Finally, as we saw in Chapter 5, an intense need for behavioral confirmation (i.e., a 

need for being accepted) can express itself as a high sensitivity for being rejected. We found that 

for girls who are highly sensitive to being rejected, it is not the need for stimulation that creates 

behavioral problems, but just the opposite: it is the intense sensitivity to being stimulated that 

creates problems. In this case, the need for stimulation is too quickly satisfied and can lead to 

aggressive reactions when one feels rejected. Social and physical needs can thus interact to 

create behavioral problems.  

  

8.4 Societal implications 

 

The findings in this dissertation can also be helpful for policy makers. Although there 

are intervention and prevention studies on aggression in abundance, effect sizes of these studies 

are typically low to moderate (see e.g., McGuire, 2008; Wilson & Lipsey, 2007). Better insight 

in the associations between physiological factors and aggression may facilitate the identification 

of early risk factors of problem behaviors. More specifically, biomarkers such as low resting 

heart rate and blunted responses to stress may help to identify potential problematic youth at 

an early age. Thus, getting better insight in the effects of physiological predispositions may 

create more effective and perhaps more specific interventions. For example, in Chapter 5 we 

have seen that both under- and overaroused girls were at risk for aggression. Currently, most 

programs would subject these aggressive girls to a single intervention without taking the 

heterogeneity of aggression into account (Rutter, 2008). However, it is likely that the group of 

underaroused girls will benefit more from an intervention aimed at increasing cognitive skills, 
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whereas the group of overaroused girls may benefit more from anger management and social 

skills training.  

 A second recommendation for intervention and prevention practices comes from 

integrating our findings on physiological predispositions and peer context in relation to 

aggression and antisocial behavior. First of all, our findings showed that interventions and 

preventions should target groups as well as individuals at risk. Namely, we found that 

physiological dispositions to behaving aggressively / antisocially become especially evident in 

adverse environments. Classroom norms may influence the opportunities for sensation seeking 

for youth with low resting heart rate. As the findings from Chapter 4 indicated, only in 

classrooms where bullying behaviors were frequent, was low resting heart rate associated with 

antisocial behaviors. Interventions should thus aim at decreasing all sorts of negative behaviors 

in classrooms, because the interaction of dispositions with contexts makes antisocial behavior 

spread from one kind of behavior to another.  

In addition, special attention should be directed to overaroused girls who are in adverse 

peer contexts (in our case highly rejected and sensitive to peer rejection; see Chapter 5). These 

girls were extremely aggressive compared to underaroused and normally aroused girls. This 

extreme behavior is likely a result of poor social functioning and therefore social skills and 

anger management training may lead to better social adjustment. Clearly, more research is 

needed to identify the precise mechanisms that give rise to the relationship between 

overarousal, social stress, and aggressive behaviors. By examining the direction of the 

relationship between peer rejection and (physical forms of) aggression, we may be able to 

determine which comes first; do girls who are rejected become aggressive as a desperate 

response to achieve their goals to some extent or are girls rejected as a result of their aggressive 

behavior? Most likely, these two processes occur simultaneously and reinforce each other.  

Next to the potential importance of physiological factors in intervention and prevention 

programs, peer relations also deserve close attention because they exert considerable influence 

on the development of aggression. Perhaps most important for policy makers and school 

teachers is the main finding from Chapter 7. Here we found that highly aggressive boys 

befriended other aggressive boys, but in reality they longed for friendships characterized by 

prosocial support. Providing these boys with the tools to engage in prosocial, healthy 

friendships may be accompanied by a reduction in aggression. Some empirical evidence showed 

that teaming up aggressive boys with non-aggressive boys already led to reductions in aggression 

over time (Hektner, et al., 2003). Improving social skills of aggressive boys may facilitate this 

process in a more natural fashion.  

 

8.5 Directions for future research 

 

There are several issues that cry out for more future research. First, with regard to 

physiologic under- and overarousal, it is important to assess whether such predispositions are 

stable traits or whether they change over time. And, related to this, whether the association 
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between physiological predispositions and aggression is stable over time. The TRAILS data used 

in Chapter 3 and 4 already showed that this association increases in strength over time in boys. 

However, it would be important to see if this association is also visible in adulthood and if these 

physiological predispositions are also related to different (antisocial) outcomes in adulthood.  

Second, it is important to get more insight into the role underaroused children and 

adolescents play in the peer group. Are the youth who are characterized by a low resting heart 

rate at the center of the group, due to their tendency to seek out risky activities? In line with 

Moffitt’s (1993) dual taxonomy, low heart rate youth may be overrepresented among the life-

course persistent antisocial children. As such, they may become a role model for adolescence-

limited antisocial youth and thus be at the core of peer groups in adolescence. Another, related 

question is, why would youth with low resting heart rate be so easily influenced by the bullying 

behavior around them? One possibility may be that status and/ or stimulation goals are 

highlighted in such contexts, giving an extra impetus to goal-pursuit in the form of various 

forms of antisocial behavior.  

Third, as we already mentioned, future studies may want to test the hypothesis of a 

differential biological susceptibility to contexts (e.g., Boyce & Ellis, 2005). Here, the assumption 

rests on the idea that biological disposition may have a bidirectional effect; certain dispositions 

are associated with negative outcomes in adverse contexts, whereas the same dispositions may 

be associated with positive outcomes in supportive contexts. Although this hypothesis was 

posited with regard to stress reactivity, we may extend this to autonomic underarousal during 

baseline (i.e., during rest) as well. That is, in contexts characterized by aggressive and antisocial 

behavior, underaroused (and thus under-stimulated) adolescents may be more inclined to 

affiliate with deviant peers. In turn, this may lead to more aggressive and antisocial behavior. 

However, in contexts characterized by support, underarousal may be associated with positive 

outcomes, as a result of partaking in risky prosocial activities. There is also some evidence for 

this hypothesized direction. Although underarousal is often associated with negative outcomes, 

low heart rate levels and reactivity have also been reported in men with risky professions (e.g., 

in British paratroopers: McMillan & Rachman, 1987). 

Fourth, building further upon the results from Chapter 6, future studies may want to 

shed light on the change in forms and functions of aggression throughout child and adolescent 

development. One particular question is whether functions maintain certain forms of 

aggression. Can different types of aggression grow into other manifestations of aggression? 

Whereas the instrumental function of aggression may give rise to more direct forms of 

aggression in childhood, the same function may lead to more indirect forms in adolescence. 

Longitudinal social network analysis may prove to be a useful tool to answer such questions. 

Fifth, most of our findings showed that processes work quite differently for boys and 

girls. In Chapter 7 we focused specifically on boys, because there were hardly any girls in our 

(large) sample who were high on overt aggression and low on prosocial behavior. This suggests 

that at least with regard to overt forms of aggression, there are differences in frequency and 

severity between boys and girls. In addition, the relationship between heart rate in rest and 
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aggression and antisocial behaviors became especially apparent in boys. Although we found 

some cross-sectional evidence of this relationship in girls at age 11 (see Chapter 4), over time 

this relationship only held in boys. This suggests several ventures for future research. First, it 

may be that low resting heart rate in girls is associated with different forms of (mal)adjustment. 

Some studies show indeed that low resting heart rate is associated with more internalizing 

instead of externalizing problems (see e.g., Dietrich et al., 2007; Oldehinkel et al., 2008). 

Second, it may also be that girls with low heart rate engage more in risky prosocial behavior 

(Murray-Close & Woods, 2009).  

Another direction for future research focuses on an extension of the default selection 

hypothesis (see Chapter 7). Unfortunately, in our test of this hypothesis only cross-sectional 

data was available and therefore more support for this hypothesis is needed. Future studies 

should thus seek to replicate this finding with longitudinal data. Moreover, it may be 

worthwhile to test a selection – de-selection – socialization model. That is, we would expect that 

friendships with aggressive youth dissolve more often than friendships with non-aggressive 

youth. This in turn may lead to default selection (i.e., aggressive youth affiliate with each other 

because friendships with non-aggressive youth have been dissolved), which in turn results in 

social influence leading to more severe forms of aggressive behavior.  

In sum, although the studies included in this dissertation provided answers to several 

questions with regard to the role that peer contexts and physiological dispositions play in the 

explanation of aggression and antisocial behavior, they also give rise to many other questions 

that deserve attention in future research. In addition, the field of aggression and antisocial 

behavior should give more priority to possible intervention and prevention studies that are 

aimed at changing group norms, teaming up aggressive with non-aggressive children and 

providing sufficient tools (e.g., social skills training) to socially maladjusted youth.  
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Samenvatting 

 

In dit proefschrift is agressief en regelovertredend gedrag van (pre)adolescenten onderzocht. 

Vanuit een doelbenadering (Sociale Productie Functie theorie) werd voorspeld dat adolescenten 

kunnen verschillen in de mate waarin ze status- en stimulatiedoelen nastreven, wat tot 

problemen met betrekking tot zelfregulatie kan leiden. Een sterke statusbehoefte kan leiden tot 

pogingen om anderen te domineren, wat agressief gedrag in de hand werkt. Op een 

vergelijkbare manier kan een sterke stimulatiebehoefte leiden tot risicozoekend gedrag, zoals 

regelovertredend en agressief gedrag. Zowel een sterke status- als stimulatiebehoefte kan dus 

agressief en regelovertredend gedrag tot gevolg hebben. Echter, deze persoonlijke eigenschappen 

worden beïnvloed door de sociale omgeving, die als risicofactor of buffer kan dienen. Inzicht 

krijgen in de wisselwerking tussen persoonlijke eigenschappen en sociale omgeving is van grote 

waarde voor de sociale wetenschappen.  

 Belangrijke wetenschappelijk conclusies uit dit proefschrift zijn dat: (a) probleemgedrag 

niet per se duidt op deviante doelen maar op een verhoogde intensiteit van “gewone” doelen 

die iedereen nastreeft; (b) voor adolescenten de manier waarop sterke status- en/of 

stimulatiedoelen doorwerken op probleemgedrag afhankelijk is van de sociale context; en (c) 

dat “zachte” sociale doelen zoals de behoefte aan affectie niet worden verdrongen door “harde” 

sociale doelen (zoals de behoefte aan dominantie). 

 

In dit proefschrift werd in het eerste deel onderzocht of een sterke status- en/ of 

stimulatiebehoeftes gepaard gaat met meer agressief en regelovertredend gedrag. In het tweede 

deel werd er gekeken naar de wisselwerking tussen status- en stimulatiebehoeftes en de sociale 

omgeving. Hierbij werd voornamelijk gekeken naar sociale omgevingen waarin statusdoelen 

belangrijk waren. In het derde en laatste deel werd naar de afhankelijkheid tussen persoonlijke 

eigenschappen en sociale omgeving gekeken. Hier was de vraag van belang of de omgeving 

wordt gevormd op basis van persoonlijke eigenschappen of dat de omgeving vorm geeft aan 

persoonlijke eigenschappen.  

 

Sterke status- en stimulatiebehoeftes 

 

In het tweede hoofdstuk keken we naar de samenhang tussen statusdoelen en agressie. De 

hoofdvraag was: ‘waarom pesten sommige kinderen?’. Om deze vraag te beantwoorden werd 

gebruik gemaakt van een Finse steekproef, waarin de statusdoelen van pesters met die van 

slachtoffers werden vergeleken. Pesters werd gevraagd in welke mate zij statusdoelen 

nastreefden, of deze statusdoelen ook zichtbaar waren in de functie van hun agressieve gedrag 

en of pesten ook samenhing met een hogere sociale status. Met behulp van sociale 

netwerkanalyse werden de relaties tussen pesters en slachtoffers onderzocht. Uit de analyses 

bleek dat onder pesters voornamelijk adolescente jongens sterke statusbehoeftes hadden, 

doelgerichte agressie vertoonden en laag scoorden op sociale acceptatie. Slachtoffers 
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daarentegen hadden over het algemeen minder sterke statusbehoeftes, en met name meisjes 

scoorden laag op zowel sociale acceptatie als populariteit. Hoewel er verschillen tussen jongens 

en meisjes en tussen kinderen en adolescenten waren, werd het toch zichtbaar dat pesten wordt 

gedreven vanuit een sterke statusbehoefte. Dit bleek ook uit de doelgerichte agressie van 

pesters. Wat sociale status betreft is de algemene conclusie dat pesten weliswaar samenhangt 

met een lage sociale acceptatie maar soms ook met een hoge populariteit.  

 In hoofdstuk drie werd er ingegaan op stimulatiedoelen. Om erachter te komen of 

sommige individuen sterke stimulatiebehoeftes hebben, werd er gekeken naar fysiologische 

indicatoren van lage prikkeling. Preciezer gezegd werd de relatie tussen een lage hartslag in 

rusttoestand en antisociaal gedrag (agressie en regelovertredend gedrag) onderzocht. Op basis 

van de ‘stimulation seeking’ theorie werd verondersteld dat een lage hartslag in rust samen zou 

hangen met sensatie zoeken wat vervolgens zou samenhangen met meer antisociaal gedrag. Uit 

analyses op de TRacking Adolescents’ Individual Lives Survey (TRAILS) dataset bleek dat een 

lage hartslag samenhing met antisociaal gedrag bij jongens maar niet bij meisjes. Verder had een 

lage hartslag bij jongens een indirect effect op regelovertredend gedrag via een sensatiezoekende 

persoonlijkheid. 

 Beide studies in deel één lieten zien dat sommige individuen sterkere status- dan wel 

stimulatiedoelen hebben. Maar wat is de rol van de sociale omgeving in het gehoor geven aan 

deze behoeftes? 

 

Doelen en sociale omgeving 

 

In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift werd er naar de wisselwerking van doelen en sociale 

omgeving gekeken. In hoofdstuk vier werd daarom met de TRAILS dataset gekeken hoe het 

gedrag van leeftijdsgenoten de relatie tussen een lage hartslag en antisociaal beïnvloedde. 

Geredeneerd vanuit een persoon-omgevingsinteractie werd verondersteld dat preadolescenten 

met een laag prikkelingsniveau (gemeten via hartslag in rusttoestand) ontvankelijker zijn voor 

risicovolle sociale omgevingen. In overeenstemming met deze verwachting bleek dat een lage 

hartslag tijdens rust alleen samenhing met antisociaal gedrag in sociale omgevingen waarin veel 

pestgedrag voorkwam. Daarnaast voorspelde een lage hartslag ook antisociaal gedrag op latere 

leeftijd, zelfs als er rekening werd gehouden met de sociale omgeving (leeftijdsgenoten, vrienden 

en gezinssituatie) en eerder antisociaal gedrag. 

 In hoofdstuk vijf werd wederom de wisselwerking van sociale omgeving en fysiologische 

indicatoren voor stimulatiedoelen onderzocht. Echter, in deze studie werd expliciet naar 

agressie gekeken in een steekproef van Amerikaanse meisjes. Deze meisjes deden mee aan een 

experiment waarin sociale uitsluiting werd gesimuleerd (met behulp van Cyberball). Tijdens dit 

experiment werden verschillende fysiologische indicatoren van stressgevoeligheid gemeten, te 

weten hartslag, hartslagvariabiliteit en huidgeleiding. Uit de resultaten bleek enerzijds dat een 

lage stressgevoeligheid samenhing met meer relationele agressie. Anderzijds bleek juist dat 

overgevoeligheid tijdens het experiment samenhing met fysieke agressie, maar alleen als deze 
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meisjes afgewezen werden door hun leeftijdsgenoten en ook erg gevoelig waren voor afwijzing. 

Deze overgevoelige meisjes scoorden verreweg het hoogst op fysieke agressie. 

 Samen laten deze twee studies zien dat de mate waarin (pre)adolescenten status- en 

stimulatiedoelen nastreven niet onafhankelijk van de sociale omgeving kan worden gezien. De 

vraag rijst dan echter of deze persoonlijke eigenschappen door de sociale omgeving worden 

gevormd, of eerder andersom; bepaalt de omgeving de mate waarin individuen status- en 

stimulatiedoelen nastreven? 

 

Schept de omgeving doelen of creëeren doelen de omgeving? 

 

In hoofdstuk zes werd de bovenstaande vraag onderzocht aan de hand van vriendschapsselectie- 

en invloedsprocessen met betrekking tot de ontwikkeling van verschillende vormen (fysieke en 

relationele) en functies (instrumentele en reactive) van agressie. Sociale netwerkanalyse van 

negen Amerikaanse schoolklassen wees uit dat zowel instrumenteel als reactief agressieve 

adolescenten voornamelijk vrienden kozen die respectievelijk instrumenteel en reactief agressief 

waren. Kortom, er vond vriendschapsselectie op basis van similariteit plaats. Daarnaast bleek 

dat adolescenten elkaars agressieve gedrag beïnvloedden met betrekking tot instrumentele, 

reactieve en relationele agressie. Fysieke vormen van agressie werden echter niet overgenomen 

van vrienden. Deze resultaten lieten zien dat selectie- en invloedsprocessen tegelijkertijd 

plaatsvonden, ook als er werd gecontroleerd voor structurele effecten van het sociale netwerk 

(reciprociteit en transitiviteit) en vriendschapsselectie op basis van geslacht.  

 In hoofdstuk zeven werd onderzocht of vriendschapskeuzes met betrekking tot agressief 

gedrag bewuste of noodgedwongen keuzes zijn. Hiertoe werd een groep van fysiek agressieve 

jongens geselecteerd en gekeken of zij, zoals vaak in de literatuur wordt aangenomen, actief 

andere agressieve jongens als vrienden selecteren (‘homophilic selection’) of dat zij met andere 

agressieve jongens bevriend raken bij gebrek aan alternatieven (‘default selection’). De 

resultaten lieten zien dat agressieve jongens een voorkeur hadden voor prosociale, niet-

agressieve vrienden. Echter, door hun agressieve gedrag kwamen ze in vriendschappen met 

andere agressieve jongens terecht om zo nog enigszins aan de behoefte voor affectie te voldoen. 

Dit komt overeen met de ‘default selection’ hypothese. Agressieve jongens weken in 

vriendschapsvoorkeuren niet af van jongens die laag op agressie scoorden en jongens die zowel 

agressief als prosociaal waren (‘bi-strategics’). Deze resultaten maken het aannemelijk dat deze 

agressieve jongens in een vicieuze circel terechtkomen; omdat ze geen andere keus hebben dan 

vriendschappen te sluiten met andere agressieve jongens, neemt hun agressieve gedrag toe. Als 

gevolg hiervan nemen de kansen af om vriendschappen met niet-agressieve jongens te sluiten.  

  

Conclusies 

 

De resultaten in dit proefschrift hebben verscheidene implicaties. Ten eerste blijkt dat de 

manier waarop status- en stimulatiedoelen worden nagestreefd niet onafhankelijk van de sociale 
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omgeving kan worden gezien. Dit werd vooral duidelijk met betrekking tot stimulatiedoelen. 

Uit deze studies bleek dat jongeren met een sterke stimulatiebehoefte in omgevingen die 

gekenmerkt worden door antisociaal gedrag een grotere kans hebben om zich antisociaal te 

gedragen. Echter, het is verleidelijk om te speculeren dat diezelfde jongeren in een prosociale 

omgeving minder antisociaal en agressief zijn. Ten tweede is het belangrijk om stil te staan bij 

de bevinding dat agressieve jongeren hun vrienden niet altijd bewust kiezen. Ten derde hebben 

de studies in dit proefschrift laten zien dat het nuttig is om een onderscheid te maken tussen 

verschillende vormen en functies van agressief gedrag. Zo hangen fysieke en relationele uitingen 

van agressie niet alleen verschillend samen met vriendschap, maar blijkt ook dat relationele 

agressie eerder samenhangt met ondergevoeligheid, terwijl fysieke agressie samenhangt met 

overgevoeligheid van het autonome zenuwstelsel. 

 Voor beleidsmakers is een aantal bevindingen relevant. Fysiologische maten, zoals 

gebruikt in deze dissertatie, kunnen van waarde zijn bij de identificatie van probleemgedrag (op 

relatief jonge leeftijd) en zouden wellicht een handvat kunnen zijn voor het op maat maken van 

interventieprogramma’s. Hoofdstuk vijf wees bijvoorbeeld uit dat zowel fysiologische 

ondergevoeligheid als overgevoeligheid samenhing met agressie. In huidige programma’s 

zouden beide groepen aan dezelfde interventie worden onderworpen. Echter, het is aannemelijk 

dat de groep gekenmerkt door ondergevoeligheid meer zou profiteren van een empathie- of 

emotieherkenningsinterventie, terwijl de groep gekenmerkt door overgevoeligheid meer profijt 

zou hebben van een ‘anger management’ training. Verder wijzen de studies in dit proefschrift 

uit dat interventies gericht op het reduceren van agressie niet alleen het individu moeten 

benaderen, maar ook de sociale omgeving (zoals vrienden en klasgenoten) hierbij moeten 

betrekken. Met name voor de agressieve jongens uit hoofdstuk zeven zou een interventie die 

gericht is op het aanleren van sociale vaardigheden een verschil kunnen maken. Immers, ze 

willen graag niet-agressieve, prosociale vrienden, maar ontberen de middelen om dergelijke 

vriendschappen op te bouwen.  
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Dankwoord 
 

Het schrijven van een proefschrift is vergelijkbaar met een lange reis. De bestemming is 

enigszins bekend en vaak heb je ook een soort van routebeschrijving tot je beschikking, maar de 

weg naar de bestemming ontvouwt zich geleidelijk en is zelden direct. Zo zijn er vele zijpaden, 

omwegen, en tweesprongen op weg naar je eindbestemming. Nu ik bij de eindbestemming ben 

beland, is het goed om eens terug te kijken naar hoe de reis is verlopen. En wie stonden me bij 

tijdens deze lange reis? Want zoals bij elke reis, zijn er bij het schrijven van een proefschrift 

talloze mensen die helpen, zowel praktisch als emotioneel.  

De belangrijkste ondersteuning voor het schrijven van mijn proefschrift kwam uiteraard 

van mijn begeleiders. Sigi, hierbij wil ik je bedanken voor jouw ondersteuning in de afgelopen 

vier jaar. Altijd wist je me goed op weg te helpen bij het nadenken over interessante en 

relevante onderzoeksvragen. En, in de wanorde van onderwerpen en onderzoeksvragen wist je 

altijd het pad te ontwaren. Zelfs bij het laatste stuk van dit proefschrift wist je een helder kader 

voor de grote lijn in dit proefschrift te scheppen. Kortom, jouw theoretische ondersteuning is 

van onschatbare geweest tijdens deze reis.  

Iemand de weg wijzen is één ding, maar iemand de juiste middelen verschaffen om de 

reis te maken is ook erg belangrijk. René, jouw statistische kennis, je pragmatische insteek en je 

bereidheid om mijn stukken altijd (en razendsnel!) van commentaar te voorzien waren erg 

belangrijk voor de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift. De samenwerking met jou verliep altijd 

soepel en op natuurlijke wijze. Ook zorgde jij er altijd voor dat je aio’s actief het onderzoeksveld 

opzochten. Zo moedigde je mij aan om deel te nemen aan internationele conferenties, symposia 

op te zetten en om onderzoeken in te dienen bij toptijdschriften.  

Sigi en René, jullie vulden elkaar naadloos aan en vormden dan ook een perfect 

begeleidingsteam. Ik heb veel van jullie geleerd over het doen van onderzoek, en jullie hebben 

ervoor gezorgd dat ik in toekomst wellicht wat eerder op het juiste pad zit. 

De derde persoon die ik hier wil bedanken, is voor mij als een derde begeleider geweest. 

Harriëtte, hoewel je wat later ten tonele verscheen tijdens deze reis, heeft jouw inbreng een 

grote impact op de koers van dit proefschift gehad. Een scriptieonderzoek dat wij gezamenlijk 

begeleidden, was zo’n zijweggetje dat uiteindelijk een van de belangrijkste wegen naar de 

eindbestemming is geweest. Niet alleen weet ik nu wat het verschil tussen PEP en LVET is, 

maar ook heb ik veel van je geleerd over het schrijven (en vooral het weglaten van stukken tekst) 

van een wetenschappelijk artikel. Daarnaast vond ik de samenwerking met jou altijd zeer 

prettig, grappig en stimulerend. Ook al zijn we het niet altijd eens over de lengte van de 

discussie... 

Furthermore, I would like to thank all the co-authors that helped me in the process of 

finishing this dissertation. First of all, I’d like to thank Christina for being a great support for 

chapter two. Kiitos paljon! Second, I’d like to thank Tiina, Todd, and Patty. I had a great time 

in Kansas and very much enjoyed our collaboration. Third, I want to thank Annie and Erin. 
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Your positive attitudes and willingness to help made me immediately feel at home in 

Burlington. Never did writing up a paper go so fast! 

Een ander zijweggetje op het pad van het schrijven van deze dissertatie zijn de 

conferenties en de werkweken in Toscane. Hierbij wil ik alle Toscane-gangers graag bedanken 

voor hun vriendschap, tips, inzicht, gezelligheid en te veel Toscaanse wijn.  

 

Tijdens mijn promotie heb ik ook gemerkt hoe belangrijke een goede werkomgeving is. 

Daarom kan ik mijn mede-aio’s en collega’s niet genoeg bedanken voor de leuke tijd die we 

hebben gehad: bedankt voor de leuke lunches, gesprekken en feestjes. Mede dankzij jullie waren 

het vier mooie jaren! Drie collega’s wil ik hier graag nog speciaal bedanken. Tobias en Gijs, ik 

ben blij dat ik twee jaar lang met jullie een kantoor heb mogen delen. Lea, jou ben ik de meeste 

dank verschuldigd. Naast collega ben je ook ruim drie jaar lang mijn partner geweest. Hoewel 

onze wegen nu gescheiden zijn, ben ik blij dat ik je heb leren kennen en ben ik je erg dankbaar 

voor je steun, vertrouwen en liefde in de jaren dat we samen waren.  

 De weg naar dit proefschrift was lang en soms zwaar, maar gelukkig waren er altijd mijn 

vrienden en familie die voor de nodige afleiding zorgden. Erik en Anu, gezellig waren de 

etentjes, het klussen aan jullie huis en uiteraard de MMA-trainingen, Belgische biertjes en 

snoeiharde folk-metal. Ook de bands waren een goede afleiding van het academische werk en 

wat is er nu mooier dan muziek maken met een paar vrienden? Latchkey en Unamused bedankt 

voor de goede muziek! Erik en Arne, is het alweer tijd voor pzz + bier? DDAY-ers: game on! 

As lêste wol ik hjir graach myn famylje tanken. Herre, er is altijd tijd voor een ’n bakkie 

op de fac. Hedwich en Nynke, al sjogge wy mekoar tsjinwurdich net mear sa faak, eltse kear as 

wy mekoar wer treffe fielt it oft er gjin tiid foarby gien is. Heit en mem, tanke dat jim der altyd 

foar ús binne. 
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